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Abstract

An interactive and flexible measurement-based auralization of an acoustic scenery
benefits from a separation into source-, room-, and receiver-dependent modules. This
thesis presents a room description that facilitates such a modularity: the source-
and-receiver-directional Ambisonics room impulse response (SRD ARIR) capture and
processing approach. In its most hardware-efficient implementation, the SRD ARIR relies
on a small set of RIRs measured between a first-order source and a first-order receiver. In
order to facilitate the auralization of sources with higher-order directivity, the Ambisonic
spatial decomposition method (ASDM) is employed to enhance the directional resolution,
i.e. to upscale the first-order resolution of the measurements to higher orders. In the
Ambisonics domain, the SRD ARIR interfaces seamlessly with the source and receiver
directivities, which are typically available in Ambisonics as well.

On the receiver side, this thesis presents perpetually motivated modifications of the
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) that radically improve binaural rendering of
Ambisonic signals. The methods either employ a frequency-dependent HRTF time
alignment in pre-processing or use a magnitude-least-squares optimization where a
phase-match at high frequencies is disregarded in favor of a magnitude match. Both
renderers optionally include an interaural covariance correction that enforces optimal
rendering of diffuse fields with only small impact when rendering particular free fields.
Results from the presented listening experiments indicate that already an order of three
allows for high-quality rendering.

Measurement-based auralization does not exclusively rely on Ambisonics. Especially
if modularity is not required, auralization based on multiple-orientation binaural room
impulse responses (MOBRIRs) is a popular alternative. This thesis discusses the optimal
MOBRIR resolution that allows for high-quality variable-orientation rendering while
keeping the measurement effort low. The results from listening experiments comparing
various orientation resolutions indicate that the optimum is found for a resolution of 15◦

or finer.

The proposed SRD ARIR method is perceptually evaluated in listening experiments
where a MOBRIR-based auralization is employed as a reference condition. For both
the MOBRIR- and the SRD ARIR-based auralization, the icosahedral loudspeaker array
(IKO) was employed as directional source of well-studied perceptual effects. The results of
the listening experiments indicate results of similar quality when comparing the proposed
SRD ARIR method to alternative rendering methods, when using measurements taken in
the same acoustic environment.
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Kurzfassung

Eine interaktive, flexible und auf Messdaten basierende Auralisation einer akustischen
Szene profitiert von einer Trennung in die Quell-, Raum- und Empfängermodule. In dieser
Arbeit wird eine Mess- und Verarbeitungsstrategie des Raummoduls vorgestellt, die eine
solche Modularität ermöglicht: die Source-and-Receiver-Directional Ambisonics Raumim-
pulsantwort (SRD ARIR). In ihrer effizientesten (Hardware) Implementierung stützt sich
die SRD-ARIR auf einen begrenzten Satz von RIRs, die zwischen einer Quelle und einem
Empfänger von jeweils erster Ordnung gemessen werden. Um die Auralisation von Quellen
mit Richtwirkungen höherer Ordnung zu ermöglichen, wird die Ambisonic Spatial Decom-
position Method (ASDM) verwendet, um die Richtungsauflösung zu erhöhen, d.h. die
Auflösung der Messungen erster Ordnung auf höhere Ordnungen hoch zu skalieren. In
der Ambisonics-Domäne lässt sich die SRD-ARIR nahtlos mit der Quell- und Empfänger-
Richtcharakteristik verbinden, die typischerweise auch in Ambisonics zur Verfügung ste-
hen.

Auf der Empfängerseite werden in dieser Arbeit Ansätze zur binauralen Wiedergabe
von Ambisonics Signalen vorgestellt, die diese radikal verbessert. Es wird ein frequen-
zabhängiger Laufzeitabgleich in der Vorverarbeitung der Außenohrübertragungsfunktion
(HRTF) oder eine Optimierung der kleinsten Fehlerquadrate, die eine Phasenanpassung
zugunsten einer Amplitudenanpassung bei hohen Frequenzen vernachlässigt, vorgeschla-
gen. Beide Renderer enthalten optional eine interaurale Kovarianzkorrektur, die eine
optimale Wiedergabe von Diffusfeldern bei nur geringer Auswirkung auf die Wiedergabe
vom Direktschall erzwingt. Die Ergebnisse der durchgeführten Hörversuche deuten darauf
hin, dass die neuen Ansätze ab einer Ambisonics Ordnung von drei eine quasi-transparente
und qualitativ hochwertige Wiedergabe ermöglichen.

Auf Messdaten basierende Auralisation setzt jedoch nicht ausschließlich auf Ambison-
ics. Insbesondere dann, wenn Modularität nicht erforderlich ist, ist die Auralisation auf
der Basis von multi-orientation-binaural Raumimpulsantworten (MOBRIRs) eine gängige
Alternative. In dieser Arbeit wird die optimale MOBRIR-Auflösung diskutiert, die eine
qualitativ hochwertige dynamische Binauralsynthese ermöglicht und gleichzeitig den Mes-
saufwand gering hält. Die Ergebnisse aus Hörversuchen zum Vergleich verschiedener Ori-
entierungsauflösungen zeigen, dass das Optimum bei einer Auflösung von 15◦ liegt.

Um die vorgeschlagene SRD-ARIR-Methode wahrnehmungstechnisch zu evaluieren wer-
den Hörversuche mit MOBRIR-basierter Auralisation als Referenz durchgeführt. Sowohl
für die MOBRIR- als auch für die SRD-ARIR-basierte Auralisation wurde das Ikosaeder-
Lautsprecherarray (IKO) als Quelle höherer Ordnung eingesetzt. Die Ergebnisse des
Hörversuchs zeigen, dass die vorgeschlagene SRD-ARIR-Methode vergleichbare Qualität
wie die Alternativen, die auf Messungen in derselben akustischen Umgebung basieren,
erreicht.

– iii –
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1
Introduction

Auralization, as defined in [P9,ref 31]1, is the technique of creating audible sound files from
numerical (simulated, measured, or synthesized) data. Typically, measurement-based au-
ralization employs binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs), which are measured between
an omnidirectional source and a dummy head. While this approach is known to yield high
audio quality and convincing realism [P8,ref 1,ref 4], it has a draw back: both, the source,
and receiver directivity are fixed during measurements and can’t be exchanged during post-
production or interactive playback. Thus, auralization based on BRIR measurements does
neither allow for listener personalisation, i.e. individualization to a listener’s head related
impulse responses (HRIRs), nor for insertion of an arbitrary source directivity (e.g. of a
musical instrument).

In order to facilitate exchangeable or variable source and receiver directivities for a
modular and interactive measurement-based auralization, a separation into the source,
room, and receiver module is beneficial. Typically, source and receiver directivities are
measured with a surrounding microphone or loudspeaker array, respectively [e.g. P5].
For their continuous directional interpolation, a representation of those directivities in the
Ambisonics domain is quite common. Both require a generalized representation of the
room that interfaces with those directivity measurements in Ambisonics.

A concept and measurement method for such a room description with Ambisonic di-
rectivity interfaces is presented in chapter 2, and the response format source-and-receiver
directional room impulse response in Ambisonics (SRD ARIR) is introduced [P9]. For
efficient measurements of the SRD ARIR, first-order arrays are employed at both the
source- and receiver-side, respectively. Those first-order measurements are then processed
and upscaled using the spatial decomposition method in the Ambisonics domain (ASDM)
[P9,ref 22-ref 23] at both sides. Throughout the chapter and [P9], the question: Can au-
ralization of a highly directional source in a room succeed if it employs a room impulse re-
sponse (RIR) measurement or simulation relying on a first-order directional source, only?,
is answered. The results from the presented listening experiment, where the proposed up-
scaled SRD ARIR is also compared against a directly measured higher-order SRD ARIR
as described in [P1], encourage the conclusion.

The findings and studies discussed in the other chapters of this thesis present a more
detailed description of individual processing steps, support a deeper technical understand-
ing and offer in-depth perceptual studies. This thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 3 presents an in-depth overview of the icosahedral loudspeaker array (IKO2),
a compact spherical loudspeaker array consisting of 20 loudspeakers placed on the sur-
faces of an icosahedron. The IKO’s technical background, staging, virtualization, and its
beamforming and control are presented in section 3.1 [P2]. The proposed beamforming

1 refers to reference 31 in publication P9.
2 https://iko.sonible.com/en.html
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approach limits the excursion of the IKO’s loudspeakers and is based on Laser Doppler vi-
brometry measurements. While parts of the underlying measurements and resulting beam
patterns (evaluated using pressure measurements of a surrounding microphone array) are
already discussed in section 3.1, a more complete measurement and evaluation repository
including also the data of the more recent IKO versions is presented section 3.2 [P5]. Due
to its well-studied perceptual effects [P9,ref 5,ref 7], its well-defined Ambisonics beamform-
ing [P2], and its technical documentation (high resolution directivity measurements [P5]),
the IKO is employed as the source with controllable directivity throughout the listening
experiment presented in chapter 2.

In a headphone based auralization scenario, the receiver, i.e. a listener with two ears,
is described by its individual HRIRs which implicitly contain the cues accessible to the
human auditory system to perceive sound from a certain direction and distance, with a
certain source width, envelopment, or spaciousness [P8,ref 2,ref 3]. When employing the
SRD ARIR, the playback can be personalized to the listener by using an individualized
Ambisonics to binaural renderer. Chapter 4 discusses optimization and pre-processing
strategies yielding such efficient binaural renderers, i.e. a high-quality but low-order rep-
resentation of HRIRs in Ambisonics. Section 4.1 [P3] discusses a binaural renderer that is
computed using a frequency-dependent time alignment of HRIRs followed by a minimiza-
tion of the squared error subject to a diffuse-field covariance matrix constraint. Section 4.2
[P4] describes and presents the MagLS (magnitude-least-squares) renderer as a further de-
velopment that managed to get widely adopted in software applications3. Its filters are
designed using a magnitude-least-squares optimization that disregards a phase match in
favor of an improved HRTF magnitude at high frequencies. Both renderers include an
interaural covariance correction that offers to render diffuse fields consistently.

Chapter 5 discusses interactive head-tracked (dynamic) binaural rendering based on
multi-orientation BRIRs (MOBRIRs). The acquisition of a high-resolution MOBRIR set
can be tedious, and individualized auralization requires separate measurements with each
listener in each room. Thus, efficient alternatives propose BRIR individualization by
measuring the listener-dependent (HRIRs) and room-dependent (RIRs) parts separately
[P8,ref 12-ref 14]. Section 5.1 [P6] presents a study dealing with the BRIR synthesis
from first-order measurements. This section focuses on an evaluation based on technical
measures and presents a perceptual study employing static binaural rendering. A more
in-depth perceptual study employing also dynamic rendering, i.e. adapt to the head move-
ments of a listener, is discussed in section 5.3[P8]. Section 5.2 [P7] deals with MOBRIR
interpolation and discusses the required angular resolution for high quality dynamic ren-
dering. The underlying implementation and other parameter settings, e.g. processing
block size, and cross-over frequency, are discussed in this section as well. Note that the
perceptual studies presented throughout the chapters 2, and 5 involve interactive dynamic
binaural rendering and a reference condition which is based on the findings presented in
section 5.2.

Finally, the concluding remarks are presented in chapter 6.

3 https://plugins.iem.at/, http://research.spa.aalto.fi/projects/sparta_vsts/plugins.html
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2
Auralization of High-Order Directional

Sources

2.1 Auralization of High-Order Directional Sources from
First-Order RIR Measurements

This work was published as:

M. Zaunschirm, F. Zagala, and F. Zotter. (2020). Auralization of High-Order Direc-
tional Sources from First-Order RIR Measurements. Applied Sciences, 10(11):3747.

The idea and concept of this article were outlined by me, the first author, with help from
the third author. I wrote the original draft of the manuscript with periodical contribu-
tions from the third and second author. The revision and editing was done by me with
help from the third and second author. I did most of the programming, and prepared the
samples for the listening experiment. I programmed and designed the listening experiment
in Unity with periodic contributions from the third author. The listening experiment was
conducted and evaluated by the second author, with periodic contributions from the third
author and me.
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Abstract: Can auralization of a highly directional source in a room succeed if it employs a room
impulse response (RIR) measurement or simulation relying on a first-order directional source, only?
This contribution presents model and evaluation of a source-and-receiver-directional Ambisonics
RIR capture and processing approach (SRD ARIR) based on a small set of responses from a first-order
source to a first-order receiver. To enhance the directional resolution, we extend the Ambisonic spatial
decomposition method (ASDM) to upscale the first-order resolution of both source and receiver to
higher orders. To evaluate the method, a listening experiment was conducted based on first-order
SRD-ARIR measurements, into which the higher-order directivity of icosahedral loudspeaker’s
(IKO) was inserted as directional source of well-studied perceptual effects. The results show
how the proposed method performs and compares to alternative rendering methods based on
measurements taken in the same acoustic environment, e.g., multiple-orientation binaural room
impulse responses (MOBRIRs) from the physical IKO to the KU-100 dummy head, or higher-order
SRD ARIRs from IKO to em32 Eigenmike. For optimal externalization, our experiments exploit
the benefits of virtual reality, using a highly realistic visualization on head-mounted-display,
and a user interface to report localization by placing interactive visual objects in the virtual space.

Keywords: measurement-based auralization; room impulse response measurement;
source directivity; ASDM upscaling; dynamic binaural rendering; BRIR measurements; audio for
augmented reality; psychoacoustics

1. Introduction

A modular and interactive measurement-based auralization of an acoustic environment benefits
from a separation into its source-dependent, room-dependent, and receiver-dependent parts.
Typically, the room-dependent part is characterized by a point-to-point room impulse response (RIR),
which often assumes that source and receiver are both omnidirectional [1]. However, employing
variable source and receiver directivities during auralization requires a more flexible room description
that facilitates interfacing between the three parts.

Why source directivity matters : Otondo and Rindel [2] demonstrated that room acoustics parameters
change with source directivity, and results from listening experiments indicate that the resulting
loudness, reverberance, and clarity changes induced by directivity are perceived by listeners.
Vigeant et al. [3] found that including source directivity can increase the realism of auralization results.
Latinen et al. [4] showed that the source directivity can be used to alter the direct-to-reverberant ratio,
which strongly correlates with perceived distance of a source. Another study employing a source

Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 3747; doi:10.3390/app10113747 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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of controllable higher-order directivity by Wendt et al. [5] showed that both the auditory source
distance and the apparent source width are influenced by the directivity. Ronsse and Wang [6] found
source directivity to modify clarity, localization, and timbre. In terms of localization, Wendt et al. [7]
investigated how beam-formed source directivity of an icosahedral loudspeaker (IKO) produces
auditory events that can be shifted between physical source and wall reflections, or follow traceable
trajectories. Wang and Vigeant [8] demonstrated the influence of source directivity on reverberation
time and clarity, and they found a clear effect of source directivity in their auralization experiment.

Why receiver directivity matters: Higher-order receiver directivities have been recently proved
useful to characterize room acoustical measurements, see, e.g., in [9,10], and moreover, e.g., to identify
the sound field isotropy in various reverberant rooms [11,12]. In the targeted auralization scenario,
the receiver is obviously a listener and thus the various sound propagation paths arriving at the ears
are weighted by their head related transfer functions (HRTFs). In order to employ an arbitrary
receiver directivities during auralization or postprocessing, e.g., individualized HRTFs, the measured
room-dependent part also has to be generic and has to facilitate higher-order receiver directivities.

Why we suggest Ambisonics: Directivities are typically measured under anechoic conditions,
with a microphone array surrounding the source, or a loudspeaker array surrounding the receiver,
respectively. For comparability and a unified directional interpolation, a representation of those
directivities in terms of spherical harmonic expansion coefficients is beneficial, see, e.g., in [13,14].
Consequently, a generalized representation of the room-dependent part that interfaces with both
the source and receiver directivities should also be expanded in spherical harmonics, i.e. represented
in Ambisonics. Furthermore, Oberem et al. [15] found that dynamic binaural rendering (incorporating
head rotations) significantly improves localization accuracy. Moreover, using Ambisonics has its
benefits in facilitating dynamic rendering efficiently, as it implements dynamic sound scene rotation
by a time-variant matrix multiplication [16,17], whereas the convolution with MagLs [18] HRIRs in
the spherical harmonics domain remains time-invariant.

SRD ARIR: According to the above considerations, we propose a source-and-receiver-directional
(SRD) higher-order Ambisonic room impulse response (ARIR) as representation of the room-dependent
parts of auralization. Measuring such a SRD ARIR requires high-order spherical microphone
and loudspeaker arrays, which are recently used for room acoustical measurements or propagation
path identification [19,20] or as well for studying the concert hall preference [14].

Alternatively to measuring with high-order arrays, we introduced measurements with
greatly reduced hardware effort in [21], where first-order source and receiver arrays are
employed. The desired higher-order resolution at the receiver is obtained through our
Ambisonic spatial decomposition method (ASDM) [22] that is based on Tervo et al. [23].
As an extension involving the source side, we propose the SRD ARIR algorithm that assigns
a highly resolved direction of departure (DOD) and direction of arrival (DOA) to each sample of
the omnidirectional-source-to-omnidirectional-receiver RIR.

Contents: In this contribution we present the concept and processing steps of a measurement-based
auralization for high-order directional sources from hardware-efficient first-order measurements in
Section 2. To facilitate an interactive real-time auralization, the source- and receiver-directivities,
as well as the SRD ARIR are represented in the Ambisonic domain. The design and implementation
of a comparative listening experiment are discussed in Section 3.2. For the sake of reproducibility
and generalizability we employed the 20-channel icosahedral loudspeaker array (IKO, https://iko.
sonible.com/) as a source with well-described controllable directivity [24]. The five measurement-based
auralization techniques under test are described in Section 3.1 and include (i) dummy head BRIR
rendering as defined in [22], (ii) rendering with MIMO RIRs as defined in [25], (iii) rendering using
multi ASDM RIRs (upscaled for each individual IKO transducer), (iv) rendering using the upscaled
SRD ARIR and a generic 3rd order directivity, and (v) rendering using the upscaled SRD ARIR with
the real IKO directivity. The underlying measurements were taken in the György Ligeti Saal (V = 5630
m3, T60 = 1.4 s.). A statistical analysis and discussion of the ratings is given in Section 3.3.

2 Auralization of High-Order Directional Sources
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2. Auralization of Arbitrary Source Directivity from Measurements

The block diagram of an auralization scenario employing the SRD ARIR is shown in Figure 1
and is similar to that in [26]. Source and receiver directivities are interfaced with the room through
Ambisonic input and output signals. Here, the receiver directivity is represented by HRTFs, and a
state-of-the-art binaural renderer, e.g., the MagLS renderer as outlined in [18], is used for obtaining
the signals that are fed to headphones.

Instrument Directivity

x(t)

SRD ARIRmultichannel

convolution

1

2

(N + 1)2

Binaural Rendering

1

2

(N + 1)2 × (N′ + 1)2

MagLS

multichannel

convolution
1

(N′ + 1)2 × 2

yl(t)
2 yr(t)γ

R

n
′
m

′(t)γ
S
nm

(t) ∗ h
n
′
m

′

nm
(t) ∗

Figure 1. Auralization scenario using the source and receiver directional (SRD) ARIR (in the Ambisonics
domain). Here, x(t) is the source signal, hn′m′

nm (t) is the SRD ARIR, and γS
nm(t) and γR

n′m′ (t) are
the directional impulse responses of the source and receiver, e.g., ear directivity, respectively.

The concept of the SRD ARIR as well as its use for auralization is described in Section 2.1.
The proposed hardware efficient (low order) SRD ARIR measurement method and the upscaling to
higher orders is discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1. Theory behind Source and Receiver Directional (SRD) RIRs

Based on the image source method [27], or more generally, the geometrical theory of diffraction
[28], physically consistent room acoustic models including edge diffraction can be devised based
on geometric sound propagation paths, see, e.g., in [29–31]. Accordingly, we may write any
source-and-receiver-directional room impulse response (SRD RIR) as the sum of discrete propagation
paths of the index i

h (θR, t, θS) = ∑
i

δ(θR−θR,i) ai δ(t−τi)δ(θS−θS,i)

ri
, (1)

where each path is characterized by a direction of arrival (DOA) and departure (DOD) denoted
as θR,i and θS,i, respectively; an arrival time τi =

ri
c ; its geometric length ri; and its attenuation ai

through reflection and diffraction on rigid or sound-soft surfaces. For complex surface impedances,
multiplication by ai theoretically becomes convolution by an impulse response ai → ai(t)∗ or it
can be expanded to additional paths in discrete-time processing, as preferred here. All vectors
describing continuous or discrete directions θ are denoted as unit direction vectors θ = [cos(ϕ) sin(ϑ),
sin(ϕ) sin(ϑ), cos(ϑ)]T, with ϕ denoting the azimuth and ϑ the zenith angle; labels S and R refer to
source or receiver.

We assume a signal x(t) that gets emitted by a source with the directivity gS(θS) and gets picked
up with the receiver directivity gR(θR). The resulting signal y(t) is described by the convolution with
the following impulse response,

y(t) =x(t) ∗ h(t) with h(t) =
∫

S2

∫

S2
gR(θR) h (θR, t, θS) gS(θS) dθR dθS. (2)

The RIR h(t) is obtained by weighting the SRD RIR h (θR, t, θS) with both the source and receiver
directivities gS(θS) and gR(θR), assuming they are frequency-independent; for frequency-dependent

2 Auralization of High-Order Directional Sources
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directivities, multiplication by the directivities is replaced by convolutions with the directional impulse
responses of source gS(θS)→ ∗gS(t, θS) and receiver gR(θR)→ gR(t, θR)∗, respectively.

In the Ambisonic domain: Equation (1) is transformed into the spherical harmonic domain by
integrating either dependency on the variable sending and receiving direction over the spherical
harmonics. As a result, the spherical delta functions are replaced by spherical harmonics (SH) evaluated
at either DOA (θR,i) or DOD (θS,i) of the respective propagation path i. We get

h (θR, t, θS) = ∑
n′ ,m′

∑
n,m

Ym′
n′ (θR) hn′m′

nm (t) Ym
n (θS), with hn′m′

nm (t) = ∑
i

Ym′
n′ (θR,i) ai δ(t− τi)Ym

n (θS,i)

ri
,

(3)

where Ym
n (θ) are the SH of order n and degree m, and the expression hn′m′

nm (t) denotes a modeled
source-and-receiver-directional room impulse response in Ambisonics (SRD ARIR), which we actually
measure later on (see Section 2.2).

The directivities gA(θA), A ∈ {S, R} can be represented by SH expansion:

gA(θA) =
NA

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

γA
nmYm

n (θA), (4)

where N′ and N are the maximum orders used to represent the receiver and source directivity,
respectively. By inserting Equations (3) and (4) into Equation (2), the integrals in Equation (2) invoke
the orthogonality property

∫
S2 Ym

n (θA)Ym′∗
n′ (θA)dθA = δmm′

nn′ for both source and receiver, yielding
a neat sum for the RIR

h(t) =
N′

∑
n′=0

n′

∑
m′=−n′

N

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

γR
n′m′h

n′m′
nm (t)γS

nm. (5)

For natural, frequency-dependent directivities, multiplication by the spherical-harmonic
coefficients of the source and receiver directivity γS

nm and γR
n′m′ is replaced by convolution with

the coefficients of their directional impulse responses γS
nm → ∗γS

nm(t) and γR
n′m′ → γR

n′m′(t)∗, now in
the SH domain.

2.2. Measuring the SRD ARIR: Proposed Method

This section presents the proposed efficient SRD ARIR measurement and postprocessing in detail.
Measuring the MIMO RIRs: Here the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) RIRs are measured

between a 6-channel compact spherical loudspeaker array (Cubelet) with a radius of 7.5 cm
and the 4-channel B-format microphone array (ST450), see Figure 2. The loudspeaker array is equipped
with Fountek FR58EX drivers (2 inch coil diameter with ±3 mm maximum linear excursion). A more
detailed description on the used arrays and high-resolution directivity measurements can be found
online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104374).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Compact arrays that are used to measure the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) room
impulse responses (RIRs). (a) Cubelet: Spherical (r = 7.5 cm) 6-channel loudspeaker array prototype
with loudspeakers arranged on surfaces of a cube. (b) TSL ST450: 4-channel Ambisonic B-format
microphone array with r = 2 cm.

Omni to omni RIR: Depending on the array geometries, an approximation of the point-to-point
omnidirectional RIR h0(t) can be obtained by transforming both sides of the MIMO RIRs in
the SH-domain and extracting the response between the 0th order components. If the array elements
are arranged according to a spherical t-design, an approximate of h0(t) is obtained summing over
all channels in the array domain. Please note that the direct path in h0(t) is ideally a single
impulse. However, due to the non-ideal responses of the loudspeakers and microphones as well
as the array geometries, even the direct path will be spread in time. A possible approach for improving
the omnidirectional response is outlined in [32], but it is not employed here. A denoising of h0(t)
is optional but recommended when experiencing unrealistic long reverberation times. We suggest
a denoising strategy that is similar to [33] and it is derived in the Appendix A.

DOA and DOD estimation: Due to the assumption of a temporally and spatially sparse RIR,
we address a direction of arrival (DOA) θR(t) and direction of departure (DOD) θS(t) to each discrete
time instance t of h0(t). While due to reciprocity any DOA estimation method, e.g., as summarized
in [34], can be employed for both DOA and DOD estimation, we use the pseudo intensity vector
approach (PIV) as presented by Jarrett et al. [35] for the DOA and an rE-vector measure [36] related to
the magnitude sensor response (MSR) by Politis et al. [37] for determining the DOD.

The DOAs are calculated for the frequencies between 100 Hz and 2.5 kHz. Here, the upper
frequency limit is chosen below the spatial aliasing frequencies fa = c

2πrST450
≈ 3.6 kHz for rST450 =

1.5 cm (defined by krST450 = 1). For the estimation of the DODs, a less restrictive rule is assumed, as
it is less affected by linear interference. Here, the upper frequency limit is fa = c

πrcubl.
≈ 1.4 kHz for

rcubl. = 7.5 cm (inter-transducer arc length roughly below half a wavelength π
2 rcubl. ≤ c

2 f ). The low cut
at 100 Hz minimizes low-frequency disturbance in both the DOA and DOD estimation, respectively.
DODs and DOAs become

θS(t) =
θ̃S(t)∥∥θ̃S(t)

∥∥ , with θ̃S(t) = FL

{ P

∑
p=1

F100−1.4k
{

hp,0(t)
}2

θp

}
, (6)

θR(t) =
θ̃R(t)∥∥θ̃R(t)

∥∥ , with θ̃R(t) = FL

{
F100−2.5k

{ P

∑
p=1

hp,0(t)
}

F100−2.5k
{ P

∑
p=1

hp,XYZ(t)
}}

, (7)

where θp indicates the direction of the p-th loudspeaker, P = 6 is the number of array loudspeakers,
hp,0 the RIR between the p-th loudspeaker and the W channel of the ST450 array, ‖·‖ is the norm
operator, and hp,XYZ are the first-order channels of the ST450 microphone array. Both the DOA
and DOD are computed using a zero-phase band limitation (e.g., by MATLAB’s filtfilt with a 4th-order
Butterworth band pass) denoted by Ffl−fu and a zero-phase temporal smoothing FL of the resulting
estimates using a moving-average Hann window in the interval [−L/2; L/2] for L = 32.
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SRD ARIR: From Equation 3, and assuming a single propagation path at a time
(i.e., assuming temporal disjointness), a first version of the upscaled SRD ARIR becomes

h̃n′m′
nm (t) = Ym′

n′ [θR(t)] h0(t) Ym
n [θS(t)], (8)

where the maximum orders n ≤ N and n′ ≤ N′ can be chosen freely. The multiplication
of the omnidirectional RIR h0(t) with the SH representations of δ[θR − θR(t)] and δ[θS − θS(t)]
directionally sharpens the measured SRD ARIR, accordingly. However, the implicit assumption
of disjointness (there being only a single DOA and DOD per time sample) is not necessarily true
in the late diffuse part of the response. As a result, the temporal fluctuations of θR(t) and θS(t)
cause amplitude modulation that potentially corrupt narrow-band spectral properties in h̃n′m′

nm (t).
A typical result thereof is a mixing of the longer low-frequency reverberation tails towards higher
frequencies, causing unnaturally long reverberation there [21,38], especially as the orders n, n′ increase.
We propose a scheme for spectral correction which is similar to the one in [38] but adopted for SRD
ARIR processing.

In theory, the expected temporal energy decay in an ideal (isotropic) diffuse field should be
identical for any source and receiver of random-energy-efficiency-normalized directivity such as
the spherical harmonics; this must hold also after decomposition into frequency bands. However, less
restrictively, even in non-isotropic diffuse fields, the expected energy decay is identical for subsets of
source and receiver directivities that are (pseudo-)omnidirectional: Formal derivation in [38] showed
that quadratic summation across same-order spherical harmonics is omnidirectional. Thus, from
Equation 8 and with the Unsöld’s Theorem [39] ∑m |Ym

n (θ)|2 = 2n+1
4π for θ ∈ S2 we obtain consistent

powers of processed and original RIRs

n

∑
m=−n

n′

∑
m′=−n′

[
hn′m′

nm (t)
]2

= h2
0(t)

n′

∑
m′=−n′

∣∣∣Ym′
n′ [θR(t)]

∣∣∣
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n′+1

4π

n

∑
m=−n

∣∣∣Ym
n [θS(t)]

∣∣∣
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n+1

4π

(9)

To moreover enforce the short-term energies in [hn′m′
nm (t)]2 to become spectrally consistent with

those of h2
0(t), third-octave filtering is useful, where the bth sub-band signal Fb{h0(t)} with center

frequency fb is obtained from a bank of zero-phase filters Fb that is perfectly reconstructing h0(t) =
∑b Fb{h0(t)}. For every sub-band b and the orders n, n′, an energy decay of the upscaled SRD ARIR
Fb{h̃n′m′

nm (t)} consistent with the original one of Fb{h0(t)} is enforced by envelope correction

wb
n,n′(t) =

√
(2n + 1)(2n′ + 1)

16π2

√
FT{Fb{h0(t)}2}

∑n
m=−n ∑n′

m′=−n′ FT{Fb{h̃n′m′
nm (t)}2}

, (10)

hn′m′
nm (t) = ∑

b
Fb{h̃n′m′

nm (t)} · wb
nn′(t), (11)

where FT{·} denotes temporal averaging with a time constant T (e.g., 46 ms).
The simplified Matlab source code of the proposed SRD ARIR method can be found in Appendix B.

3. Listening Experiment—Comparative Study

Due to the well-studied perceptual effects [5,7], its well-defined third-order beamforming [24],
and its already available high resolution directivity measurements, see, e.g., in [13], the icosahedral
loudspeaker (IKO) is employed as the source with controllable directivity throughout the listening
experiment. The experiment itself aimed at evaluating the authenticity and perceived externalized
localization achieved with the proposed SRD ARIR method, and to compare it with other auralization
techniques. The tested five measurement-based auralization techniques (virtualization of the IKO) are
described in Section 3.1. An overview of the design and implementation of the listening experiment is
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presented in Section 3.2 and insights on the statistical analysis of ratings and the corresponding results
are presented in Section 3.3.
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Beam Encoding IKO Control Directivity
Room Transfer Dynamic Binaural
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Encoder
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MagLS
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Si

IKO to ST450

Cubelet to ST450

Cubelet to ST450

SRD ARIR
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Figure 3. Auralization techniques evaluated in the listening experiment. Here x(t), ϕS, and yl(t)
and yr(t) are the source signal, the beam direction, and the ear signals of the left and right ear,
respectively. The auralization techniques from top to bottom are (i) dummy head BRIR (Dy), (ii) MIMO
ARIR (Em), (iii) Multi ASDM (As), (iv) real SRD ARIR (Sr), and (v) ideal SRD ARIR (Si) auralization.
Note that gray-shaded boxes indicate functional blocks which are shared between different techniques.
The boxes delimited by bold lines mark techniques in which the actual Room Transfer Function is not
directly measured but obtained by processing (e.g., upscaling by an ASDM method) of the underlying
measurements as proposed in Section 2.2. A detailed description of the techniques can be found
throughout Section 3.1.

All underlying measurement data, a short description of the measurement set-up, directivity
measurements, and response data as well as the evaluation of the listening experiment are made
available online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104417 ).

3.1. Auralization Techniques—Virtualizations of the IKO

As acoustic virtualizations of the IKO, we compared five different auralization techniques in
the listening experiment. The block diagram in Figure 3 depicts these techniques and their details are
given below. The ear signals yl(t) and yr(t) are obtained by running the source signal through several
processing stages. Those stages include (i) beam encoding, (ii) IKO control, (iii) directivity, (iv) room
transfer function, (v) Ambisonics encoding, and finally (vi) the dynamic binaural rendering.

With the source signal x(t) and the desired beam direction ϕS, the frequency independent encoder
outputs the order NB Ambisonics representation of the beam. The processing in the Beam Encoding
stage is independent of the auralization technique.

In the IKO Control stage the (NB + 1)2 channels are mapped to 20 loudspeaker signals
of the IKO using the frequency-dependent IKO Filters. A measurement based approach for
designing the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) IKO control filters is presented in [40]. It is
based on laser Doppler vibrometry measurements and allows for control of side-lobe suppression
and excursion-limiting filter design. The designed beam patterns were verified by far-field extrapolated
measurements from a surrounding microphone array. The IKO’s beamforming can be analyzed
by using the open source tool balloon_holo, which is part of IEM’s Open Data Project (https:
//opendata.iem.at/projects/dirpat/ ). All underlying measurements (laser Doppler vibrometry
and pressure of a surrounding microphone array) as well as the corresponding IKO Filters can be
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found online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:67609 ) and a summary is presented in [13]; here, we used
the IEM IKO3 (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:75316 ).

In the latest stage, Dynamic Binaural Rendering of the Ambisonic scene is obtained by a convolution
of the rotated Ambisonic signals with any state-of-the-art FIR binaural Ambisonic renderer. Here, we
employ the time-invariant filters of the MagLS (magnitude-least-squares) renderer (The MagLS
renderer is part of the IEM plugin suite which can be found here https://plugins.iem.at/ ) defined
in [18,41] to get high-quality Ambisonic rendering already with an order as low as N = 3.
The perceptual quality improvement of these filters is achieved by using a magnitude-least-squares
optimization that disregards phase match in favor of an improved HRTF magnitude at high frequencies.
MagLS as outlined in [18,36] also includes an interaural covariance correction that offers an optimal
compromise for consistently rendering diffuse fields.

All other processing stages are rather specific per auralization technique and are therefore
described separately below.

Dummy head BRIR-based (Dy): The Directivity and the Room Transfer Function are inherent in
the directly measured multiple orientation BRIRs (MOBRIRs) between each loudspeaker of the IKO
and the KU100 (https://en-de.neumann.com/ku-100) dummy head. Here, we used an orientation
resolution of ∆ϕ = 15◦ on an interval between ϕ = [−45◦, . . . , 45◦] to obtain the MOBRIRs and the data
is available online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104386). The Dy technique, the Dynamic Binaural
Rendering is achieved by the linear interpolation with switched high frequency phase (LISHPh)
method as described in [42]. In accordance with the findings in [22], setting the crossover fc = 2kHz,
∆ϕ = 15◦, and L = 16 allows for high-quality BRIR-based binaural rendering, and thus this condition
is used as a perceptual target in the study. The processing steps of the reference auralization
are shown in the top row of the block diagram in Figure 3. Although the auralization quality
(audio quality and spatial mapping) of the Dy technique is expected to be high, the measurement
effort for the multiple orientations is somewhat enlarged, and the specific dummy head HRIRs cannot
be exchanged unless multi-orientation measurement are repeated with other receivers, dummy heads,
or individual subjects, separately.

IKO to em32 MIMO RIR (Em): Here, the Directivity and the Room Transfer Function are represented
by the measured array domain MIMO RIRs between the 20 IKO loudspeakers and the 32 microphones
of the em32 (https://mhacoustics.com/products ). The resulting em32 signals are transformed in
the Ambisonics domain using the state-of-the-art encoder presented in [36,40] and are finally binaurally
rendered. An evaluation of this specific auralization technique can be found in [25] and the inherent
processing stages are depicted in the second row of Figure 3. The underlying MIMO RIRs are accessible
online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104385). Measuring with the em32 or other higher-order compact
spherical microphone arrays increases the hardware effort in terms of channel counts, but permits
modular exchange of the receiver directivities or HRIRs, and achieves a native higher-order resolution
at the receiver side. Further resolution enhancement by HOSIRR [43] is thinkable but was not used here.

Multi ASDM RIRs (As): This approach employs the first-order tetrahedral ST450 microphone
array at the receiver side for measuring the 20× 4 (IKO to ST450) MIMO RIRs, which are available
online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104384 ). However, the MIMO RIRs are not used directly as
the representation of the Directivity and Room Transfer Function. In a processing stage, the Ambisonic
Spatial Decomposition Method (ASDM) [22] is applied to every transducer of the source array;
here, the IKO, and the resulting upscaled ASDM RIRs, are eventually used for auralization.
This permits a modular exchange of the receiver directivity or HRIRs while keeping the hardware
effort at the receiver side minimal. Note that the multi ASDM method is a special form of the SRD
ARIR approach, cf. assuming a fixed directivity at the source (the individual loudspeaker) and setting
N = 0 in Equation (5).

SRD ARIR and real IKO (Sr): The SRD ARIR method as proposed in Section 2 only requires
first-order loudspeaker and microphone arrays for measuring the Room Transfer Function, on the source
and receiver sides respectively. Thus, the SRD method is rather hardware efficient with a theoretical
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minimum of 4 channels for the source and the receiver. Here we used our 6-channel Cubelet
and the tetrahedral ST450 as source and receiver arrays, respectively. Note that the first-order
RIR measurements (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104376 ) as well as high resolution directivity
measurements of the Cubelet are available online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104374).

In a next processing step, the resolution is upscaled from first order to any higher order, see
Equation 8 and the detailed description throughout Section 2.2. Therefore, both the source and receiver
side are modular and permit exchange with any directivity pattern. In the experiment we inserted
KU100 HRIRs with 5th order resolution of a MagLS decoder [18], and at the source side the true
measured directivity of the IKO are used. The Directivity of the 20 loudspeakers is represented using
an order N representation of the directional IRs from every loudspeaker to every microphone of
a surrounding microphone array. We use IRs measured using an equiangular grid of 18× 36 zenith
and azimuth angles, respectively. With 648 sampling points on the sphere we set N ≤ 17. The high
resolution directional IRs of the IKO are available online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:75316).

SRD ARIR and ideal 3rd-order directivity (Si): While the Room Transfer Function is represented
by a SRD ARIR as well (same as for Sr), the source Directivity is assumed to be an ideal 3rd-order
directivity instead of the real IKO, here. Thus, the directivity is synthesized by multiplying the encoded
signals with a frequency-independent diagonal matrix containing the max-rE weights [44,45] up to
order NB.

3.2. Design and Implementation

Measurements: The underlying measurements are done in the György Ligeti Saal (V = 5630 m3,
T60 = 1.4 s) in Graz, Austria. Figure 4 shows a panoramic photo of the measurement setup and Figure 5
the layout of source, receiver, and the locations of the four reflecting baffle (0.9× 1.8 m) positions.
Source and receiver were aligned quasi-parallel to the shorter side walls of the room, are facing each
other, and are 4.2 m apart. The source–receiver distance approximately corresponds to the critical
distance (rH = 3.6 m) when assuming an omnidirectional source, and thus is considered generally
interesting. As test signal we used interleaved and exponentially swept sines with a length of 4 s. The
measured source and receiver configurations included (i) MOBRIRs (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:
104386) between the IKO and multiple dummy head orientations (measurements for Dy), (ii) MIMO
RIRs (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104385) between the IKO and the em32 (measurements for Em),
(iii) MIMO RIRs (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104384) between the IKO and ST450 (measurements for
As), and (iv) MIMO RIRs (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104376) between the Cubelet and the ST450
(measurements for Sr, and Si).

Figure 4. Panoramic image (360◦) of the measurement setup in the György Ligeti Saal, Graz. The camera
perspective corresponds with the receiver/listener position.
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Figure 5. Position of source, listener, and reflectors (R1,..,R4) in György Ligeti Saal, Graz. An
ideal 3rd-order max-rE weighted beampattern with a dynamic range of 30dB is shown in gray. For
the listening experiment we used the beam directions ϕS = [0◦, 180◦, 90◦, 45◦,−36◦,−82◦].

Tested Directivities: Here, we tested for six distinct beam directions on the horizon ϕS =

[0◦, 180◦, 90◦, 45◦,−36◦,−82◦], which roughly correspond to the directions of the back wall, the listener,
and the reflectors R1, R2, R3, R4, respectively, cf. Figure 5. Those specific directions were chosen as they
evoke a pronounced direct or reflection path and allow for testing certain aspects of the auralization:

• 0◦: weak direct path, low direct-to-reverberant energy ratio (DRR).
• −36◦,−82◦, 45◦, 90◦: pronounced reflections and weak direct path. Note that the directions

ϕS = −36◦ and ϕS = −82◦ were perceptually chosen by the authors such that the perception
of the baffle reflection (R3, and R4) is most pronounced. In order to avoid redundancy due to
symmetry and to test for various reflection vs. direct path levels we also included ϕS = 45◦

and ϕS = 90◦ as possible beam directions.
• 180◦: pronounced direct path, high direct-to-reverberant energy ratio (DRR).

Implementation: For the sake of reproducibility and in order to circumvent room divergence [46–48],
i.e., violation of acoustical expectations arising from the environment in which one listens to
headphones, the entire scenery was modeled in virtual reality. In order to deliver graphics as
realistically as possible, the room was modeled based on building plans and photogrammetry.
Control buttons and labels were added to the virtual environment to give the participants control over
the progression of the experimental trials and means to comparatively rate their auditory localization
under the various conditions. A screenshot of the user interface is depicted in Figure 6. In addition to
the typical playback and save/proceed (upwards facing arrow) buttons we used five colored squares
and the corresponding spheres for controlling the experiment. Depending on the tested multistimulus
set, those colored squares correspond either to all auralization techniques for a fixed beam direction or
to all beam directions for a fixed auralization technique.
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Figure 6. Screen shot of VR-rendered environment. Listener faces icosahedral loudspeaker (IKO)
and uses controller to switch between conditions when moved over colored floor panels and to
drag-and-drop place correspondingly colored auditory event markers (opaque/translucent for
active/inactive).

As VR game engine we used Unity (https://unity.com/) and the experimental game was played
using the HTC VIVE, i.e., system comprising head-mounted display (HMD), controllers, and tracking.
The tracking data, i.e., head rotations, from the HMD was sent to Reaper (https://www.reaper.fm) via
OSC [49], where the audio processing was implemented.

While Rakerd and Hartmann [50] stated that short onsets and transient signals overall simplify
localization, Wendt et al. [7] discovered that such signals are localized significantly closer to the IKO. In
order to create a large scenery of perceivable auditory objects distributing to various remote locations
with regard to the IKO, Wendt et al. [7] recommends using signals with slow onset. For conditions
with clear effects, we therefore used a 1.5 s long pink noise burst with fade-in and fade-out times of
500 ms (linear fades) and 500 ms silence at the end.

For encoding and multi-channel convolution with IKO control filters, directivities, and RIRs we
used the mcfx (http://www.matthiaskronlachner.com/?p=1910) plug-ins and as binaural renderer
of the Ambisonic signals we used the BinauralDecoder (https://plugins.iem.at/) [18,41]. The ear
signals were played back via headphones (AKG 702) plugged into an external audio interface (RME
MadiFace & RME FireFace UCX). Note that an orientation mismatch < 5◦ between different arrays
used for measuring the RIRs (cf. the IKO vs. Cubelet, and ST450 vs. em32) can almost not be avoided.
Thus, the authors perceptually aligned the auralization techniques for ϕS = 180◦.

During informal listening experiments (by four participants) we found that all auralization
techniques under test obey a high overall sound quality (no artifacts or temporal smearing). However,
the overall timbre slightly varies across the techniques as we employed technique specific measurement
hardware (e.g., Cubelet vs. IKO). While a global and steering-direction-independent equalization was
not feasible, the techniques were perceptually equalized using a parametric multi-band EQ for a fixed
steering direction ϕS = 180◦ (pointing to the listener).

Input Method: During the experiment, participants were asked to indicate the position
(i.e., direction and distance relative from the listener) of the perceived sound and to follow a certain
procedure: (i) point to a colored square to select a stimulus for looped playback, (ii) pick-up
the correspondingly colored ball by pointing towards it and pressing the trigger, (iii) with trigger
pressed, point to the perceived direction and adjust the distance by moving the thumb on the controller
track pad, (iv) release the trigger to drop off the ball at the intended position, (v) proceed until all
balls are positioned, then save responses and proceed to next multistimulus set. Participants were
allowed to reposition any ball as often as desired until the responses of the entire multistimulus set
were logged in.
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Design: The experiment consisted of 12 multistimulus sets, of which the first one was part of
a training and familiarization phase. In the following 11 sets, participants were asked to rate 5 stimuli
per set. Those 5 stimuli either consisted of all the five auralization techniques and a fixed beam direction
(6 sets), or of all beam directions (except the −45◦ beam direction) (In order to keep only 5 stimuli per
scene, scenes with a given auralization technique were not containing the −45◦ beam direction. For
this reason results obtained for the −45◦ beam direction were not used in the statistical analysis.) for
a fixed auralization technique (5 sets). Both the order of sets, as well as the assignment of a stimulus
to a certain colored square within the set were randomized. The 13 participants (normal hearing, all
male, age between 24–52) were asked to repeat the experiment in order to provide a second response
per set. Correspondingly, most of the 13 participants (except 1 who did not repeat the experiment)
evaluated 11 · 5 · 2 = 110 stimuli.

3.3. Results and Discussion

The positions of the perceived sound objects are given in the Cartesian coordinate system with
the listener at the origin. As results show little to no variation in height (z coordinate), we focus on
an evaluation of the x, y coordinates.

Overall inspection in two dimensions: In a first processing step, outliers are defined as responses
lying outside a Mahalanobis distance (in estimated standard deviations) of three within a preliminary,
non-robust analysis. After removal of the outliers, we use bivariate statistical analysis to estimate
the means and their standard deviation and 95% confidence region according to Hotelling’s T2
distribution (see [51] Ch. 3). The result of this analysis are depicted in Figure 7, where data
points, outliers, and standard deviation and confidence region ellipses are indicated as dots, crosses,
and not-filled and filled ellipses, respectively. In case of similar sizes of the statistical spreads,
statistically significant differences may be inspected by observing whether the mean value of one
condition lies outside the 95% (p < 0.05) confidence ellipses of the other conditions.

While each row of Figure 7 depicts the results for all auralization techniques and a certain beam
direction ϕS, each column shows the perceived position of the auditory events per technique and for all
beam directions ϕS = [0◦,−36◦,−82◦, 180◦, 90◦]. Thus, comparison within the rows is used to identify
differences across auralization techniques, and comparison within each column gives indication if
each auralization technique is able to reproduce the well-described perceptual effects of the IKO [7], or
similar devices. These effects are explained by exciting pronounced propagation paths and dimming
the direct path, which is known to evoke auditory events whose position needs not coincide with
the physical source. Moreover, Wendt et al. [5] showed that the IKO’s directivity allows for altering
the DRR and thus, for controlling the perceived distance, e.g., by steering the beam towards or away
from the listener.

Overall, we observe that all techniques are qualitatively able reproduce the perceptual effects
known from studies involving the physical IKO [5,7], cf. columns in Figure 7. The ratings show
a clear consensus with the expected positions of the auditory events, i.e., by steering a beam
towards a reflector ϕS = [−36◦,−82◦, 90◦] the auditory event is located near the respective reflector
baffle. Moreover, steering the beam towards ϕS = 0◦ away from the listener and ϕS = −180◦

towards the listener either evokes an auditory event behind the physical IKO or a very close one,
respectively. We found that the ratings per beam direction ϕS are significantly different for all
auralization techniques.

A detailed analysis of the differences related to the auralization techniques, cf. rows in Figure 7,
is done for independent univariate attributes. These univariate attributes were not asked separately
in the listening experiment, but they are obtained for the subsequent analysis by mapping of
the responses to the following independent attributes (i) localizability, (ii) the direction, and (iii)
distance. This analysis is based on the following considerations.
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(e) Si|ϕS = 0◦.
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(j) Si|ϕS = −36◦.
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(o) Si|ϕS = −82◦.
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(q) Em|ϕS = 180◦. -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
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(t) Si|ϕS = 180◦.
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(v) Em|ϕS = 90◦. -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
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(y) Si|ϕS = 90◦.

Figure 7. Bivariate statistical analysis of the perceived position of the auditory event per beam
direction ϕS (columns) and per auralization technique (rows). Data points, outliers, and standard
deviation and 95% confidence region ellipses are indicated as dots, crosses, and not-filled and filled
ellipses, respectively.

As defined by Lindau et al. [52], localizability is related to the ability to asses the spatial extent
and location of a sound source. If this task is difficult, the localizability is low and if localizability is
high, a sound source is clearly delimited. Moreover, localizability is often associated with the perceived
extent of as sound source and thus we assume that the area of the standard deviation ellipse can be
used as an indication of the localizability.
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The two-dimensional source position indications yield a clear bivariate distribution, cf. Figure 7,
and with a mean angular offset between the main axis of the standard deviation ellipse and the mean
perceived direction ϕp (defined by listener and mean position of the perceived sound) of only 3.52◦,
we may assume the variations to be independent along the perceptual axis of distance and direction.

As this visual evaluation may be difficult, we use a Wilcoxon signed-rank test [53] with
a Bonferroni–Holm correction [54] to determine p-values of pairwise comparisons between
test conditions and define p < 0.05 as significantly different throughout this article. We
employ nonparametric statistics as we do not assume a normal distribution of ratings
and due to the correction (David Groppe, 2020, Bonferroni–Holm Correction for Multiple
Comparisons, https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/28303-bonferroni-holm-
correction-for-multiple-comparisons) p-values can exceed the expected range and thus p > 1 is
valid. The Matlab script of the statistical analysis and the raw listener ratings are available online in
the accompanying project (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104416). A detailed discussion of the results in
terms of localizability, direction, and distance is given below.

Localizability: The median values and 95% confidence interval of the area under the standard
deviation ellipse pooled for all beam directions ϕS are depicted per auralization technique in Figure 8.
While the median values indicate highest and lowest localizability for the Dy and Em techniques,
respectively, the differences among all techniques is not significant (p > 1.7).

Figure 8. Median value and 95% confidence interval of the area under the standard deviation ellipse
pooled for all beam directions ϕS.

Direction: All ratings are transformed into a polar coordinate system with the listener at the center
and are analyzed for azimuth and radius, i.e., direction and distance, separately. Due to the findings
in [22] we assume that the Dy auralization can be used as the reference condition. Thus, the p-values
are given for testing the significance levels between Dy and all other conditions. The median values
and 95% confidence intervals for all beam directions and auralization techniques are shown in Figure 9
and the in p-values between the reference condition (Dy) and the other techniques are presented
in Table 1.
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(a)ϕS = 0◦. (b)ϕS = −36◦. (c)ϕS = −82◦. (d)ϕS = 180◦. (e)ϕS = 90◦.

Figure 9. Median value and 95% confidence interval of direction ratings per beam direction ϕS.
Please note the varying y-axis as per sub-figure a range of [15◦,−25◦] around the median of the Dy
ratings is shown.

Table 1. p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni–Holm correction) for ratings of direction.
Insignificant differences (p-values ≥ 0.05) are indicated by bold numbers.

ϕS = 0◦ ϕS = −36◦ ϕS = −82◦ ϕS = 180◦ ϕS = 90◦

Dy

Em 0.00 0.15 1.38 0.70 0.00

As 0.00 0.08 1.77 0.17 0.52

Sr 0.76 0.23 3.76 0.07 0.07

Si 0.30 0.15 3.76 0.00 0.03

Despite an almost symmetrical set-up (cf. Figure 5) and only a slight change in beam direction,
the direction results for the beams steered towards ϕS = −82◦ and ϕS = 90◦ show some deviation.
Ratings for ϕS = 90◦ are less consistent (larger confidence interval) and the auditory event is localized
more closely to the IKO for all techniques, when compared to ϕS = −82◦. This can be explained when
taking a closer look at the (ideal) 3rd-order max-rE weighted beam pattern as depicted in Figure 5.
While for ϕS = 90◦ a side lobe is pointing towards the listener, this side lobe is almost avoided
(−5dB lower) for ϕS = −82◦.

Overall, there is no significant difference between the directional mapping of the Dy and Sr
techniques. For all other techniques we found significant differences for some beam directions.
The Em-based auralization was the least consistent and produced the smallest lateralisation for
ϕS = −82◦ and ϕS = 90◦ compared to the other techniques. This is particularly pronounced for
ϕS = 90◦ where there is more direct sound.

Distance: The median values and 95% confidence intervals for all beam directions and auralization
techniques are shown in Figure 10 and the in p-values between the reference condition (Dy)
and the other techniques are presented in Table 2.
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(a)ϕS = 0◦. (b)ϕS = −36◦. (c)ϕS = −82◦. (d)ϕS = 180◦. (e)ϕS = 90◦.

Figure 10. Median value and 95% confidence interval of distance ratings per beam direction ϕS.
Please note the fixed y-axis showing the interval of [0, 10]m form the listener.

We found that the congruence of the distance mapping is high for all tested auralization techniques,
almost independently of the specific beam directions ϕS. The only exception is the Em based
auralization, where for ϕS = 180◦ the source is perceived significantly further away.

Table 2. p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni–Holm correction) for ratings of distance.
Insignificant differences (p-values ≥ 0.05) are indicated by bold numbers.

ϕS = 0◦ ϕS = −36◦ ϕS = −82◦ ϕS = 180◦ ϕS = 90◦

Dy

Em 1.14 0.78 0.49 0.02 1.27

As 3.40 0.78 0.91 1.52 0.47

Sr 3.24 0.65 2.21 1.53 0.37

Si 3.40 0.04 1.52 1.42 0.47

Discussion: The five different auralization techniques used to virtualize the IKO all involve
measurements of RIRs. The results from the presented listening experiment verify that all tested
techniques are able to qualitatively reproduce the perceptual effects known from studies involving
the physical IKO [5,7], cf. ellipses in Figure 7. Moreover, still, a detailed analysis of the perceptual
attributes of direction, and distance, indicates some significant differences to the reference condition
(dummy head based rendering Dy) for specific combinations of technique and beam direction, with
some noticeable trend.

In order to give an indication of the directional mapping quality of all tested auralization
techniques, the mean direction offset to the Dy technique is listed in Table 3. Overall, the Em techniques
yields with 5.72◦ the largest incongruence in directional mapping, while the errors of As, Sr, and Si
roughly stay below 2◦.

Table 3. Mean direction offset to dy per auralization technique over all tested beam directions ϕS.

Em As Sr Si

5.72◦ 1.57◦ 1.46◦ 2.01◦

The mean distance offset between Dy and all other techniques pooled for all beam directions ϕS is
given in Table 4. With a mean distance error of 0.28m the As, and Sr auralizations clearly outperform
the Em, and Si techniques.
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Table 4. Mean absolute distance offset to Dy per auralization technique over all tested beam
directions ϕS.

Em As Sr Si

0.55 m 0.28 m 0.28 m 0.51 m

Although there is no clear perceptual winner, it still appears that the As and Sr approaches match
the Dy reference best. We assume that using the first-order source (Cubelet) enhances the flexibility as
its frequency range for directivity synthesis is larger than the one of the IKO because of its smaller
size. Its upscaling permits a modular exchange of the directivity to arbitrary artificial or measured
higher-order directivity patterns. On the receiver side, measurements with the dummy head (Dy)
are not modular in terms of exchanging the receiver directivity patterns in terms of other HRIRs,
while the measurements with the em32 and ST450 microphone arrays permit HRIR exchange. The em32
reaches a native resolution up to the 4th order, whereas the 1st-order ST450 is less demanding in terms
of channel count, has no satisfactory native resolution but allows to be upscaled to higher orders.

Our impression is that auralization involving a first-order receiver and either the highly directional
source or its first-order source as a replacement tend to work most reliably. Essentially, the results allow
us to recommend the SRD ARIR (Sr) model and processing method for its high degree of modularity
and reduction of measurement hardware and effort. It reaches perceptual qualities comparable to
rendering based on dummy-head measurements (Dy), while higher-order directional sources can be
exchangeably interfaced with the processed and upscaled SRD ARIRs. It is necessary to mention that
the particular prototype employed as first-order measurement source (Cubelet) in our study is not
necessarily powerful enough for every application, for instance, when the signal-to-noise ratio is low
because of background noise. In such cases, stronger alternatives could be considered [55].

4. Conclusions

In this contribution we presented the concept and a comparative perceptual evaluation of
a source-and-receiver-directional ARIR capture and processing approach (SRD ARIR) with a variety
of technical alternatives. Although the proposed SRD ARIR rendering method only employs a small
set of first-order directivities (omnidirectional and figures of eight aligned with x, y, and z) in
the measurement, the approach produced auralization of higher-order directional source and receiver
configurations that was performing well in the comparison. Its directional resolution enhancement
involves the Ambisonic spatial decomposition method (ASDM) that we could extend to both sides of
the measured ARIRs.

In the dynamic headphone-rendering-based evaluation, we employed the highly directional
icosahedral loudspeaker (IKO) as a virtual source because of its well-described measured directivity
and the well-studied perceptual effects it causes. For the sake of reproducibility and to obey
optimal externalization the auralization listening experiment was done within a head-mounted-display
visualization of the virtual environment. Interactive visual objects were used to indicate auditory
event locations in space.

The proposed SRD ARIR method performed similarly accurate as the reference auralization
based on multiple-orientation binaural room impulse responses (MOBRIRs). We found no significant
difference for the perceptual attributes of localizability, direction, and distance. Although most
of the alternative techniques performed comparable to the reference auralization, the SRD ARIR
technique has benefits in terms of modularity and efficiency: It only requires a small number of
hardware channels, and SRD ARIRs offer a generic interface between RIRs and source and receiver
directivities. Any application requiring a flexible exchange of directivities can potentially benefit from
the small number of responses needed to characterize the room (be it measured or simulated).
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A collection of room responses measured for the study, responses of the listening experiment,
the statistical analysis, and high-resolution directivities of the arrays is made available online (https:
//phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104417).
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Appendix A. Transition to noise in Schröder backwards integrated impulse response

The late part of a noisy impulse response of a room is well modeled by

h(t) = a n1(t) e−bt + c n2(t), (A1)

where n1,2(t) are two uncorrelated normalized noise processes, n1(t) as the carrier of the diffuse,
decaying reverberation, and n2(t) as stationary background or measurement noise. The expected
squared impulse response is

E{h2(t)} = a2 E{n2
1(t)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

e−2bt + c2 E{n2
2(t)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+2a2c2 E{n1(t)n2(t)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

e−bt = a2 e−2bt + c2. (A2)

The expected Schröder backwards integrated impulse response yields

S(t) =
∫ t

T�
E{h2(t)}dt =

[
a2 e−2bt

−2b
+ c2t

]t

T�

=
a2 (e−2bt − e−2bT�)

2b
+ c2 (T� − t) (A3)

=
a2 e−2bt

2b
+ c2 (T� − t).

Within an early section the contribution of the stationary noise amplitude c2(T� − t) is negligible
compared to the energy decay S(t) → Sc=0(t), and linear regression from the observed ln Sc=0(t)
yields the coefficients a and b for the noise-free case by

ln Sc=0(t) = ln
a2 e−2bt

2b
= −2bt + ln

a2

2b
. (A4)

At later time segments, in particular where the model Sc→0(t) based on a and b is exceeded by
the observed S(t), say, by a factor of 10, one can estimate c from linear regression of S(t)→ Sa=0(t)

Sa=0(t) = c2(T� − t). (A5)

Together with the known regression parameters b, a, and c, the envelope of the squared impulse
response in Equation (A2) can be enforced to take the shape as if c were zero

E{h2(t) w2(t)} = E{h2
c=0(t)}. (A6)
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Obviously, the envelope correction that restores the model envelope of a noise-free room impulse

response becomes w2(t) = E{h2
c=0(t)}

E{h2(t)} = a2e−bt

a2e−bt+c2 and therefore

w(t) =
1√

1 + c2

a2 e2bt
. (A7)

Appendix B. SRD ARIR

The Matlab source code of the proposed SRD ARIR method, a source-and-receiver-directional
version of the Ambisonic Spatial Decomposition Method (ASDM [22]) can be found in Listing 1.
It requires the spherical harmonics implemented in Politis’ lirbrary (https://github.com/polarch/
Spherical-Harmonic-Transform=. The SRD algorithm becomes ASDM when choosing NS = 0 for
the source.

1 %% First order B−format RIR (ARIR)

2 [x,fs] = audioread(fname); % sorted in <W,X,Y,Z>from ls1, <W,X,Y,Z> from ls2, ... until ls6

3 % fs is the sampling frequency

4 x = reshape(x,[size(x,1) 4 size(x,2)/4]); % Nsamples x 4(ST450) x 6(c.sph.lspk.)

5

6 %% Parameters and Settings

7 N = 7; % Ambisonic order

8 Nfft = 2^ceil(log2(size(x,1))); % fft length

9 Lsmooth_dirfluct = 32; win_dirfluct=hann(Lsmooth_dirfluct); % smoothing of fluctuating DODs/DOAs

10 Lsmooth_specdecay = 2048; win_specdecay=hann(Lsmooth_specdecay); % smoothing for fs = 44.1kHz

11 Nlate=7000; Nfadelate=1000; win_crossf=sin(pi/2 *(1:Nfadelate)').^2; % fade to spectrally corrected late RIR

12

13 %% PIV DOA estimation (for omnidirectional source)

14 [b,a] = butter(4,[100 2500]/(fs/2)); % bandpass with fl = 100Hz and fh = 1.5kHz

15 xbp = filtfilt(b,a,sum(x,3));

16 ix = xbp(:,1).*xbp(:,2); ix = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,ix),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
17 iy = xbp(:,1).*xbp(:,3); iy = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,iy),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
18 iz = xbp(:,1).*xbp(:,4); iz = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,iz),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
19 azi = atan2(iy, ix); zen = atan2(sqrt(ix.^2+iy.^2),iz);

20 Ydoa = getSH(N,[azi,zen],'real'); % from https://github.com/polarch/Spherical−Harmonic−Transform/
21

22 %% rE−magnitude−based DOD estimation (for omnidirectional receiver)

23 [b,a] = butter(4,[100 1400]/(fs/2)); % bandpass with fl = 100Hz and fh = 1.4kHz

24 xbp = filtfilt(b,a,squeeze(x(:,1,:)));

25 U = [ 1 0 0; 0 1 0; −1 0 0; ... % 6 array loudspeaker direction vectors (transposed)

26 0 −1 0; 0 0 −1; 0 0 1];

27 E = xbp.^2; E = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,E),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
28 rE = E * U;

29 azi = atan2(rE(:,2), rE(:,1)); zen = atan2(sqrt(sum(rE(:,1:2).^2,2)),rE(:,3));

30 Ydod = getSH(N,[azi,zen],'real'); % from https://github.com/polarch/Spherical−Harmonic−Transform/
31

32 %% SRD Upscaling

33 x = (sum(x(:,1,:),3) .* Ydoa) .* reshape(Ydod,[size(Ydod,1) 1 size(Ydod,2)]);

34

35 %% Spectral Decay Correction

36 H = thirdoctave_filter_bank_linph(Nfft,fs);

37 x_c = zeros(Nfft,(N+1)^2, (N+1)^2); % corrected upscaled ARIR

38 x_c(1:size(x,1),1,1) = x(:,1);

39 for k = 1:size(H,2)

40 xthird0 = ifft(fft(x(:,1,1),Nfft).*H(:,k));

41 xthird0rms = sqrt(circshift(fftfilt(win_specdecay,xthird0.^2),−Lsmooth_specdecay/2));
42 for nrcv = 1:N

43 nidx_rcv = nrcv^2+(1:2*nrcv+1);

44 for nsrc = 1:N

45 nidx_src = nsrc^2+(1:2*nsrc+1);

46 xthirdn = ifft(fft(x(:,nidx_rcv,nidx_src),Nfft).*H(:,k));

47 xthirdnrms = sqrt(sum(circshift(fftfilt(win_specdecay,xthirdn(:,:).^2),−Lsmooth_specdecay/2),2));
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48 w_c = xthird0rms./(xthirdnrms+1e−6)*sqrt((2*nsrc+1)*(2*nrcv+1)); % correction window

49 x_c(:,nidx_rcv,nidx_src) = x_c(:,nidx_rcv,nidx_src)+xthirdn.*w_c;

50 end

51 end

52 end

53 % no spectral correction in early part:

54 idx_xfade = Nlate+(0:Nfadelate−1)
55 x(idx_xfade,:) = (1−win_late) .* x(idx_xfade,:,:) + win_late .*x(idx_xfade,:,:);

56 x(idx_xfade(end)+1:end,:) = xc(idx_xfade(end)+1:end,:); % x contains N3D normalized upmixed SRD RIR

57

58 %% DFT−Domain Filter Bank

59 function H = thirdoctave_filter_bank_linph(Nfft,fs)

60 f=linspace(0,fs/2,Nfft/2+1);

61 f(1)=f(2)/4;

62 fc = 25*2.^(0:1/3:9.9); %third−octave vector

63 H = zeros(Nfft/2+1,length(fc));

64 for k = 1:length(fc)

65 nthoctaves = log2(f/fc(k))*3; % 3rd−octaves distance from center freq.

66 upper = 1.0*(k<length(fc)); % upper 3rd−octave limit (high−pass in last band)

67 lower =−1.0*(k>1); % lower 3rd−octave limit (low−pass in first band)

68 nthoctaves = max(min(nthoctaves,upper,lower);

69 H(:,k) = cos(nthoctaves*pi/2).^2;

70 end

71 H = [H;flipud(H(2:end−1,:))];
72 end

Listing 1: MATLAB simplified source code of the proposed SRD ARIR method.
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2.2 An Interactive Virtual Icosahedral Loudspeaker Array

This work was published as:

M. Zaunschirm, M. Frank, and F. Zotter. An interactive virtual icosahedral loudspeaker
array. Fortschritte der Akustik, DAGA, Aachen (2016).

The idea and concept of this article were outlined by me, the first author, with help from
the second, and third author. I wrote the original draft of the manuscript with periodical
contributions from the third and second author. I did most of the programming and
graphical work, and prepared the samples for the listening experiment. I programmed
and designed the listening experiment with periodic contributions from the second and
third author. The listening experiment was conducted and evaluated by me with periodic
contributions from the second author.
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Introduction

Loudspeaker systems with controllable directivity are new
tools to influence the presentation of sound in a room. By
individually controlling the strengths of acoustic propaga-
tion paths (direct and reflected sound) such loudspeakers
allow to create auditory objects. As one example of such
a device, our compact icosahedral loudspeaker system
(ICO) has been employed in various concerts at different
venues. At each venue, the electroacoustic compositions
have been adjusted to cause similar auditory objects in
the specific acoustic environment. For these artistically
important adjustments, despite typically limited, a rea-
sonable amount of time is required in which the venue
and the ICO are available.
We discuss the interactive virtualization of the ICO for dif-
ferent playback/recording positions at various venues, to
be used on a simple laptop equipped with a spatial audio
workstation (Reaper with ambiX plugin suite) and head-
phones. The virtual ICO (VICO) employs multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) convolutions comprising mea-
sured room impulse responses (RIRs), impulse responses
(IRs) controlling the ICO and the higher-order microphone
array (Eigenmike EM32 ), and individual head-related IRs
(HRIRs) used for dynamic binaural Ambisonic rendering.
We finally present an evaluation study that consists of lis-
tening experiments comparing the ICO and its virtualized
counterpart.

The ICO

The ICO, a compact spherical loudspeaker array, houses
20 loudspeakers that are mounted into the rigid facets of
an icosahedron, see fig. 1(a). Spherical beamforming of
the ICO allows to synthesize well defined directivities that
can be adjusted uniformly to any desired direction defined
by azimuth and zenith angle. Starting from controlling
the sound particle velocity on the surface of the ICO in
terms of spherical harmonics, a sound pressure pattern
at any radius can be derived. Accordingly, the pattern
undergoes a radius- and frequency-dependent transition
as it propagates. The transition of the beam pattern
on the surface of the ICO to its far field counterpart is
described by superposition of frequency responses for each
spherical harmonic order n

bn(kR) =
ρc

i

in+1

k h
′(2)
n (kR)

, (1)

where ρc is the density of air 1.2 kg/m3 times speed of
sound 343 m/s, i =

√
−1 is the imaginary unit, k = 2πf/c

is the wave number with the frequency f , and h
′(2)
n (kR)

(a) Staging of the ICO. (b) Far-field beam pattern.

Figure 1: Staging of the ICO (left) and horizontal cut through
far-field beampattern with magnitude in dB (grayscale) over
polar angle and frequency for spherical beamforming with the
ICO using radiation control and acoustic cross-talk cancella-
tion (right).
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Figure 2: Analytic (dotted) and practical (solid) radial filters
for the ICO. Cut-off frequencies for limiting the higher order
signal amplitudes are set to [20,37,115,240] Hz.

is the derivative of the nth-order spherical Hankel func-
tion of the second kind, with R = 28.5 cm as acoustically
effective radius of the ICO. The patters are strongly atten-
uated as the order n increases and the frequency decreases.
In order to compensate for the occurrent magnitude and
phase changes an equalization by far-field radiation con-
trol is needed, cf. fig. 2.
Moreover, the loudspeakers of the ICO share a common
enclosure and thus, their motions are acoustically coupled.
As directivity pattern synthesis requires individual control
of these motions, a MIMO cross-talk canceller is required
in order to compose far-field patterns out of superimposed
spherical harmonics.
With the suitable control system (far-field radiation con-
trol and MIMO cross-talk canceller) the creation of desired
directivities in terms of spherical harmonics is achieved
by using the same tools as for arranging sounds in higher-
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Figure 4: Analytic (dotted) and practical (solid) holographic
filters for a spherical rigid sphere microphone array up to
spherical harmonics order N = 4. Lowest possible cut-off
frequencies that limit the WNG to a maximum of 20dB are
[20, 59, 612, 1534, 2742]Hz.

order Ambisonic, i.e. Ambisonic encoding.
Fig. 1(b) shows the far-field beam pattern steered to-
wards an angle of 0◦ on the horizon that is obtained using
the above described processing. At lower frequencies the
order of the directivity pattern is limited as inversion of
bn for n > 1 would require such a strong bass boost that
would damage the loudspeakers in practice. For frequen-
cies above 150 Hz we get a 3rd-order beam pattern until
the spatial aliasing becomes dominant above 800 Hz.

The virtual ICO

The signal processing chain of the interactive virtual ICO
is depicted in fig. 3. A spatial arrangement of sound
objects xS , according to the desired directions ϕS , ϑS ,
is achieved by 3rd-order Ambisonic encoding. The driv-
ing signals of the ICO’s loudspeakers are then obtained
by a frequency-independent decoder and an equalization
using radial and crosstalk cancellation filters [1]. Until
this point the processing for the ICO and its virtualized
version is identical. For virtualization, the ICO to EM32
block contains a dataset of virtualized/measured MIMO
room impulse responses (RIRs) of a performance situation
(with an EM32 positioned at a desired listening position).
Additional information on measurement configuration and
data can be found here [2].

Holographic Filters
To allow for Ambisonic surround playback, the 32-
channels of the Eigenmike EM32 are first transformed
into the spherical-harmonics domain by a frequency-
independent encoder matrix. However, the obtained
signals are not suitable for direct playback as the low
frequency components of the signals are mainly mapped
to a omni-directional pattern (similar to the attenuation
of higher-order components for the ICO) on the surface
of the microphone. To compensate for the attenuation
holographic filters that yield the desired Ambisonic play-
back signals are needed [3]. The frequency responses of
the employed holographic filters are depicted in fig. 4, for
further reading see [4].
The decomposed Ambisonic signals are rotated dynami-
cally according to head movements of the listener and are
finally decoded using customizable HRIRs before playback
via headphones (Ambsionic signals of Eigenmike can also

be decoded to any loudspeaker setup using [5]).

Listening experiments

Previous work shows how sound objects generated by the
ICO are perceived by listeners [6]. In this experiment
we evaluated the differences of the sound objects created
by the real ICO and its virtualized counterpart. The
experiments are conducted in a real room with dimen-
sions of 6.8 m×7.6 m×3 m and a mean reverberation time
of 0.57 sec. (IEM lecture room). The ICO was placed
near the front right corner of the room and the listening
position is chosen approximately 4 m away form the ICO,
see fig. 7.

Room Database
The 20×32 RIRs between the ICO and the Eigenmike are
measured using the exponentially-swept sine technique
[7] with a 5 sec. long sweep. Despite using relatively long
sweeps we experienced unrealistically long reverberation
times in the measured RIRs, especially for frequencies
> 4 kHz. This can be explained by the limited efficiency
of the ICO transducers in that frequency range. Thus,
time-frequency filtering (de-noising) of the measured RIRs
was needed.
Let us assume that the short-time fourier transform
(STFT) of the late part of a RIR is well modeled by

H(t, ω) = uv−tN1(t, ω) + wN2(t, ω), (2)

where N1,2(t, ω) are two uncorrelated normalized noise
processes, v > 1, and (t, ω) represents time and frequency
dependency of the STFT, respectively. The expected
value of the summed squared amplitudes (for all 640
paths) is derived from eq. 2 as

E{|H(t, ω)|2} = u2v−2t + w2, (3)

and the time where both processes are equally loud is
found by

t0 =
ln w

u

ln v
. (4)

Unnatural and thus unwanted background noise present
in the RIRs is adapted to the slope of reverberation by
using

Hdenoise(t, ω) =
H(t, ω)√

1 + v2(t−t0)
, (5)

where the model parameters u, v, w are found at each
frequency ω from comparing the modeled energy decay
relief (EDR) [8] with that of the measured RIR

EDRRIR(t) =

∫ t

T

|H(t, ω)|2dt, (6)

EDRmodel(t) =
u2v−2t

−2 ln v
+ w2(T − t). (7)

The model parameters defined in eq. 2 can be found in
suitable sections of EDRRIR, see vertical black lines in
fig. 5. Typically, the parameters u and v can be estimated
by linear regression of the early part of 10 lgEDRRIR with
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black lines.

10 lgEDRmodel = −20t lg v+ 10 lg u2

−2 ln v . The parameter
w can be found by regression of the later part of EDRRIR

by assuming EDRmodel = w2(T − t) in that part. Figure
5 shows the EDR of the original, modeled and de-noised
RIR for a third-octave band with a center frequency
ω = 1024 Hz.

Stimuli and Experiment Setup
The test signals are 1.5 sec. long and include a pink noise
burst with attack and release times of ta = tr = 500 ms
and a sequence of irregular short bursts. Both sounds are
steered on the horizon towards 0◦, 70◦, 180◦ and −90◦ us-
ing a 3rd order directivity pattern. The play-back signals
are rendered in real time using Reaper, the ambiX and
mcfx plugins [9] for both, the ICO and the VICO system,
cf. fig. 3. Listeners are asked to specify the location of
the perceived auditory object for each of the 8 (2 sounds
and 4 beam directions) conditions by placing a marker
corresponding to the played back sound using a GUI that
includes a map of the listening room. Listeners could
switch between all 8 conditions on one page arbitrarily
and listen to or compare them as often as wanted. Pre-
sentation methods included playback with the real ICO
and the VICO using head-tracked binaural rendering with
AKG K712 headphones. Independent of the playback
method the listeners were seated at the same position and
thus, could also see the real ICO for presentation using
the VICO environment. For head tracking we used a
OptiTrack system consisting of 6 Flex 13 cameras1. The

1A suggestion of a smaller head tracking device can be found at

Figure 6: Virtual loudspeaker setup used for binaural ren-
dering. The setup consists of four rings at a zenith angle of
[120◦, 90◦, 60◦, 25◦] including [8, 12, 8, 4] loudspeakers with a
spacing of [45◦, 30◦, 45◦, 90◦].

Ambisonic signals were rotated contrary to head move-
ments of listeners using an update rate of 100 Hz.
The participants were grouped such that 4 of the overall
8 participants rated first the ICO and then the VICO.
The other group rated in vice versa playback order. Each
playback method was repeated three times with randomly
ordered conditions in each trial (3 times the 8 conditions
played back with the ICO followed by 3 times the 8 con-
ditions played back with the VICO). In each of the two
groups we had two participants using individual HRIRs
for playback of the VICO.
Individual in-the-ear HRIRs were measured with the
blocked-ear-canal technique using a Sennheiser KE-4-211-
2 microphone and with the multiple exponential sweep
method [10] in a semi-anechoic chamber. Overall, the
measurement grid consisted of 1550 positions with a reso-
lution of 2.5◦ and 10◦ in azimuth and zenith, respectively
(loudspeakers were arranged on a sphere with a radius
of 1.2 m). Out of the entire set of HRIRs we chose 32
that corresponded to the locations of the 32 virtual loud-
speakers that are used for Ambisonic decoding, see fig.6.
The actual frequency-independent decoder matrix is cal-
culated according to the All-Round Ambisonic Decoding
(AllRAD) strategy [11].
In order to evaluate not only the location of the perceived
auditory object but also the naturalness of the acoustic
scene for playback within the VICO environment we con-
ducted a plausibility test. The irregular noise burst signal
was steered towards the listening position and 4 partici-

http://www.matthiaskronlachner.com/
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pants were asked to state if they listen to the real ICO or
the VICO. This time participants had to wear the head-
phones during the entire test. In each trial we presented
the stimulus ten times in random order: five times with
the ICO and VICO, respectively. The playback signal
of the real ICO was adapted such that high-frequency
damping of the headphone shell is accounted for.

Results
Generally, participants reported a highly natural sounding
acoustic scene for playback within the VICO environment.
These comments are underlined by the result of the plau-
sibility test: only 52.5% of the ratings were correct.
Figure 7 shows the 95% confidence area of the mean lo-
calization for each of the 8 conditions. It can be seen that
both direction and distance are well perceivable with the
virtualized version of the ICO. In detail, ratings of the
perceived distance were not significantly different among
all conditions. The perceived direction was only signif-
icantly different for two conditions, see bold entries in
tab. 1. For both playback methods irregular noise bursts

Figure 7: Setup and results of the listening experiment. The
ICO (black filled hexagon) is placed in the front right corner
of the room. The listening position is indicated by filled
head symbol. 95% confidence ellipsoids of subjects ratings are
shown for ICO (dark gray) and VICO (light gray) for a noise
(filled) and irregular burst (not filled) signal.

Table 1: p-values for differences in direction and distance
ratings obtained for listening experiments comparing ICO and
VICO as playback device. Conditions 1 − 4 and 5 − 8 refer
to static noise signal and irregular noise bursts, respectively.
Within the signal groups the direction of the beam is altered
clockwise starting from −90◦ (left).

condition
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

direction 0.28 0.35 0.05 0.70 0.71 0.05 0.36 0.13

distance 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.71 0.62 0.81 0.32 0.37

tend to be localized nearer to the ICO/VICO than the
stationary noise signal. This can be explained by a more
prominent precedence effect for highly transient signals
than for stationary signals [12].
Neither the use of individual HRIRs nor whether ICO or
VICO was presented first had any significant impact on
the ratings.

Conclusion

We presented an interactive virtualization of the ICO.
Listening experiments showed that the perceived auditory
objects are comparable to those obtained by the ICO.
Thus, the VICO allows to evaluate new MIMO filters (for
ICO and Eigenmike) and it can be used to more easily
master or preproduce musical pieces for different rooms.
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3
Beamforming with the Icosahedral

Loudspeaker Array

3.1 A Beamformer to Play with Wall Reflections: The
Icosahedral Loudspeaker

This work was published as:
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Wall Reflections: The Icosahedral Loudspeaker. Computer Music Journal, 41(3), 2017.
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The idea and concept of this article were outlined by the first author. I, as second
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of the third author.
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Abstract: The quote from Pierre Boulez, given as an epigraph to this article, inspired French researchers to start
developing technology for spherical loudspeaker arrays in the 1990s. The hope was to retain the naturalness of sound
sources. Now, a few decades later, one might be able to show that even more can be done: In electroacoustic music,
using the icosahedral loudspeaker array called IKO seems to enable spatial gestures that enrich alien sounds with a
tangible acoustic naturalness.

After a brief discussion of directivity-based composition in computer music, the first part of the article describes the
technical background of the IKO, its usage in a digital audio workstation, and psychoacoustic evidence regarding the
auditory objects the IKO produces. The second part deals with acoustic equations of spherical beamforming, how the
IKO’s loudspeakers are controlled correspondingly, how we deal with excursion limits, and the resulting beam patterns
generated by the IKO.

The loudspeaker “anonymizes” the actual
source. . . . There will be more resemblance,
in a certain way, between amplified piano and
amplified harp, than between amplified and
unamplified piano. One could say that the
instruments have gone through a “rolling mill”
of amplification and have lost some of their
individuality. . . . The composer is left to play
with this phenomenon and to make use of it in
an informed manner.

—Boulez 1983

Composing Directivity for Electroacoustic Music

In electroacoustic music, we find the application of
directionality in Marco Stroppa’s music that used
vertically stacked loudspeakers, each of which was
aimed at a different angle. These were called totem

Computer Music Journal, 41:3, pp. 50–68, Fall 2017
doi:10.1162/COMJ a 00429
c© 2017 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Published under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) license.

acoustiques, and were used in his compositions
. . . of Silence (2007), Hist Whist (2009), and most
prominently in the opera Re Orso (2011) with an
eight-loudspeaker column hanging in the middle of
the stage.

A starting point to composing with directivity is
“La Timée,” a cube housing six loudspeakers utilized
by the researchers at IRCAM in order to give more
naturalness to loudspeaker-based diffusion of sounds
(Caussé, Bresciani, and Warusfel 1992; Warusfel,
Derogis, and Caussé 1997; Misdariis et al. 2001).

The playback system discussed here, called IKO,
is a 20-sided, 20-channel loudspeaker system in
the form of the convex regular icosahedron (see
Figure 1). As a compact spherical loudspeaker array,
the IKO provides the technical means to project a
focused sound beam in a freely adjustable direction.
Inside a room, this kind of beam direction can be set
to predominantly excite selected wall reflections,
or combinations of reflections, causing interesting
effects in perceived localization.

Although the beamforming of the IKO is capable
of uniform adjustment to all directions, contiguous
directions are not mapped to contiguous perceived
directions, as reflection paths of a room are dis-
crete. Still, the IKO’s sculptural auditory objects

50 Computer Music Journal
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Figure 1. The IKO is a
20-sided, 20-channel
loudspeaker array in the
form of an icosahedron. Its
diameter is about 60 cm.

(cf. Sharma 2016) offer an exciting spatialization
technology to composers of electroacoustic mu-
sic, in the broadest sense of the term. The IKO’s
presence on stage offers a scene that is unexpect-
edly pronounced and natural, like that of a human
performer.

We promote the use of variable directivity of
compact spherical loudspeaker arrays in computer
music to create new auditory objects. The first half
of this article is dedicated to the existing software
solutions to working with the IKO, the IKO’s
hardware, its staging, and what is known about the
perception of its sound beams in a room. The second
half provides a deeper understanding of the acoustic
principles behind the IKO’s spherical beamforming,
an approach to stay within excursion limits of
the transducers, and details on how the spherical
beamforming and velocity control of the IKO are
achieved and verified, on the basis of measurements
and a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
system design.

Part I: Beamforming and the IKO in Practice

The first half of this article deals with a literature
review on beamforming, beamforming applications,
and compact spherical loudspeaker arrays, and
information about the IKO that is relevant for its
practical application—how it is controlled with
plug-ins for a digital audio workstation (DAW), how
it is virtualized for different rooms using binaural

synthesis, what it is built of, how it can be presented
and staged, and which auditory objects can be
expected from the existing perceptual studies.

Technical Background and Literature

Classical beamforming technology aims at focused
emission and reception of waves by arrays of
transducers driven and superimposed with different
weights, delays, or filters. If beamforming only
uses delays or weights, we speak of delay-and-
sum or weight-and-sum beamforming, respectively,
whereas the most general approach using filters
is called filter-and-sum beamforming (Schelkunoff
1943; Brandstein and Ward 2001). When allowing
filters with gains exceeding the maximum of the
directivity pattern, strong focusing is possible even
with small apertures. This is called superdirective
or supergain beamforming (Bloch, Medhurst, and
Pool 1953; Elko 2000).

Based on the idea of exploiting beamforming
to selectively excite wall reflections as a type of
surround-sound technology, a planar loudspeaker
array at the typical center loudspeaker position
is commercialized in Yamaha’s Sound Bar for
home-cinema applications (Takumai 2006). In this
application, surround and side loudspeakers are
substituted by beams emphasizing suitable wall
reflections.

As an alternative method of creating strongly
focused sound beams, parametric arrays utilize
the nonlinearity of air (Bennett and Blackstock
1975; Croft and Norris 2003). A powerful group
of ultrasound transducers plays an amplitude-
modulated carrier frequency above 35 kHz at a sound
pressure level higher than 120 dB. Its envelope is
demodulated along the propagation path. The
interpretation as a nonlinear source phenomenon
is called a parametric array. Sugibayashi et al.
(2012) built and evaluated the use of directionally
adjustable ultrasound transducer arrays mounted
on each of the 20 surfaces of an icosahedron to
establish a mixed-reality sound-field synthesis. This
intriguing system had to be supplemented, however,
by common electrodynamic transducers to support
frequencies below 1 kHz.

Zotter et al. 51
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The technology utilized for compact spherical
loudspeaker arrays such as the IKO is linear and
superdirective, and is called spherical harmonic
beamforming (cf. Butler and Ehrlich 1977 for
underwater sound and Warusfel, Derogis, and
Caussé 1997 for music). The targeted directional
resolution is uniform and independent of the
beam direction, and the technique is based on
filtering to equalize different attenuations for
spherical harmonics of different orders, when
radiated to the near or far field (Zotter and Noisternig
2007).

The reasoning behind a variable-directivity
playback device for music (as presented by Caussé,
Bresciani, and Warusfel 1992; Warusfel, Derogis, and
Caussé 1997; Misdariis et al. 2001) has motivated
other research groups to pursue technical efforts
of establishing and controlling compact spherical
loudspeaker arrays. At Princeton University, arrays
like these have been built for electroacoustic
performances with, for instance, the Princeton
laptop orchestra (Cook et al. 1998; Trueman et al.
2006). At the University of California, Berkeley,
researchers investigated magnitude-based beam-
pattern control and accuracy limits (Kassakian
and Wessel 2003, 2004; Kassakian 2005, 2006;
Avizienis et al. 2006). Further notable efforts to
build, control, and use arrays such as these have
been undertaken in Austria (Zotter and Höldrich
2007; Zotter and Noisternig 2007; Pomberger 2008;
Zotter, Pomberger, and Schmeder 2008; Zotter 2009;
Kerscher 2010; Zotter and Bank 2012), Germany
(Pollow and Behler 2009; Pollow 2014), Brazil and
France (Pasqual 2010; Pasqual, Herzog, and Arruda
2010; Pasqual, Arruda, and Herzog 2010), Israel
(Rafaely and Kaykin 2011; Morgenstern, Zotter,
and Rafaely 2012; Morgenstern, Rafaely, and Zotter
2015), Australia (Miranda, Cabrera, and Stewart
2013), and New Zealand (Poletti, Betlehem, and
Abhayapala 2015).

Other work has been pursued recently in our
present research project Orchestrating Space by
Icosahedral Loudspeaker (OSIL), for which the goal
is to artistically find and define sound sculptures by
composing music with the IKO (Sharma 2016) and to
scientifically investigate these sculptures (Sharma,
Zotter, and Frank 2014; Frank, Sharma, and Zotter

2015; Wendt et al. 2016, 2017; Zaunschirm, Frank,
and Zotter 2016).

Controlling the IKO with DAW Plug-ins

Real-time performances and composition for the
IKO can be controlled from a standard consumer
personal computer, or even a laptop. The 20 driving
signals for the IKO’s loudspeakers are generated
using a combination of the ambiX and mcfx VST
plug-ins (Kronlachner 2014), see Figure 2. The ambiX
software allows one to create, modify, and decode
higher-order Ambisonics on a DAW. Although
Ambisonics is usually associated with loudspeakers
surrounding the audience, the same representation
is deployed to control directional beams radiated
outwards from compact spherical arrays such as the
IKO.

Care has been taken to make the required matrix
convolution efficient, as the IKO’s control system
(see Figure 3) consists of 320 FIR filters (20 channels,
each requiring 16 filters) whose coefficients are
stored as WAV files. The mcfx convolver software
carries out convolutions as nonuniform, partitioned
fast convolutions for low latency and low CPU
load. The filters used by mcfx convolver to connect
each of its inputs to each of its output is specified
in a configuration file. Selecting from different
configuration files allows performance with different
setups—for instance, on a different array or with
a different filter set. To host the ambiX and mcfx
VST plug-ins, DAWs and other music software
environments, such as Max, AudioMulch, Bidule,
Ardour, and Reaper, must be capable of dealing
with at least 20 channels. For the IKO, we mainly
use Reaper because of its support for up to 64
channels per track or bus. Furthermore, it supports
live performance and improvisation by remote
control using Open Sound Control (OSC). Other
convenient features include the ability to record and
program automations, as well as faster-than-real-
time rendering of finished projects to 20-channel
audio files. Reaper and the plug-ins are available
under Windows, Mac OS, and Wine (Linux).

The signal routing and processing schema is
shown in Figure 3. A playback signal sc(t) and
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Figure 2. Screenshots of
VST plug-ins controlling
the IKO. The plug-in
ambix encoder o3 (a)
controls the beam
direction of the IKO for

one input signal by
encoding it to 16
third-order Ambisonic
signals. The plug-in
mcfx convolver24 (b)
generates 20 loudspeaker

signals from the 16
third-order Ambisonic
signals using real-time
convolution.

Figure 2

Figure 3. Processing
schema controlling the
IKO’s beamforming. This
includes the Ambisonic
bus as the sum of encoded
source signals, feeding the
final MIMO control
system.

Figure 3

its beam direction θc(t) are fed into a third-order
Ambisonics encoder as an insert effect (am-
bix encoder o3). The resulting 16 channels are
sent to a master mix. The 20-channel master mix
uses a 20 × 16 fast convolution matrix as an insert
effect (mcfx convolver24), with 4,096 coefficients at

a sample rate of 44.1 kHz. The resulting 20 signals
feed the amplifiers for the 20 loudspeakers of the
IKO. In the real-time operation of the IKO, CPU
load amounts to 65 percent for ten sources and a
512-sample buffer, using a MacBook Pro 2.53 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo.
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Figure 4. Processing
schema of the virtual IKO
using measured room
impulse responses from
the IKO to the Eigenmike
EM32 and measured
HRIRs.

The Virtual IKO for Headphones

The virtual IKO (vIKO) by Zaunschirm, Frank,
and Zotter (2016) provides a DAW-based real-time
simulation of the IKO by binaural synthesis to
headphones, optionally head-tracked (see Figure 4).
It provides a Reaper session with suitable routing
and delivers a collection of presets for the aforemen-
tioned plug-in suites. The presets provided are based
on measurements taken in different rooms using the
IKO as a source and using the Eigenmike EM32 to
capture impulse responses at different listening po-
sitions. The vIKO comes with two exemplary room
responses and, currently, two sets of head-related
impulse responses (HRIRs) measured by the Acous-
tics Research Institute in Vienna. Each of these
sets can be chosen for matrix convolution in the
mcfx convolver plug-in and for binaural rendering
in the ambix binaural plug-in, respectively. Based
on vIKO, the OSIL Web site (http://iem.at/osil) of-
fers binaural renderings of basic time-variant beam
constructions (called IKO moves) and of musical
pieces.

IKO Hardware

The IKO turned out to perform well in electro-
acoustic concerts thanks to its large and powerful
transducers. By contrast, the transducers described
in the initial technical report by Zotter and Sontac-

Figure 5. Measurement
setups for loudspeaker
cone velocity and sound
pressure: laser vibrometer
measurement of
voltage-to-loudspeaker
cone-velocity transfer
functions (a) and sound

pressure measurement
with semicircular
microphone array (r =
75 cm) at IEM CUBE, with
a turntable so that
directivity is measured at
18 × 36 = 648
directions (b).

Figure 5

chi (2007), or smaller arrays such as the prototype
by Kerscher (2010), were not powerful enough for
concert performances. The IKO is constructed of
20 equilateral triangular faces with 34.7-cm-long
outer edges, made from medium density fiberboard,
and cut with a bevel of 20.9◦. Ten of these faces
are glued together in the shape of two pentagonal
pyramids of five triangular faces each. The apexes
of the two pyramids form the upper and lower apex
of the IKO. They are twisted 36◦ with respect to
each other, and they are glued to a horizontal belt
of ten faces pointing upward and downward in al-
ternation (cf. Figure 5a). The interior of the IKO is a
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Table 1. Azimuth and Zenith Angles for IKO Loudspeakers

Loudspeaker Azimuth Zenith

1 0◦ 142.62◦

2 72◦ 142.62◦

3 144◦ 142.62◦

4 −144◦ 142.62◦

5 −72◦ 142.62◦

6 0◦ 100.81◦

7 72◦ 100.81◦

8 144◦ 100.81◦

9 −144◦ 100.81◦

10 −72◦ 100.81◦

Loudspeaker Azimuth Zenith

11 36◦ 79.19◦

12 108◦ 79.19◦

13 180◦ 79.19◦

14 −108◦ 79.19◦

15 −36◦ 79.19◦

16 36◦ 37.38◦

17 108◦ 37.38◦

18 180◦ 37.38◦

19 −108◦ 37.38◦

20 −36◦ 37.38◦

Loudspeaker 1 is next to the cable socket, the sequence runs counterclockwise from
bottom to top.

single unpartitioned volume filled with wool, and it
contains the cabling of the transducers, which
is attached to the back of a 42-pin Harting Han
DD industrial socket. In the center of each of the
20 faces, a 6.3-in. Morel CAW-638 transducer is
mounted and can produce an excursion of up to
xmax = ±4.25 mm. The channel indices and angular
coordinates of the loudspeakers are given in Table 1.
The Harting socket on the outside allows one to
attach a cable hanging downwards, which is a
15-m-long bundle of 20 × 1.5-mm2 loudspeaker wire
pairs gathered in a braided sleeving. At the other
end, the cables are attached to a socket connected
to the 40 banana-jack sockets of a customized
sonible d:24. This is a compact 24-channel ampli-
fier consisting of three rack units with 250 W per
channel.

The prototype of the IKO, developed at the In-
stitute of Electronic Music and Acoustics (IEM)
and described in this article, was used for mea-
surements, experiments, performances, etc., leading
to a cooperation with the company sonible to
manufacture the IKO and market it commer-
cially (cf. http://iko.sonible.com). This new IKO by
IEM and sonible is redesigned for easier transport
and for easy integration with the MADI/Dante-
capable sonible d:24 multichannel amplifier. It
uses a newer Morel transducer series ensuring high
performance.

Staging the IKO

The IKO can create auditory objects of high spatial
definition when utilizing first-order reflections of
the walls in the performance space. In current per-
formance practice, two basic staging constellations
are used: one for typical rectangular rooms, and an-
other that uses a concave setup of reflectors behind
the IKO (Sharma 2016; see also Figure 6).

Rectangular rooms are the simplest constellation
in which the IKO is played, preferably between
a corner of the room and the audience. This was
the constellation used, for instance, in concerts
showcasing IKO held at the International Confer-
ence on Digital Audio Effects (DAFx) in 2010, at
the Darmstadt International Summer Courses for
New Music in 2014, and in the Media Art Gallery
at the Zagreb Showroom of Contemporary Sound
(Izlog Suvremenog Zvuka) festival in 2015. This
arrangement makes it possible to exploit balances
between at least two pronounced reflections from
the walls and the direct sound. The IKO’s distance to
the audience should be at least as far as the distance
to both walls. Rectangular rooms often offer more
effects, such as usable reflections, for example, at
the ceiling, at the floor, or from a more distant side
wall, as well as spatial reverberation effects. There
is, however, some risk depending on the geometry,
wall material, sound material, etc. It is therefore
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Figure 6. IKO in the
performance setup in
MUMUTH, Graz, at the
2010 International
Conference on Digital

Audio Effects (a), and in
the ZKM Kubus,
Karlsruhe, at the 2015
InSonic festival (b).

wise to compose pieces that can be adjusted to the
given environment.

Alternatively, concave arrangements of reflectors
behind the IKO were used at a concert in the Signale
Graz festival in 2014 and at the InSonic conference
held at ZKM in 2015 (see Figure 6), offering a large
set of useful, distinct reflections. We had a similar
performance situation in the French Pavilion at
the Showroom of Contemporary Sound festival in
2015, where the cylindrical wall of the performance
space could be used without modification. The
concave reflector arrangement behind the IKO
should preferably exhibit a radius of about 5 m to
7 m, and the loudspeaker should be placed in the
symmetry axis of the arrangement at a distance of
about 1.5 m to 3 m. The concave setup increases
the number of reflections (stage wall, side walls),
which are otherwise limited, to a plethora of distinct
reflections, available everywhere between the stage
and the side walls. The audience should preferably
be at least about 5 m away from the IKO to allow a
balanced perspective on auditory objects that can be
shaped by the reflections.

At the low-frequency end (less than 100 Hz),
the IKO is omnidirectional and acts as a powerful
subwoofer that is well able to excite large spaces.
In the octave above 100 Hz, beams radiated by the
IKO become directional, so that bass in the octave
above 100 Hz can be moved around in the room.
Such sounds are often localized as rotary spacious
zones that are not colocated with the IKO.

Perception of Sound Beams in Rooms

Although it might seem logical that the sound prop-
agation path emphasized the most would appear as
a localized direction in our perception, the prece-
dence effect counteracts this intuition. To study
the perceived localization of directional sources
with variable orientation, our initial studies (Zotter
et al. 2014; Zotter and Frank 2015) considered a
simulated source with a third-order beam pattern in
a rectangular room. Third-order beam patterns are
composed of all spherical harmonics of the orders
n = 0 . . . 3. Direct and reflected sound were simu-
lated using the image-source method up to first and
second order, which were auralized on 24 Genelec
8020 loudspeakers arranged on a horizontal ring in
an anechoic environment.

The first of these two studies showed that the
orientation of directional sound sources can be
perceived, with a localization that can substantially
deviate from the direct path. It used nine volunteer
listeners who undertook the task of localizing test
signals consisting of bursts of pink noise. The
localized direction could be modeled (1) by an
extended energy-vector model considering a rough
echo threshold of −0.25 dB/ms (Rakerd, Hartmann,
and Hsu 2000) and (2) by a binaural predictor based
on a model proposed by Werner Lindemann (1986).

The second study, with eleven experienced volun-
teer listeners with normal hearing, was also based on
an auralized source with third-order beam patterns
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and tested the perceived direction localization for
36 source orientations in 10◦ steps. Each listener
was presented with conditions in individual random
sequence and could respond not only by a single,
primary localization direction, but also by a possible
secondary one. Listeners were asked to respond by
naming integers, based on the even-numbered ticks
visibly attached to the loudspeakers. The primary
direction could be modeled by the aforementioned
extended energy-vector. Secondary directions ap-
peared to be difficult to model and were perceived in
only 24 percent of the 36 source orientations using
auralization with direct sound and first-order image-
sources, but in 42 percent with second-order image
sources added, indicating a dependency on later
reflections. By contrast, primary localization direc-
tions were not changed much by second-order image
sources.

Apart from perceived direction, the perceived
distance when using a source with controlled
directivity has also been investigated (Laitinen et al.
2015; Wendt et al. 2016). Wendt and colleagues
described the relation between perceived distance
and beam-pattern control such as beam width (i.e.,
order) or the angle between a pair of symmetric
third-order beams.

Wendt and coworkers (2017) provided a collection
of formal listening experiments with the physical
IKO’s spherical harmonic beamforming in a real
room. These experiments test (1) the localization of
static beam directions, (2) the localization of time-
variant beam steering using different sounds, and
(3) whether “sculptural” compositional categories
can be distinguished based on spatial impressions,
as opposed to impressions based on monophonic
playback.

From Wendt et al.’s second experiment, we
can present further results demonstrating that
beamforming from the physical IKO in a physical
room (which is not ideal) is able to influence the
impression of distance in the case of time-varying
beam-pattern control (for details of the acoustical
properties and the exact setup positions of the
experiment, cf. Wendt et al. 2017). Fifteen listeners
with experience in auditing spatial audio, drawn
from IEM’s expert listening panel, took part in the

experiment, in which each listener gave responses
for two listening positions.

The conditions consisted of 5 sec of pink-noise
bursts and a 5-sec, time-varying beam-pattern
control. Subjects were asked to mark the position of
the evoked auditory object in time steps of 0.5 sec,
using ten controllable dots on a graphical interface
showing the layout of both the room and IKO (cf.
Figure 7). Each of the dots could be moved by
mouse and flashed at the corresponding moment of
playback. Listeners could repeat the playback until
they were satisfied with the match of their response
and what they perceived.

Binaural renderings using vIKO (Zaunschirm,
Frank, and Zotter 2016) are available online:
http://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:37710, http://phaidra.kug
.ac.at/o:37712 for the two beam-pattern-control
conditions at position 1, and http://phaidra.kug
.ac.at/o:37711, http://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:37711 for
position 2.

Figure 7 shows the mean results for each time
step for two beam-pattern control conditions:
(1) left–right amplitude panning from a beam aiming
toward the left to a beam aiming toward the right,
(2) distance panning for beam steering to the back
wall (i.e., direct sound at listening position 1). The
distance panning gradually changes the order of
the beam pattern from third order to zeroth order
and back again to third order. Distance panning
works more clearly at position 1, but also affects the
perceived location at position 2. The result for left–
right amplitude-panned beam pairs is perceivable
from both listening positions and indicates the
feasibility of lateral distance control for auditory
events created by the IKO.

Part II: Beamformer Theory and Control of the IKO

Based on the technical background provided in
Part I, we now look to a deeper understanding of
the working principles behind beams formed with
compact spherical loudspeaker arrays such as the
IKO. It explains the governing acoustic equations
in general, and for the IKO as a particular case. A
comprehensive approach is outlined for the design
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Figure 7. Geometry of the
experiment, showing the
listening and IKO
positions in our lecture
room for listening
positions 1 (a) and 2 (b).
Dark gray circles indicate

mean localized positions
for distance panning, and
light gray squares the
positions for left-right
panning. Marker size
increases with time.

Figure 7

Figure 8. Spherical
harmonic patterns up to
third order (a). Specific
surface vibration patterns
(b) can synthesize
spherical harmonic beam
patterns in the far field
(cap model).

Figure 8

and verification of the filters required to configure
the DAW plug-ins. A novel limiting criterion is
introduced to safely operate the array by ensuring a
limited loudspeaker excursion. The MIMO system
design presented here is based on laser Doppler
vibrometry measurements. The resulting far-field
beam pattern is examined based on microphone-
array measurements at a finite distance, and the
measured data are extrapolated to the far field to
verify the design.

Beamforming with the IKO

The key to controlling focused sound beams with
the IKO is the ability to control the sound particle
velocity on its surface in the shape of spherical
harmonics; see Figure 8a.

The IKO houses 20 passive loudspeakers that are
mounted into its rigid faces (shown in Figure 1). Be-
cause all loudspeakers of the IKO share one common
enclosure volume, the motion of the loudspeaker
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Figure 9. MIMO synthesis
of spherical harmonic
beam patterns.

cones is acoustically coupled. Directivity pattern
synthesis requires individual control of the cone mo-
tions, however, so that a MIMO crosstalk canceler is
needed. The vibrometry-based identification of the
canceler is described in the section “Measurement
and Control of Loudspeaker Cone Velocity,” see the
rightmost block of the schema in Figure 9.

According to the equations of sound radiation,
any surface velocity vibration pattern in the exact
shape of an individual spherical harmonic (cf.
Figure 8a) propagates to a sound-pressure pattern
of the same shape at any radius. The pattern only
undergoes a radius- and frequency-dependent change
of magnitude and phase, obeying a well-defined
frequency response for each order n of spherical
harmonic (Zotter 2009). In the far field, this is

bn(kR) = ρc in

kh′(2)
n (kR)

, (1)

where ρ is the density of air (1.2 kg/m3), c is the
speed of sound (343 m/sec), and i is the imaginary
unit. The wave number k = 2π f/c is defined by the
frequency f , and h′(2)

n (kR) is the derivative of the nth-
order spherical Hankel function of the second kind
that describes radiation for Fourier representations
with a positively signed exponent ei2π f t (Zotter
2009). The effective acoustical radius of the IKO is
R = 28.5 cm.

Complicated surface vibration patterns are
smoothed out as the sound is radiated to the far
field. Accordingly, signals decoded to high-order
patterns are strongly attenuated, particularly at low
frequencies (see Figure 10). The remaining low-order
patterns—decoded to the loudspeakers (as seen in
Figure 8b) by the signal processing block in the

Figure 10. Surface
vibration patterns on a
sphere are radiated to
sound pressure in the far
field, with frequency
responses depending on
the spherical harmonic

order n. The diagram
shows these responses for a
sphere of the radius R =
28.5 cm. The far-field
sound pressure is
characterized by the
increasingly strong

attenuation of components
of high orders and low
frequencies, yielding (n +
1)th-order high-pass
slopes, cf. Equation 1.

Figure 10

middle of Figure 9—can be equalized by far-field
radiation control to compensate for the amplitude
and phase changes they undergo when radiated (Zot-
ter and Noisternig 2007; Pomberger 2008; Kerscher
2010). This step consists of single-input, single-
output filters (SISO) and is accomplished by the
leftmost block in Figure 9. This enables one to com-
pose far-field beam patterns out of superimposed
low-order spherical harmonics.

Given a suitable control system achieving the
control of the IKO’s surface velocity and radiation,
the composition of far-field beam patterns in
terms of spherical harmonics works using the
same tools as for arranging sounds in higher-order
Ambisonics, i.e., Ambisonic encoding. Figure 11
demonstrates that, for an aiming of a spherical
harmonic beam towards the angle 0◦ on the horizon,
the effort to develop elaborated systems pays off:
Narrower beams can be achieved maintaining a
more consistent shape over a larger frequency
range. Figure 11a shows a beam pattern achieved
by plain max-rE Ambisonic amplitude panning
(Zotter, Pomberger, and Schmeder 2008; see also
Daniel, Rault, and Polack 1998 for details on max-rE
weighting), and Figure 11b displays a system we
designed in 2014 (cf. Lösler and Zotter 2015). To
avoid audible distortions due to overload at low
frequencies, this design entailed the necessity of a
low-frequency amendment by crossing over to an
omnidirectional subwoofer mode.
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Figure 11. Beam pattern of
a horizontal beam, with
magnitude in dB
(grayscale) over polar angle
and frequency for spherical
harmonic beamforming
with the IKO using
systems with plain max-rE

Ambisonic amplitude
panning (a); a version from
2014 of radiation control
including EQ by ear and
MIMO acoustic crosstalk
cancellation (b); and the
new limited-excursion
design without MIMO

acoustic crosstalk
cancellation but EQ for
the active loudspeaker
velocity (c). Magnitude
levels indicated as levels
of gray (d).

Later in this article, the section “Limiting the
Loudspeaker Cone Excursion” will present our new
design method recognizing excursion as a more
reasonable physical limitation than the white-noise
gain constraint, which we had previously used and
that was adopted from microphone array theory.
Even without a MIMO crosstalk canceler for the
IKO’s loudspeaker cones, this concept achieves
beams that are more focused than in our previous
design, whose rough equalization by ear obviously
led to a lack of energy above 800 Hz (compare the
graphs in Figures 11b and 11c).

Desired max-rE Beam Patterns

Far-field beam-pattern synthesis by the IKO uses
the same description as the angular amplitude
patterns in higher-order Ambisonics. The max-rE
beam patterns that will be used here turned out
to exhibit sufficiently high side-lobe attenuation
while maintaining a narrow main lobe (Daniel,
Rault, and Polack 1998). On-axis equalized max-rE
beams of the orders i ≤ N are shown in Figure 12
and described in earlier publications (Zotter and
Frank 2012; Lösler and Zotter 2015), giving the

equation

gi(θ ) =
N∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

Ym
n (θ ) wn,i Ym

n (θc), (2)

wn,i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pn

(
cos

(
137.9◦
i+1.51

))
∑i

n=0(2n+1) Pn

(
cos

(
137.9◦
i+1.51

)) for n ≤ i

0 elsewhere,

where the Ym
n (θ ) are the fully orthonormal spherical

harmonics as depicted in Figure 8, and the Pn(·)
are nth-order Legendre polynomials (cf. Zotter and
Frank 2012). The two direction vectors θ and θc
denote the observed direction of radiation and
the adjustable beam direction, respectively. The
controllable Ambisonics order is considered to be
limited by N, and the weights wn,i are the max-rE
order weights.

The Ambisonic encoding shown in Figure 3
corresponds to the distribution of a single-channel
signal to (N + 1)2 channels using the spherical
harmonics Ym

n (θc) evaluated at the beam direction
θc as weights, as suggested by the rightmost term
in Equation 2. The IKO control system has the task
of representing the two leftmost terms, Ym

n (θ ) and
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Figure 12. Spherical
harmonic max-rE beam
patterns of orders i = 0, 1,
2, 3, yielding rotationally
symmetrical directivity
patterns, which could be
drawn as balloon diagrams

in three dimensions. Here,
the polar diagram shows
semicircular generatrix
curves in alternation on
the interval [0◦, ± 180◦] to
maintain quantitative
legibility.

wn,i, by achieving the best possible synthesis of all
the controllable (N + 1)2 max-rE -weighted spherical
harmonics in the far field.

The highest controllable order N depends on the
number of loudspeakers L, with L ≥ (N + 1)2. The
highest-order pattern for the L = 20 of the IKO is
g3(θ ) and its synthesis is difficult to accomplish
at low frequencies. Instead, reasonable processing
produces a sequence of increasingly focused beam
patterns g0(θ ), g1(θ ), g2(θ ), g3(θ ) over frequency.

Cap Model of Surface Vibration

A unity-gain velocity excited by the loudspeaker
cone sitting at the direction θ l can be modeled as a
spherical cap of the aperture angle α. For a variable
direction of observation, this is expressed as a unit
step function u(θTθ l − cos(α/2)). Its contribution to
each spherical harmonic is defined by the transform

ν (l)
nm|R =

∫
u

(
θTθ l − cos

α

2

)
Ym

n (θ ) dθ ,

(cf. Zotter, Sontacchi, and Höldrich 2007), yielding

ν (l)
nm|R = an Ym

n (θ l),

an =
⎧⎨
⎩

Pn−1(cos α
2 ) − cos α

2 Pn(cos α
2 ) n > 0

1 − cos( α
2 ) n = 0.

A weighted superposition of all the IKO’s loud-
speaker cones, assuming their velocities are given

by the weights vl, is written as

νnm|R = an

L∑
l=1

Ym
n (θ l) vl.

We can stack the (N + 1)2 coefficients of spherical
harmonics νnm|R into a vector νN = [νnm] and the
L loudspeaker velocities of the IKO into another
vector v = [vl]. The an weights, written as vector
aN = [an], and the spherical harmonics up to the
order N sampled at the 20 loudspeakers, written
as matrix YN = [Ym

n (θ l)]lnm, permit us to express
the matrix equation as νN|R = diag{aN}YN v whose
least-squares inverse

v = YT
N

(
YNYT

N

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=DN

diag{aN}−1 νN|R

yields suitable loudspeaker velocities. Expressed
in its scalar form, with the decoder coefficients
DN = [d(l)

nm], the loudspeaker velocities vl producing
the coefficients νnm|R are

vl =
N∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

d(l)
nm

an
νnm|R. (3)

Radiation Control

As specified by bn(kR) in the frequency domain
(cf. Equation 1 and Figure 10), the spherical harmonic
coefficient of the surface velocity νnm|R radiates into
the far field, yielding the sound-pressure coefficient

ψnm = bn(kR) νnm|R.

The aim is to control this coefficient to obtain a
far-field beam pattern as in Equation 2

ψnm = Ym
n (θc) wn,i,

so we invert the equation to obtain

νnm|R( f , θc) = wn,i

bn(kR)
Ym

n (θc).

Insertion into Equation 3 yields the loudspeaker
velocities required to produce the desired max-rE
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beam pattern gi(θ ), here with i = 0, 1, 2, 3,

v
(i)
l ( f , θc) =

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

d(l)
nm

an

wn,i

bn(kR)
Ym

n (θc).

Figure 10 shows that the inverse of bn(kR) can
require unrealistic bass boosts to compensate for
attenuation of higher orders. For spherical micro-
phone arrays, realistic implementations consider
filtering into successive frequency bands Hi( f ), in
which only an increasingly focused beam pattern
gi(θ ) is synthesized with i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (Lösler and Zot-
ter 2015). Summed over these bands, the required
loudspeaker velocities become

vl( f , θc) =
N∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

d(l)
nm

N∑
i=0

Hi( f )
an

wn,i

bn(kR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Hi,n( f )

Ym
n (θc). (4)

The radiation control filters obtained in this way,
Hi,n( f ), depend on the spherical harmonic order n
and the synthesized beam order i. The question
is how to design the filters Hi( f ) they contain to
comply with physical limitations.

Limiting the Loudspeaker Cone Excursion

In microphone arrays, white-noise gain limitation
prevents self-noise amplification (Lösler and Zotter
2015). For loudspeaker arrays, the limiting relates
instead to a maximum linear transducer excursion
|xl| ≤ xmax. Excursion is defined by integrating
velocity over time. Accordingly, we formulate the
constraint in the frequency domain

max
l,θc

|xl( f , θc)| ≤ xmax

using xl( f , θc) = vl( f , θc)/i2π f .
The original radiation control filters 1/bn(kR)

exhibit slopes proportional to 1/ f n+1. By the addi-
tional factor 1/i2π f , slopes for unlimited excursion
are proportional to 1/ f n+2. Hence, high-pass filters
stabilizing the individual radiation control filters by
enforcing a constant excursion limit must at least be
proportional to f n+2. What is more, whenever such
an excursion limit takes effect, the magnitude of the

corresponding radiation pattern will vanish in the
far field. To exclusively drive excursions producing
audible sounds, economic use of excursion requires
limitation filters of slopes proportional to f n+3,
at least. We define the following filter bank using
zero-phase high- and low-pass filters:

Ĥ0( f ) = ( f/ f0)3

1 + ( f/ f0)3
1

1 + ( f/ f1)4
,

Ĥ1( f ) = ( f/ f1)4

1 + ( f/ f1)4
1

1 + ( f/ f2)5
,

Ĥ2( f ) = ( f/ f2)5

1 + ( f/ f2)5
1

1 + ( f/ f3)6
,

Ĥ3( f ) = ( f/ f3)6

1 + ( f/ f3)6
.

To make these filters complementary in ampli-
tude to an overall high-pass filter

Hsum( f ) = ( f/ f0)3

1 + ( f/ f0)3
,

they are normalized using

Hi( f ) = ( f/ f0)3

1 + ( f/ f0)3
Ĥi( f )∑N

i=0 Ĥi( f )
.

Inserted into Equation 4, with suitable cut-on
frequencies fi, the filters yield limited excursion
curves as show in Figure 13b, where the excursion
was normalized by the excursion reached at 40 Hz
in omnidirectional radiation mode (dashed line).

Measurement and Control of Loudspeaker
Cone Velocity

This section deals with measuring the voltage-to-
velocity transfer functions of the IKO’s loudspeakers,
including acoustic coupling (crosstalk) between
active and passive movements of the loudspeaker
cones. The measured matrix is used to design an
equalized and crosstalk-canceled control system
for loudspeaker velocities. The voltage-to-velocity
transfer functions of the 20 loudspeakers were
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Figure 13. Filter bank Hi(f)
and overall response using
suitably chosen cut-on
frequencies [fi]T = [40, 70,
113, 173] Hz (a), and the
resulting limited excursion
normalized at 40 Hz (b).

Figure 13

Figure 14. Active
voltage-to-velocity
responses of all 20
loudspeakers (a), and 19
passive responses to
excitation voltages at
loudspeaker 1 out of
T(f) = [tij(f)] (b).

Figure 14

measured using the exponential sine-sweep method
(Farina 2000) and a laser Doppler vibrometer along
the cone axis, approximately 24 cm away from each
loudspeaker (as shown in Figure 5a). All measured
impulse responses were cropped to 4,096 samples
at a 44.1-kHz sample rate. Figure 14 shows some
frequency responses.

With the transfer-function matrix in the
frequency domain T, the output velocities
v = [v1, . . . , vL]T caused by the input voltages
u = [u1, . . . , uL]T are calculated as

v = T u.

The frequency dependency is omitted from this
notation to maintain simplicity. Given that T is
invertible, decoupled cone velocities v are controlled

by the voltages

u = T−1 v,

and one can insert Equation 4 for beamforming. To
keep the corresponding impulse responses short and
easy to window in the time domain, a regularized
inverse TH(TTH + a tr{TTH}

L I )−1 was used, with
L = 20. The regularization was set to a = 0.1.

The 20 × 20 voltage-to-velocity impulse responses
are available at http://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:37716.

Verification by Sound Pressure Measurements

Verification of whether the far-field beam pattern
complies with the desired max-rE beam pattern
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Figure 15. Horizontal cuts
through the on-axis
direction of far-field beam
patterns of IKO, using a
MIMO crosstalk canceler
and limited-excursion
radiation control. Using

polar angle and frequency
as axes, the diagrams show
dB values for three beam
directions: on-axis
direction of loudspeaker 6
(a); direction between
loudspeakers 6, 11, and 15

(b); and directions
between loudspeakers 6
and 11 (c). Magnitude
levels are indicated as
levels of gray (d).

has been achieved by microphone measurements
surrounding the IKO, as shown in Figure 5b (cf. also
Zotter and Bank 2012). The impulse responses of the
loudspeaker-to-microphone paths were also mea-
sured using the exponential sine-sweep technique
and windowing to 320 samples. A sine-square fade-
in of 20 samples was used before the first impulse
and an 80-sample fade-out at the very end.

The 648 × 20 voltage-to-sound-pressure impulse
responses are available at http://phaidra.kug.ac
.at/o:37715.

In the frequency domain, the sound-pressure
sample pj|75 cm received at the jth microphone
due to the driving voltages ul from each of the
loudspeakers is described by the transfer paths gli( f )
of a MIMO system,

pj|75 cm( f ) =
L∑

l=1

glj( f ) ul. (5)

The least-square-error inverse

C = (YYT)−1 YT = [c( j)
nm]

of Y = [Ynm(θ j)] (the spherical harmonics sampled at
the microphone positions θ j) permits decomposition
into coefficients of spherical harmonics ψnm|75 cm
up to n ≤ 17 with the given measurement setup.

The far-field sound pressure is calculated from this
decomposition at a desired cross section

pff( f , θ ) =
17∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

in+1 Ym
n (θ )

k hn(k75 cm)

648∑
j=1

c( j)
nm pj|75 cm( f ).

Figure 15 shows a cross section centered on beams
with different orientations after inserting the IKO
control into Equation 5. The new beam patterns are
more constant and narrow in the range from 150 Hz
to 800 Hz than they were with earlier approaches.

At 200 Hz, the previous approaches in Figure 11
yield beams reaching an attenuation of approx-
imately −6 dB from their maximum at angles
between ±135◦ (Figure 11a), ±60◦ (Figure 11b),
±50◦ (Figure 11c), and the proposed filter design in
Figure 15 reaches this value at ±45◦. At 100 Hz,
the proposed design achieves a ±70-degree width
for a −6 dB attenuation from its maximum. With
the previous designs, only the design in Figure 11c
achieved focus at all to ±80◦, but it was not able to
maintain the amplitude below 100 Hz.

The new beam patterns in Figure 15 become
roughly omnidirectional below 100 Hz, and above
800 Hz the inherent spatial aliasing counteracts
a smooth beam pattern. A notch around 1 kHz
appears, most probably because of a mismatch of
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the loudspeaker cone vibration from an ideally rigid
shape. Around the frequencies 1.6 kHz, 5 kHz, and
8 kHz, the IKO seems to lose its directivity. This is
probably caused by modal breakup or interior modes
of the IKO.

Conclusion

We presented the IKO, a new computer music instru-
ment utilizing superdirective spherical harmonic
beamforming to orchestrate the wall reflections in
a room. We could outline its use by free, ready-to-
use DAW plug-ins enabling its spherical harmonic
beamforming in real time, and its use as a virtualized
instrument (vIKO) that is freely available together
with illustrative binaural renderings. We gave a
precise description of our IKO prototype and basic
concert setups that were used in the past.

To describe perceptual aspects of the spherical
harmonic beamforming with the IKO, we reviewed
previous experiments and showed new results
indicating that the IKO allows one to control the
direction as well as the distance impression of the
synthesized sound objects.

We summarized the spherical harmonic beam-
forming theory of compact spherical arrays and
presented a simple way of defining a bank of linear-
phase limitation filters that suppress side lobes in
each of its frequency bands. We were able to outline
constraints that are relevant for compact spherical
loudspeaker arrays, since the more common white-
noise-gain limitations, as applicable to spherical
microphone arrays, become meaningless in this
context.

Finally, we presented a practical study to mea-
sure responses to design an entire multiple-input,
multiple-output control filter set. It is based on laser
Doppler vibrometry measurements for a clean con-
trol of the IKO’s loudspeaker cone velocities, with
crosstalk cancelled; excursion-limited analytic filter
design, suppressing side lobes, for radiation con-
trol; and measurements verifying the synthesized
radiation patterns by using far-field extrapolated
measurements with a spherical microphone array.
All measurement data are made available to support
reproducible research.
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ABSTRACT

The icosahedral loudspeaker (IKO) as a compact spherical array is capable of 3rd order Ambisonics (TOA)
beamforming, and it is used as musical and technical instrument. To develop and verify beamforming with its 20
loudspeakers flush-mounted into the faces of the regular icosahedron, electro-acoustic properties must be measured.
We offer a collection of measurement data of IEM’s IKO1, IKO2 and IKO3 along with analysis tools to inspect
these properties. Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) data comprises: (i) laser vibrometry measurements of
the 20x20 transfer functions from driving voltages to loudspeaker velocities, (ii) 20x16 finite impulse responses
(FIR) of the TOA decoding filters, and (iii) 648x20 directional impulse responses from driving voltages to radiated
sound pressure. With the open data sets, open source code, and resulting directivity patterns, we intend to support
reproducible research about beamforming with spherical loudspeaker arrays.

1 Introduction

Compact spherical loudspeaker arrays are capable of
grating-lobe free beamforming into all directions, with
rotation-invariant beam patterns over several octaves.
They are used as technical and musical instruments,
such as for (room) acoustic measurement, home enter-
tainment, media installations and computer music. The
latter introduced a convenient approach for composing
sonic sculptures, also called plastic sound objects [1]
by IKO’s sound beams exciting room reflections [2].

The regular icosahedral cabinet with 20 faces and
20 individually controlled 6-inch full-band drivers is
a good compromise for numerical robust TOA based
beamforming utilizing 16 spherical eigenmodes. It pro-
vides sufficient low-frequency performance and a rea-
sonably high spatial aliasing frequency, thus exciting
the whole audio bandwidth with proper beam control
between approximately 100 Hz and 1 kHz [2].

A first prototype IKO1 was built at IEM in 2006, us-
ing an edge length 0.345 m and initially 6.5", later
6" drivers, cf. IKO history1. To promote technical
and artistic research and based on the idea of im-
proved mobility and compactness, the prototypes IKO2
and IKO3—manufactured by the Graz based company
sonible utilizing 6" drivers—were acquired in 2016 and
2018 within the scope of the dedicated IKO by IEM
and sonible cooperation2. Compared to IKO1, the
newer prototypes IKO2 and IKO3 exhibit more pow-
erful and technically improved transducers along with
a smaller cabinet size. IKO3 is slightly larger than
IKO2 as a consequence of an improved manufacturing
process (edge lengths: 0.288 m for IKO2 vs. 0.294 m
for IKO3). IKO1 was utilized in the studies [1, 2] and
IKO2 was deployed for [3, 4].

1https://iem.kug.ac.at/projects/osil/
about-the-iko.html

2https://iko.sonible.com
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2 Open Source Data and Software

To research, develop, improve, and validate beam-
forming, electro-acoustic properties were measured for
IKO1,2,3. These measurements are continuously up-
dated on our open access digital repositories located at
Phaidra3. The present engineering brief accompanies
the effort to collect directivity dedicated measurements
and derived data within a consistent framework and to
provide analyzing tools. For ongoing research at IEM,
cf. [5, 6], the dedicated open data webpage 4 contains
documentation, Phaidra links of the data and analyzing
software. For each IKO the SOFA5 formated data

• 20x20 transfer impulse responses from driving
voltages to loudspeaker velocities using laser vi-
brometry

• 20x16 FIR TOA decoding filters derived from the
velocity measurements

• 648x20 (IKO1,2) and 540x20 (IKO3) directional
impulse responses from loudspeaker driving volt-
age to calibrated microphone receiving voltages

are available at the Phaidra link6. For analyzing IKO
beamforming the open source tool balloon_holo is pro-
vided, cf. Fig. 1. The software is capable of loading
the SOFA data and of interactively inspecting balloon,
polar and surface directivity plots. Furthermore, the
TOA decoding FIR filters and configuration files are
provided for DAW support with the mcfx_convolver
plugin7 and the ambix_encoder_o3 plugin8.

2.1 Velocity Measurements

The impulse response of each loudspeaker cone’s center
was measured with a Polytec PDV-100 laser vibrometer.
All loudspeakers act on a common volume, which cou-
ples their vibrations. Thus, a matrix of 20x20 crosstalk
impulse responses, whose diagonal entries contain the
active paths, was acquired to design TOA decoding fil-
ters including velocity equalization and active crosstalk
cancellation. Fig. 2 exemplarily shows the transfer
functions of the 20 IKO2 loudspeakers for one loud-
speaker actively driven by an input signal.

3https://phaidra.kug.ac.at
4https://opendata.iem.at
5https://www.sofaconventions.org
6https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/detail_object/o:

67609
7https://github.com/kronihias/mcfx
8https://github.com/kronihias/ambix

Fig. 1: Matlab based GUI of balloon_holo as analyzing
tool for IKO beamforming.

2.2 Ambisonic Decoding Filters

A suitable filter design for a max-rE-weighted TOA
decoding is discussed in [2], which uses modal gain
limitation of the loudspeaker cone excursions (ranging
from 0th order for LF to 3rd for HF). Instead of the
trace of crosstalk matrix as in [2, p.63, right col], the
filter design here uses a transfer function of a suitable
electro-mechanical model as a −10 dB attenuated di-
agonal load for regularization. This is done to increase
the robustness in the frequency range around 1.6 kHz,
where the velocities exhibit pronounced notch whose
full equalization might not always be useful, cf. Fig. 2.
The filter design yields a 20x16 FIR matrix with 320
filter-and-sum operations of 4096 taps. The partitioned
block convolution of the mcfx_convolver offers an effi-
cient rendering thereof. Its efficiency relies on gathered

Fig. 2: Typical voltage to velocity transfer func-
tions of IKO2 derived by laser vibrometry.
Black...active loudspeaker, blue...passive loud-
speakers.
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Fig. 3: Typical driving filters of the 20 IKO1 loud-
speakers for beam steering to a vertex.

FFTs at the 16 inputs and IFFTs at the 20 outputs, in-
stead of individual FFT-IFFT pairs for each of the 320
paths. Fig. 3 shows exemplary magnitude responses of
the TOA decoding filters for a beam to an IKO1 vertex.

2.3 Sound Pressure Measurements

To analyze radiation characteristics, the IKOs were
set up in a surrounding microphone array in a mea-
surement chamber. Then directional impulse response
from every loudspeaker to every microphone was mea-
sured by interleaved exponential sweeps. For IKO1
and IKO2, directional responses were obtained on an
equiangular grid of 18x36 zenith and azimuth angles
(648 points, spherical harmonics transform (SHT) or-
der ≤ 17). For IKO3 the equiangular grid used 15x36
positions in zenith and azimuth (540 points, SHT order
≤ 14). Based on exterior SHT domain wave field ex-
trapolation, the directional response is obtained in the
far field. To involve the IKO’s beam control, the input
of the 20 directional far-field responses are convolved
with the TOA decoding filters for a desired beam direc-
tion.

3 Results

The figures here are based on the following data sets:
IKO1: LV 12/2015, FIR 03/2018, MIC 08/2011
IKO2: LV 08/2017, FIR 03/2018, MIC 06/2016
IKO3: LV 01/2018, FIR 03/2018, MIC 01/2018
(LV...laser vibrometer measurement, FIR...TOA decod-
ing filters, MIC...mic array measurement)

Directivity patterns in Fig. 4 for IKO1,2,3, and
balloons for IKO3 in Fig. 5 were rendered using bal-
loon_holo, cf. Fig. 1. Fig. 4 illustrates the slightly lower
operational frequency range of the beams of IKO1 vs.
those of IKO2,3 due to its 20% larger cabinet size.

Main lobe differences of IKO3 to IKO2 due to its 1%
larger cabinet size are negligible. Except for the ex-
pected k r-dependency, the velocity measurements, the
filter transfer functions, and the resulting radiation pat-
terns show similar characteristics.

Face beam denotes a beam directed on-axis with
an IKO loudspeaker/facet, edge beam denotes a beam
directed through the middle of an IKO edge, where two
facets meet, while vertex beam denotes a beam directed
through an IKO corner, where five facets meet. Patterns
of these directions exhibit characteristic grating lobes
as shown in the middle and bottom row of Fig. 5. A
face beam produces prominent grating lobes at adja-
cent vertices. For edge and vertex beams prominent
grating lobes occur in face direction. A vertex beam
is somewhat super-directive due to the constructive
interference of the five adjacent in-phase loudspeakers.

4 Summary
This contribution briefly discussed the efforts of
collecting and analyzing open source data and software
for the TOA beamformer IKO.

For research on (spherical) acoustic arrays at
the IEM, the dedicated open data webpage https:
//opendata.iem.at linking to the repository
https://git.iem.at/groups/opendata
serves as reference to access all software, docu-
mentation, and Phaidra links to SOFA formated
data.
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(a) IKO1 Horizontal Polar Slice. (b) IKO1 Vertical Polar Slice.

(c) IKO2 Horizontal Polar Slice. (d) IKO2 Vertical Polar Slice.

(e) IKO3 Horizontal Polar Slice. (f) IKO3 Vertical Polar Slice.
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Fig. 4: Horizontal and vertical directivity patterns for IKO1,2,3 using Ambisonic beamforming with frequency
dependent order (cf. [2, Fig. 13]) and max rE-weighting. Colorbar indicates viridis colormap with 3 dB per
color. Normalization for each subplot to a value derived from (i) energy in band 100 Hz to 400 Hz and (ii)
averaging case (i) for ±10◦ along the main lobe. Overall normalization such that just no colormap clipping.
Edge lengths: 0.345 m IKO1, 0.288 m IKO2, 0.294 m IKO3.
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(a) Face Beam 100-200 Hz. (b) Face Beam 200-400 Hz. (c) Face Beam 400-800 Hz.

(d) Face Beam 800-1600 Hz. (e) Edge Beam 800-1600 Hz. (f) Vertex Beam 800-1600 Hz.

(g) Face Beam 1600-3200 Hz. (h) Edge Beam 1600-3200 Hz. (i) Vertex Beam 1600-3200 Hz.
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Fig. 5: Directivity balloon characteristic for IKO3 using Ambisonic beamforming with frequency dependent order
(cf. [2, Fig. 13]) and max rE-weighting. Colorbar indicates viridis colormap with 3 dB per color and 30 dB
resolution. 3D polar diagram grid use 6 dB/div. The balloon radius and the color indicate dB-values of
energy per frequency band defined by the given lower and upper cut frequency. Each subplot normalized
to balloon’s maximum dB value. Top row: up to about 1 kHz main lobe patterns are independent of
the beam direction, exemplarily shown for a face beam here. Middle and bottom row: above 1 kHz
frequency-dependent grating lobes arise that yield characteristic patterns for beams into face (left column),
edge (center column) and vertex (right column) direction of the icosahedral shaped loudspeaker cabinet.
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Auralization Involving Directivities

4
Binaural Rendering of Ambisonic Signals

4.1 Binaural Rendering of Ambisonic Signals by Head-Related
Impulse Response Time Alignment and a Diffuseness
Constraint

This work was published as:

M. Zaunschirm, C. Schörkhuber, and R. Höldrich (2018). Binaural rendering of Am-
bisonic signals by head-related impulse response time alignment and a diffuseness con-
straint. J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 143(6):3616–3627. doi:10.1121/1.5040489.

The idea and concept of this article were outlined by all authors. I, as first author
wrote the original draft of the manuscript with help from the second author and periodical
contributions from the third author. The second author contributed significantly to the
third section of the article and formulated the solution of the constrained optimization
problem. I did the programming, graphics, and objective evaluations.
The perceptual evaluation was outlined and discussed by all authors, while I did the
programming and rendering, conducted the experiment, and did the statistical analysis. I
wrote the revised version with periodic contributions of the second and third author.
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Binaural rendering of Ambisonic signals is of great interest in the fields of virtual reality, immer-

sive media, and virtual acoustics. Typically, the spatial order of head-related impulse responses

(HRIRs) is considerably higher than the order of the Ambisonic signals. The resulting order reduc-

tion of the HRIRs has a detrimental effect on the binaurally rendered signals, and perceptual evalu-

ations indicate limited externalization, localization accuracy, and altered timbre. In this

contribution, a binaural renderer, which is computed using a frequency-dependent time alignment

of HRIRs followed by a minimization of the squared error subject to a diffuse-field covariance

matrix constraint, is presented. The frequency-dependent time alignment retains the interaural time

difference (at low frequencies) and results in a HRIR set with lower spatial complexity, while the

constrained optimization controls the diffuse-field behavior. Technical evaluations in terms of

sound coloration, interaural level differences, diffuse-field response, and interaural coherence, as

well as findings from formal listening experiments show a significant improvement of the proposed

method compared to state-of-the-art methods. VC 2018 Acoustical Society of America.

https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5040489

[JB] Pages: 3616–3627

I. INTRODUCTION

Binaural rendering (synthesis) of acoustic scenes aims

at evoking an immersive experience for listeners, which is

desirable in virtual reality and 360-degree multimedia pro-

ductions (Begault, 2000), and can also improve speech intel-

ligibility in teleconferencing applications (Evans, 1997) by

exploiting the effect of spatial unmasking (Freyman et al.,
1999; Litovsky, 2012).

Typically, binaural rendering involves a convolution of

source signals with measured or modeled head-related

impulse responses (HRIRs) or binaural room impulse

responses (BRIRs) and playback via headphones (Møller,

1992; Wightman and Kistler, 1989). Both HRIRs and BRIRs

implicitly contain the cues that are evaluated by the human

auditory system to perceive sound from a certain direction

and distance, with a certain source width, and spaciousness.

A first theory on binaural perception was introduced by

Rayleigh (1907) and is known today as the Duplex theory,

which states that lateralization of sound sources is due to

interaural time differences (ITD) for low frequencies, and

due to the interaural level difference (ILD) at higher frequen-

cies, although the frequency ranges of ITD and ILD localiza-

tion overlap significantly. However, ILD and ITD

information cannot be mapped directly to a certain direction,

as sources that originate from the same cone of confusion
evoke similar ILDs and ITDs, and thus, spectral cues are

needed to resolve the ambiguities; a review is presented in

Carlile et al. (2005). Besides the localization cues, the inter-

aural coherence (IC) is related to the apparent source width,

or parameters such as envelopment or spaciousness (Lindau,

2014; Okano et al., 1998; Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959).

It has been previously shown that localization ambigui-

ties can be reduced and externalization can be improved by

using dynamic binaural rendering, where the natural head

rotation of listeners is accounted for (Begault et al., 2001;

Brungart et al., 2006; Wallach, 1940). Dynamic binaural

rendering of object-based audio typically involves fading or

switching of filters (HRIRs or BRIRs) (Engdegard et al.,
2008), while for dynamic binaural rendering of Ambisonic

signals (scene-based audio), no filter switching is needed as

the entire sound scene can be rotated by a simple frequency-

independent matrix multiplication (Jot et al., 1999; Pinchon

and Hoggan, 2007).

Ambisonics (Daniel, 2000; Gerzon, 1973; Malham and

Myatt, 1995) is based on the representation of a three-

dimensional sound field with an orthonormal basis, the

spherical harmonics (SH). Typically, the maximum SH

order N used for representation determines the spatial resolu-

tion, the number of channels ðN þ 1Þ2, and the minimum

number of loudspeakers required for playback. Binaural ren-

dering of Ambisonics signals typically consists of decoding

to virtual loudspeakers using a state-of-the-art method, e.g.,

Zotter and Frank (2012), followed by a summation of the

virtual loudspeaker signals convolved with the HRIRs for

the corresponding directions, see also Jot et al. (1998) and

Noisternig et al. (2003). However, more recent methods

(Bernsch€utz et al., 2014; Sheaffer et al., 2014) employ a ren-

dering in the SH domain without the intermediate step of

decoding to a virtual loudspeaker setup.

For direct rendering in the SH domain, the spatial order

of the Ambisonic signals and HRIR description must match

(Bernsch€utz et al., 2014). It has been shown that HRIRsa)Electronic mail: zaunschirm@iem.at
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represented in the SH domain contain a significant amount

of energy in orders up to N¼ 30. However, recording, trans-

mitting, and processing of 961 (N¼ 30) channels is usually

not feasible. Thus, a low-order HRIR representation has to

be used for rendering of practical Ambisonic orders N< 5.

This low-order representation typically leads to impairments

of localization cues (ILD, ITD), reduced spaciousness (IC),

and a severe roll-off at high frequencies (Avni et al., 2013;

Bernsch€utz et al., 2014; Sheaffer and Rafaely, 2014) (see

also Sec. II A). Strategies which aim at improving the per-

ceptual aspects of binaurally rendered order-limited

Ambisonic signals include (i) a static equalization filter

which is derived from the diffuse-field response of an HRIR

set or spherical head model (Ben-Hur et al., 2017; Sheaffer

and Rafaely, 2014) and (ii) using a composite grid (spatial

resampling) that matches the SH order N (Bernsch€utz et al.,
2014).

Further methods for reducing the SH order of the HRIR

representation are known in the field of SH-based HRIR

interpolation. The order reduction is achieved by an indepen-

dent description of the minimum-phase response and linear-

phase of the HRIRs; see Evans (1997), Evans et al. (1998),

Jot et al. (1999), Romigh et al. (2015). In order to retain the

ITD information in the rendered signals, the direction of

sources must be known in advance, and thus these methods

are well-suited for rendering of object-based audio or render-

ing of a parameterized sound scene (Laitinen and Pulkki,

2009; Pulkki, 2007), but not for direct binaural rendering of

Ambisonic signals.

We suggest the computation of a binaural renderer for

Ambisonic signals which consists of a HRIR preprocessing

stage and an optimization stage. In the preprocessing stage, a

frequency-dependent time alignment is applied to the original

HRIRs; in the optimization stage, the binaural renderer is

obtained by frequency domain minimization of the squared

approximation error with respect to the high-frequency time-

aligned HRIRs subject to quadratic constraints such that the

diffuse-field properties of the rendered signals match the

diffuse-field properties of a model. This article is structured as

follows. In Sec. II, we address the challenges of binaural ren-

dering of low-order Ambisonic signals and summarize state-

of-the-art binaural rendering methods based on suggestions

given in Ben-Hur et al. (2017), Bernsch€utz et al. (2014), and

Sheaffer and Rafaely (2014). The proposed binaural renderer

is presented in detail in Sec. III. The evaluation of the pro-

posed renderer and a comparison to existing methods via tech-

nical measures is presented in Sec. IV. Finally, the findings

from formal listening experiments are discussed in Sec. V.

II. BINAURAL RENDERING OF AMBISONIC SIGNALS

Let us consider a continuous distribution of sources in

the far-field sðx;XÞ, where x is the frequency, X � ð/; hÞ
2 S

2; / ¼ ð0; 2p� is the azimuth angle, which is measured

counter clockwise from the Cartesian x-axis in the horizontal

plane, and h ¼ ðp=2;�p=2Þ is the elevation angle, which

increases upwards from the Cartesian x–y plane. With a con-

tinuous description of the far-field head-related transfer

functions (HRTFs) hðx;XÞ ¼ ½hlðX;xÞ; hrðX;xÞ�T, the ear

signals are obtained by

xðxÞ ¼ xlðxÞ; xrðxÞ
� �T ¼ ð

S
2
sðx;XÞhðx;XÞdX; (1)

where
Ð

S
2ð�ÞdX �

Ð 2p
0

Ð�p=2

p=2
ð�Þ cos hdhd/; ð�Þl;r indicates the

left and right ear, respectively, and ð�ÞT is the transpose oper-

ator. The corresponding acoustic scene in Ambisonics of

order NA is given by the ðNA þ 1Þ2 � 1 vector

aðxÞ ¼
ð

S
2
sðx;XÞyNA

ðXÞdX; (2)

yNA
ðXÞ ¼ Y0

0ðXÞ;…; Ym
n ðXÞ;…; YNA

NA
ðXÞ

h iT

; (3)

where Ym
n ðXÞ are the real-valued SHs (Williams, 1999)

Ym
n Xð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nþ 1ð Þ

4p
n� jmjð Þ!
nþ jmjð Þ!

s
Pjmjn sin hð Þ

�
sin jmj/ð Þ m < 0;

cos m/ð Þ m � 0;

(
(4)

where Pm
n ð�Þ is the associated Legendre function, and 0 � n

� NA;�n � m � n are the order and degree, respectively.

As Ambisonics is a scene-based, and not an object-based

format, the source signals and directions are typically not

known (a parametric description of the scene can be obtained

by the directional audio coding method from Laitinen and

Pulkki, 2009, and Pulkki, 2007, but is beyond the scope of

this article) and thus, a desired renderer is independent of the

actual source signal sðx;XÞ. The binaural rendering matrix

BNA
ðxÞ yields the ear signals x̂ðxÞ ¼ BH

NA
ðxÞaðxÞ from an

Ambisonic signal of the order NA. And it is obtained by solving

a least-squares (LS) problem of the form

BLS
NA
ðxÞ ¼ arg min

BNA
ðxÞ

ð
S

2
jjBH

NA
ðxÞyNA

ðXÞ � hðx;XÞjj2FdX;

(5)

where jj � jjF is the Frobenius norm. In most practical situa-

tions, only samples of the underlying continuous HRTFs are

available and Eq. (5) is approximated by numerical

integration

BLS
NA
ðxÞ¼ argmin

BNA
ðxÞ
jjðBH

NA
ðxÞYNA;P�HðxÞÞW1=2jj2F; (6)

where

HðxÞ ¼ h1ðxÞ;…; hpðxÞ;…; hPðxÞ
� �

; (7)

hpðxÞ ¼ hlðXp;xÞ; hrðXp;xÞ
� �T

(8)

is an arbitrary set of HRTFs that is defined at the discrete

directions Xp � ð/p; hpÞ 2 S
2

with p ¼ f1;…;Pg as the

index of the available grid points,

YNA;P ¼ y1;…; yp;…; yP½ �; (9)
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yp ¼ Y0
0ðXpÞ;…; Ym

n ðXpÞ;…; YNA
NA
ðXpÞ

h iT

; (10)

and W is a real-valued frequency-independent diagonal

weighting matrix containing the quadrature weights. We

note that selection of an optimal sampling grid for the sphere

is an open research question as the sampling must approxi-

mate the integral well and also be practical (Duraiswami

et al., 2005; Fliege and Maier, 1999; Maday et al., 2008;

Zotkin et al., 2009).

A. Binaural renderer

For the sake of readability the frequency dependency is

not indicated in the remainder of this section. From Eq. (6),

the optimal solution of the LS formulation is found as

BLS
NA
¼ ðYNA;PWYH

NA;P
Þ�1YNA;PWHH; (11)

where BLS
NA

contains the approximated SH expansion coeffi-

cients of the HRTFs (Ahrens et al., 2012; Pollow et al.,
2012). Here we assume a high-resolution closed sampling

grid P > ðNA þ 1Þ2 that achieves ðYNA
WYH

NA;P
Þ 	 I (orthog-

onality property of SH), where I is the identity matrix and

thus, the LS solution can be further simplified to

BLS
NA
¼ YNA;PWHH; (12)

and the binaurally rendered ear signals are

x̂LS
NA
¼ ðBLS

NA
ÞHa: (13)

For a unity-gain plane wave impinging from direction Xq,

the Ambisonic signals are defined as a ¼ yq, and by

substituting Eq. (12) in Eq. (13), the rendered ear signals are

x̂LS
NA
¼ HWYH

NA;P
yq ¼ hNA;q; (14)

where hNA;q are the reconstructed HRTFs at direction Xq,

which are obtained by a weighted summation of the original

HRTFs. The directional weighting of that summation is

defined by

gP
NA;q
¼ WYH

NA;P
yq ¼ g

ð1Þ
NA;q

;…; g
ðpÞ
NA;q

;…; g
ðPÞ
NA;q

h iT

: (15)

Please note that Eq. (14) can be interpreted as an approxima-

tion method for reconstructing HRTFs corresponding to any

direction. However, we do not intend to present a method for

HRTF interpolation, but solely use the differences between

the reconstructed and the original HRTFs as performance

measures for binaural rendering of Ambisonic signals. For

SH-based HRTF approximation and modeling, the readers

are referred to Evans et al. (1998), Romigh (2012), and

Zotkin et al. (2009).

Now let us consider a HRTF set (KU-100) which is

measured at P¼ 2702 discrete directions arranged according

to a Lebedev grid (Bernsch€utz, 2013). It can be seen in Fig.

1 that the SH order NH in order to obtain near perfect binau-

ral rendering increases as frequency increases, and that for

the chosen HRTF set NH 	 30 is necessary (Bernsch€utz

et al., 2014). However, in practice, the maximum order of

the HRTFs represented in the SH domain must match the

order of the Ambisonic signals to be rendered for playback,

cf. Eq. (13). Typically, the signals obtained from spherical

microphone arrays are encoded in orders NA< 5, and thus

the reduction of order leads to severe loss of spatial detail,

especially at higher frequencies. Moreover, a reduction of

the order NA<NH leads to a broader main-lobe of the direc-

tional weighting function and thus, more HRTF directions

around the source direction Xq contribute substantially to the

rendered ear signals. The directional weighting functions for

orders NA¼ 1 and NA¼ 5 and Xq ¼ ð0
; 0
Þ are depicted in

Fig. 2. Although the shape of the directional weighting is

independent of the source-direction Xq, the effect on the ren-

dered ear signals is strongly direction-dependent due to the

off-center position of the ears. For a head radius rH ¼ 8:5
cm, we calculate the time offsets sl;r

p (time difference

between the center and the ears) for each grid point p via a

simple geometric model

sr
p ¼ cosðhpÞ sinð/pÞrH c�1; sl

p ¼ �sr
p; (16)

where c ¼ 343ðm=sÞ is the speed of sound. Utilizing Eq.

(15), the IR between all grid nodes P and an omnidirectional

microphone at the position of the right ear is

xrðtÞ ¼
XP

p¼1

g
ðpÞ
NA;q

dðt� sr
pÞ; (17)

where t is the time, and dð�Þ is the delta function. The

obtained IRs, and corresponding transfer functions for direc-

tions Xq ¼ ð/q; 0

Þ on the horizontal plane, and NA¼ 5 are

depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. For directions

from the front and back, we observe strong colorations (low-

pass behavior), as the time offsets for neighboring grid nodes

which comprise the main-lobe (almost equally weighted) are

highest. On the contrary, less coloration is expected for

lateral directions as the variation of time offsets for nodes

FIG. 1. Distribution of normalized energy contained in all modes �n � m
� n for each SH order n over frequency for the left ear and calculation of

the SH expansion coefficients according to Eq. (11) for NA¼ 35. ITD and

head-shadowing effects (sharp dips and phase discontinuities at contralateral

ear) lead to involvement of higher SH orders at high frequencies.
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within the main-lobe is smaller. Similar findings are outlined

in Solvang (2008), where an overview of the relation

between number of loudspeakers, reproduction error, and

coloration of two-dimensional Ambisonic systems is given.

Furthermore, the direction-dependent coloration for bin-

aural rendering of low order Ambisonic signals is discussed

in Avni et al. (2013), Ben-Hur et al. (2017), Bernsch€utz

et al. (2014), and Sheaffer and Rafaely (2014) and improve-

ments are obtained by (i) using a spectral (diffuse-field)

equalization filter, which is based on a spherical head model

(Ben-Hur et al., 2017), or (ii) spatial resampling of HRTFs

at a reduced grid (Bernsch€utz et al., 2014). Both suggested

methods are reviewed in the following paragraphs.

1. Spectral equalization

With the model of a perfectly diffuse sound field sd con-

sisting of an infinite number of plane waves impinging from

every direction in space, with random mutually uncorrelated

phases, and a total power q (see Epain and Jin, 2016), the

covariance matrix of the ear signals xdðtÞ is defined as

RH ¼ EtfxdðtÞxH
d ðtÞg, where Etf�g denotes the statistical

expectation operator over the time t. With xdðtÞ ¼
Ð

S
2 sdðt;

XÞhðXÞdX, we get RH ¼ q
Ð

S
2 hðXÞhHðXÞdX, and by numeri-

cal integration and assuming q¼ 1, the estimated diffuse-field

covariance matrix is obtained as

RH ffi HWHH ¼ rllðxÞ rlrðxÞ
rrlðxÞ rrrðxÞ

� �
; (18)

where the main diagonal entries contain the diffuse-field ener-

gies of the left and right ear, respectively. A similar formula-

tion is used in Pulkki et al. (2017). With the diffuse-field

energies of the order N rendered signals rqq
N ðxÞ, where

q 2 fr; lg, the transfer function of the static diffuse-field equal-

ization (timbre correction) filter (Sheaffer and Rafaely, 2014),

which achieves rqq
NA
ðxÞ ¼ rqq

NH
ðxÞ, where NA<NH is given by

Gq xð ÞjNA!NH
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rqq

NH
xð Þ

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rqq

NA
xð Þ

q : (19)

If instead of the measured HRTFs a rigid sphere head model

is used, the diffuse-field energy according to Williams

(1999) is

rqq
N ðxÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

n¼0

ð2nþ 1ÞjbnðkrHÞj2
vuut ; (20)

where

bn krHð Þ ¼ 4pin jn krHð Þ � j0n krHð Þ
h0n krHð Þ hn krHð Þ

" #
; (21)

and jnð�Þ is the spherical Bessel function, hnð�Þ is the spheri-

cal Hankel function of the second kind, j0nð�Þ; Þh0nð�Þ are their

first derivatives, and k ¼ x=c.

FIG. 2. Magnitude of the directional weighting function gNA ;q ¼ WYH
NA ;P

yq

in dB for rendering of a plane wave impinging from Xq ¼ ð0
; 0
Þ using

NA¼ 1 (a), and NA¼ 5 (b).

FIG. 3. (a) IRs between all grid nodes P and an omnidirectional microphone

at the position of the right ear as defined in Eq. (17). The azimuth angle

(ordinate) indicates the source-direction /q with hq ¼ 0
. The ideal IRs cor-

respond to single pulses dðt� sr
pÞ with a time offset sr

p as defined in Eq.

(16). (b) Transfer functions at the position of the right ear.
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In practice, we set ðGlðxÞjNA!NH
þ GrðxÞjNA!NH

Þ=2

¼ GðxÞjNA!NH
and the diffuse-field equalized (DEQ) binau-

ral renderer is obtained by

BDEQ
NA
¼ GðxÞjNA!NH

BLS
NA
: (22)

2. Spatial resampling

It has been found in Bernsch€utz et al. (2014) that select-

ing a feasible (sparse) set of grid points can reduce colora-

tions. The HRTFs at the chosen composite grid nodes Xg,

with g ¼ f1;…;Gg, and G<P, are either selected from the

original HRTFs (nearest neighbor), or are interpolated

according to Eqs. (14) and (12) as

HNH ;G ¼ ðBLS
NH
ÞHYNH ;G: (23)

In Bernsch€utz et al. (2014) an equiangular Gaussian quadra-

ture (Stroud, 1966) with G ¼ 2ðNA þ 1Þ2 grid nodes and a

Lebedev (Lebedev, 1977) quadrature were compared. In

accordance with the results from listening experiments we

use a composite Gaussian grid (CGG) binaural renderer,

which is obtained by

BCGG
NA
¼ ðYNA;GWGYH

NA;G
Þ�1YNA;GWGHH

NH ;G
; (24)

where WG contains the quadrature weights for the Gaussian

sampling for the comparison of rendering methods.

III. PROPOSED BINAURAL RENDERER

The computation of the proposed binaural renderer con-

sists of a preprocessing and an optimization stage. In the pre-

processing stage, we apply a high-frequency time alignment

to the original HRTF set. It has been shown in the context of

SH-based HRTF interpolation that removing the linear phase

(ITD equalization) leads to an order reduction of the HRTF

representation. In contrast to Evans et al. (1998), Rasumow

et al. (2014), and Romigh et al. (2015), we suggest a

frequency-dependent ITD equalization that retains the ITD

at low and removes ITD at high frequencies. Furthermore,

the high frequency ITD is not re-synthesized after rendering.

Here, the time-aligned HRTF set is computed as

h˚ l; rðXp;xÞ ¼ hl;rðXp;xÞAl;r
p ðxÞ; (25)

where the frequency response of the allpass filter Al;r
p ðxÞ is

defined as

Al;r
p ðxÞ ¼

1 for x < xc

e�iðx�xcÞsl;r
p for x � xc;

�
(26)

where xc ¼ 2pfc; i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, and the time offset sl;r
p is calcu-

lated according to Eq. (16). Note that the time offsets could

be estimated from the HRTF set as well (see Katz and

Noisternig, 2014 for a comparison of different methods).

However, in pre-tests, we found no significant improvement

and therefore used the simple geometric model. Due to the

time alignment, the energy contained in higher SH orders is

significantly reduced, cf. Figs. 1 and 4. Thus, lower orders

NH8 < NH are sufficient to represent the HRTFs at higher fre-

quencies. As, according to the Duplex Theory (Hartmann

et al., 2016; Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002; Rayleigh,

1907; Wightman and Kistler, 1992), the ITD cue becomes

less relevant as frequency increases, we expect that high-

frequency time alignment of HRIRs with a cut-on frequency

of fc ¼ 1:5 kHz (empirically chosen) allows for efficient

order reduction while retaining the perceptually relevant

localization cues.

In order to achieve the diffuse-field response and IC

behavior of the original HRTF set H [see Eq. (18)], we cast

the computation of the binaural renderer as a constrained

optimization problem of the form

BTAC
NA
¼ arg min

BNA

jjðBH
NA

YNA;P �H8ÞW1=2jj2F; (27)

subject to BH
NA

RYBNA
¼ RH; (28)

where H8 is the high-frequency time-aligned HRTF set, RY

� I is the SH spatial covariance matrix, and RH is defined in

Eq. (18). A similar formulation is used in Sch€orkhuber and

H€oldrich (2017) and Vilkamo and Pulkki (2013). The set of

solutions which satisfy the covariance constraint Eq. (28) is

given by

BNA ¼ QC; (29)

where Q is an ðNA þ 1Þ2 � 2 arbitrary unitary matrix such that

QHQ ¼ I and C is obtained by some suitable matrix decompo-

sition of RH such that CHC ¼ RH. With the properties

jjMjj2F ¼ trfMHMg and trfM1 þM2g ¼ trfM1g þ trfM2g,
where trf�g is the trace of a matrix, and by inserting Eq. (29)

into Eq. (27), we restate the minimization problem

min
Q

trfT1g � 2RðtrfT2gÞ þ trfT3g; (30)

s:t: QHQ ¼ I; (31)

with

T1 ¼ CHQHYNA;PWYH
NH ;P

QC; (32)

T2 ¼ C H8WYH
NH ;P

Q; (33)

FIG. 4. Distribution of normalized energy contained in all modes �n � m
� n for each SH order n over frequency for the left ear and time-aligned

HRIRs H8 (using fc¼ 1.5 kHz). The SH expansion coefficients are calculated

according to Eq. (11). A lower order NH8 	 15 is sufficient to represent the

time-aligned HRIRs compared to the original set, cf. Fig. 1.
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T3 ¼ H8WH8H; (34)

where Rð�Þ denotes the real part of a complex number. Since

T3 is independent of Q, we drop it in the sequel. By assum-

ing that YNA;PWYH
NA;P
¼ RY ¼ I, we can also drop the first

term. Hence, the problem of determining Q is reduced to

max
Q

trfAQg; (35)

s:t: QHQ ¼ I; (36)

where A ¼ C H



WYH
NA;P

. Using the singular value decompo-

sition URVH ¼ A, the solution is given by

Q ¼ VKUH; (37)

where K ¼ ½I2 0ðNAþ1Þ2�2�2�
T
. The final form of the time-

aligned, and diffuse-field covariance-constrained (TAC) bin-

aural renderer for order NA is thus given by

BTAC
NA
¼ VKUHC: (38)

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, the rendered signals, which are obtained

by the proposed TAC method are analyzed and compared

with state-of-the-art methods presented in Sec. II. The

quality criteria include (i) the direction-dependent coloration

(presented for directions at the horizontal plane), (ii) the ILD

errors in octave bands, and (iii) the diffuse-field behavior,

i.e., the diffuse-field response and the interaural coherence.

A. Coloration

The composite loudness level (CLL) (Frank, 2013; Ono

et al., 2001, 2002) is a measure to describe the perceived

timbre. We use the simplified definition

CLLpðxÞ ¼ jxlðXp;xÞj2 þ jxrðXp;xÞj2; (39)

where xl;rðXp;xÞ are the reference ear signals [see Eq. (1)]

due to a single unity-gain plane wave impinging from direc-

tion Xp. The CLL error between the reference and rendered

Ambisonic signals [see Eq. (13)] is defined as

ECLLNA
p xð Þ ¼ 10 log

CLLNA
p xð Þ

CLLp xð Þ

 !
; (40)

where CLLNA
p ðxÞ is the CLL of the rendered signals using a

rendering order NA. The resulting CLL errors obtained for all

discussed binaural rendering methods using NA¼ 3 are

depicted in Fig. 5 for directions on the horizontal plane

(hp ¼ 0
). CLL errors for directions on the median plane

show similar trends and are therefore not depicted here.

FIG. 5. CLL error according to Eq. (40) between reference and binaurally rendered Ambisonic signals in dB evaluated for sources at the horizontal plane

(hq ¼ 0
) for an order of NA¼ 3. (a) LS as defined in Eq. (11). (b) DEQ as defined in Eq. (22); see Ben-Hur et al. (2017). (c) CGG as defined in Eq. (24), see

Bernsch€utz et al. (2014). (d) TAC as defined in Eq. (38).
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Below the aliasing frequency fNA
	 NAc=2prH 	 1:9

kHz (Rafaely, 2005) the CLL errors are negligible for all

tested methods. Above the aliasing frequency, we observe a

severe low-pass behavior for frontal and dorsal directions

using the LS method, Eq. (11) [see Fig. 5(a)]. As the diffuse-

field equalization [DEQ, see Eq. (22)] filter is basically a

direction-independent high-shelving filter, the coloration error

is shifted from frontal to lateral directions, cf. Fig. 5(b). The

spatial resampling approach using a CGG as defined in Eq.

(24) reduces the coloration for most directions, see Fig. 5(c).

However, best performance in terms of minimal CLL error is

observed for the proposed method (TAC), see Fig. 5(d).

B. ILD errors

The obtained ILD errors between the reference and ren-

dered signals in octave-bands are defined as

EILDpðxoÞNA ¼ ILDpðxoÞ � ILDNA
p ðxoÞ; (41)

ILDp xoð Þ ¼ 10 log
el

p xoð Þ
er

p xoð Þ

 !
; (42)

where xo indicates an octave-band center frequency, and el;r

are the energies contained in the octave-bands of the left and

right ear signal, respectively. The absolute values of the ILD

errors are calculated for five octave-bands with center fre-

quencies at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz for all grid directions

(P¼ 2702) and are analyzed with a histogram between 0 and

15 dB with 30 equally spaced bins. Figure 6 depicts the

resulting cumulative density function (CDF) which is

defined for each band as

vi ¼
Xi

j¼1

cj

P
; (43)

where cj is the number of elements in bin j, and i is the histo-

gram bin index.

When comparing the sub figures depicted in Fig. 6, it

can be observed that above the aliasing frequency fNA
	 1:9

kHz ILD errors are increasing with frequency. Whereas for

LS and DEQ, the distribution of absolute ILD errors is simi-

lar, rendering using the CGG approach shows the highest,

and rendering using the TAC approach shows lowest overall

ILD errors.

C. Diffuse-field response and interaural coherence

In order to compare the algorithms for rendering of dif-

fuse sound fields, the main- and off-diagonal elements of the

diffuse-field covariance matrix as defined in Eq. (18) are

compared in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. While the

FIG. 6. Absolute ILD error between the original and the approximated HRIRs (NA¼ 3) for all P directions is analyzed using a histogram between 0 and 15 dB

using 30 equally spaced bins. Shown is the cumulative density function vi ¼
Pi

j¼1ðcj=PÞ, where P¼ 2702 is the total number data points, cj the number of ele-

ments in bin j, and i is the index of the histogram bins. The black solid lines indicate the 90% threshold of the CDF.

FIG. 7. Diffuse-field energy (left ear) in dB (a) and interaural coherence (b)

for a rendering order NA¼ 3.
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proposed TAC approach yields the same diffuse-field behav-

ior as the reference set (due to constraint), all other

approaches show deviations. The diffuse-field response of

the LS renderer clearly indicates the discussed low-pass

behavior. Results for DEQ and CGG show improvements,

but above the aliasing frequency we observe colorations, cf.

Fig. 7(a).

According to Menzer (2010) the interaural coherence

(IC) is defined as

IC xð Þ ¼ jrlr xð Þjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rll xð Þrrr xð Þ

p ; (44)

where rlrðxÞ; rllðxÞ, and rrrðxÞ are defined in Eq. (18). The

IC of the tested rendering methods is depicted in Fig. 7(b).

Again, the TAC yields the same behavior as the reference

while the IC for LS and DEQ (same IC), and CGG shows

significant deviations from the reference.

According to Gabriel and Colburn (1981), Pollack and

Trittipoe (1959), and Stern et al. (2006), just noticeable differ-

ences (JNDs) of interaural correlation values change depending

on the source frequency, bandwidth, and reference condition,

and findings indicate a JND of 0.08 for a reference condition

with interaural correlation of 1, and a JND of 0.35 for a refer-

ence condition with interaural correlation of 0, respectively.

The JNDs for intermediate reference conditions are between

0.08 and 0.35 (Kim et al., 2008).1 As the IC deviations exceed

the JNDs for certain frequency ranges, an altered spaciousness

or envelopment is expected for LS, DEQ, and CGG rendering

methods, especially for orders NA � 3.

V. LISTENING EXPERIMENTS

In order to study and compare the perceptual aspects of

binaural rendering using the TAC and state-of-the-art meth-

ods, formal listening experiments were conducted.

A. Methodology

Test participants were asked to rate the overall differ-

ence between a reference [rendered according to Eq. (11)

with NA ¼ NH ¼ 30] and the test signals on a scale from no
audible difference to severe difference. A hidden reference

was used for screening of ratings, and thus the test procedure

can be described as MUSHRA-like [multi stimulus with hid-

den reference and anchor (ITU-R, 1997)]. The presented test

signals were continuously looped and participants were

allowed to seamlessly switch between signals in real-time as

often as desired.

The Ambisonic signals are obtained by a convolution of a

monophonic source signal with a room impulse response

(RIR) in the SH domain. For simulation of the RIRs, we used

the multichannel room acoustics simulation toolbox

(McRoomSIM) (Wabnitz et al., 2010) for a shoebox room of

dimensions 9:5� 12� 4:2 m, with a mean absorption coeffi-

cient a ¼ 0:2360, a mean T60 ¼ 0:8 s, and a source/listener

setup as depicted in Fig. 8. The listener at position [3.5,3,1.7]

m is facing towards the positive x-axis and the omnidirectional

source is positioned relative to the listener as defined by the

evaluation angle Xq on a radius rq ¼ 1:5rc, where rc ¼ 1:39

m is the critical distance. The tested discrete source directions

include Xq ¼ ð0
; 0
Þ; Xq ¼ ð90
; 0
Þ; Xq ¼ ð35
; 45
Þ, and

Xq ¼ ð�45
; 0
Þ. The perceptual evaluation is segmented in

three experiments.

a. Experiment I. A speech signal and the direct part of

the RIR were used for computing the test signals at all four

test directions Xq. The tested methods were (i) LS, (ii) DEQ,

(iii) CGG, and (iv) TAC for orders NA¼ 1 and NA¼ 5.

b. Experiment II. The test signals were a speech signal

and a drum loop (kick drum, snare drum, cymbals). In order

to evaluate the performance of the algorithms in reflective

environments, the entire simulated RIR (direct, early reflec-

tions, and diffuse part) for all four test directions Xq was

used. The tested algorithms include (i) DEQ, (ii) CGG, and

(iii) TAC for orders NA¼ 1, NA¼ 3, and NA¼ 5.

c. Experiment III. The dependence of the overall quality

on the order NA ¼ ½1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 9; 12; 15� was tested for the

TAC method only. We used the entire RIR, the drum signal

(as is it more complex), and Xq ¼ ð0
; 0
Þ and Xq

¼ ð90
; 0
Þ for testing.

Overall, 14 test pages were presented and the order of

test signals within one page as well as the order of test pages

were randomized. Depending on the experiment, the nine

participants (expert listeners, no hearing impairments) were

asked to rate the perceived overall difference on a continu-

ous scale from no difference to severe difference for 9–10

test signals per page.

In order to ensure equal listening conditions for all par-

ticipants and test signals, no head-tracking was used. This is

valid as participants rated the difference to a reference and

not the localization or externalization of stimuli. The test sig-

nals were played back via an AKG-702 (half-open) head-

phone and equalization according to Sch€arer and Lindau

(2009) was used.

FIG. 8. Room layout and source/listener position used for simulating the

room impulse responses via McRoomSIM. The listener is placed at

[3.5,3,1.7]m and the source position is varied according to evaluation angle

Xt on a radius rt ¼ 1:5rc 	 2:09 m.
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B. Results and discussion

The median and 95% confidence interval of all ratings

(for all four test directions Xq) from Experiment I are

depicted in Fig. 9. The results indicate a clear perceptual

improvement for higher orders and that the proposed

method (TAC) overall outperforms the other tested meth-

ods. The p-values (significance level) of a Kruskal-Wallis

test (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) presented in Table I indi-

cate that there are five groups that are significantly differ-

ent to each other.

The groups in ascending order of quality are (i) LS/1,

(ii) DEQ/1, CGG/1, and LS/5, (iii) TAC/1, and DEQ/5, (iv)

CGG/5, and (v) TAC/5. Overall, the TAC method yields the

least perceptual differences to the reference for all tested

orders and results for NA¼ 1 are comparable to results for

LS and DEQ using NA¼ 5.

The detailed results (all test directions Xq separately) for

Experiment I are shown in Fig. 10, where it can be seen that

the performance of most methods varies with the source

direction Xq. As most pronounced coloration of the LS

approach is observed for frontal directions [see Fig. 10(a)] it

is rated to have severe difference to the reference. On the

other hand, the DEQ approach shifts the coloration from

frontal to lateral directions and thus, performance is worst

for Xq ¼ ð90
; 0
Þ [see Fig. 10(b)]. The CGG approach can

give an improvement, but still the performance is highly

dependent on the source direction [compare Figs.

10(a)–10(c)]. Results for the TAC method do not only show

an overall improvement, but also the least variation across

the different test directions.

The overall results for Experiment II are depicted in

Fig. 11. Note that the results for the two different source sig-

nals (speech and drum loop), and all source directions Xq are

pooled. We observe a similar behavior as for Experiment I,

namely an improvement with increasing order NA, and best

FIG. 9. Results of pooled data obtained in Experiment I showing the median

(markers) and 95% confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings for all four

tested directions using a speech signal and the direct-path only.

TABLE I. p-values (Kruskal-Wallis) for all tested methods of Experiment I.

The numbers after the / indicate the tested order NA. Methods which are not

significantly different (p-values> 0.05) are highlighted with gray rectangles.

LS/1 1.000

LS/5 0.000 1.000

DEQ/1 0.000 0.333 1.000

DEQ/5 0.000 0.171 0.006 1.000

CGG/1 0.000 0.800 0.123 0.096 1.000

CGG/5 0.0000 0.001 0.000 0.042 0.000 1.000

TAC/1 0.000 0.053 0.000 0.857 0.005 0.009 1.000

TAC/5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

method LS/1 LS/5 DEQ/1 DEQ/5 CGG/1 CGG/5 TAC/1 TAC/5

FIG. 10. Detailed results of Experiment I showing the median (markers) and

95% confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings from all participants for testing

the perceived overall difference to the reference. The reference was a speech

signal rendered for a far-field scenario and a source direction indicated by Xq.

FIG. 11. Results of pooled data obtained in Experiment II showing the

median (markers) and 95% confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings for all

four tested directions using speech and drums as source signal and the entire

simulated RIR.
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performance for the TAC method. The groups in ascending

order of quality are (i) DEQ/1, and CGG/1, (ii) TAC/1,

DEQ/3, CGG/3, DEQ/5, and CGG/5, (iii) TAC/3, and (iv)

TAC/5. While ratings for the TAC method are significantly

different across the tested orders NA ¼ ½1; 3; 5�, there is no

distinct difference between DEQ and CGG for orders

NA ¼ ½3; 5�; see Table II. Moreover, ratings for TAC and

NA¼ 1 are similar to DEQ and CGG for orders NA¼ 3, and

NA¼ 5. The results per source signal are depicted in Fig. 12

and Fig. 13. Due to the transient and broadband nature of the

drum signal (strong components above the aliasing fre-

quency), the overall quality ratings are worse than for the

speech signal. However, the TAC method shows smaller

dependency on the source signal than the other tested

methods.

The overall results for Experiment III are depicted in

Fig. 14 for the two tested directions Xq ¼ ð0
; 0
Þ and

Xq ¼ ð90
; 0
Þ. As expected, the maximum order NA to

achieve near-transparent rendering changes with the source

direction. The p-values listed in Table III indicate that for

frontal sources, an order of NA¼ 4 is sufficient (no signifi-

cant difference to higher orders), but for lateral directions an

order of NA¼ 9 is required, see Fig. 14. As time-alignment

of HRIRs reduces the required SH order for representation

(see Fig. 4) to NH8 ¼ 15, testing of higher orders is not

necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an improved method for

binaural rendering of low order Ambisonic signals

(NA � 5). The proposed binaural renderer is computed

using a frequency-dependent time alignment of HRIRs fol-

lowed by a minimization of the squared error subject to a

diffuse-field covariance matrix constraint (TAC). Due to

the time alignment, lower SH orders are sufficient to repre-

sent the directivity patterns of the ears at higher frequen-

cies, while the covariance constraint ensures that sound

scenes rendered with the TAC method achieve the same

diffuse-field behavior as scenes rendered with the original

high-order HRIRs.

Technical evaluations and comparisons to state-of-the-

art methods indicate that the proposed TAC method reduces

the direction-dependent colorations, and the ILD errors, and

improves the diffuse-field behavior.

In the perceptual evaluation, we tested the overall differ-

ence to a reference (rendered with order NA¼ 30) for four

source directions in a free-field condition and in a simulated

room. The results of the TAC method show a significant

improvement of overall quality for all tested directions as

well as smallest direction-dependent quality variation com-

pared to the other tested methods. Furthermore, we found

TABLE II. p-values (Kruskal-Wallis) for all tested methods and pooled rat-

ings of Experiment II. The numbers after the / indicate the tested order NA.

Methods which are not significantly different (p-values > 0.05) are

highlighted with gray rectangles.

DEQ/1 1.000

DEQ/3 0.000 1.000

DEQ/5 0.000 0.994 1.000

CGG/1 0.645 0.000 0.000 1.000

CGG/3 0.000 0.084 0.138 0.000 1.000

CGG/5 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.114 1.000

TAC/1 0.000 0.084 0.143 0.000 0.952 0.105 1.000

TAC/3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

TAC/5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.008 1.000

method DEQ/1 DEQ/3 DEQ/5 CGG/1 CGG/3 CGG/5 TAC/1 TAC/3 TAC/5

FIG. 12. Results of Experiment II showing the median (markers) and 95%

confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings for all four tested directions using

a speech signal and the entire RIR.

FIG. 13. Results of Experiment II showing the median (markers) and 95%

confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings for all four tested directions using

a drum signal and the entire RIR.

FIG. 14. Results of Experiment III showing the median (markers) and 95%

confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings for all tested orders TACjNA using

a drum loop as source signal and the entire RIR for rendering. Test direc-

tions Xq ¼ ð0
; 0
Þ, and Xq ¼ ð90
; 0
Þ are depicted separately.
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that the rendering order NA can be reduced significantly for

the TAC method in order to achieve similar quality ratings

as other binaural rendering methods for Ambisonic signals.

Ratings of auralization in a simulated room indicate that the

proposed method using NA¼ 1 achieves comparable results

to the other tested methods using NA¼ 5.

As the TAC method shows little direction-dependent

quality changes, we assume an improved externalization and

localization performance. Thus, future work includes testing

of the proposed method in a dynamic binaural rendering

setup, where localization accuracy, externalization, and spa-

ciousness are evaluated separately.
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4.2 Binaural Rendering of Ambisonic Signals via Magnitude
Least Squares

This work was published as:

C. Schörkhuber, M. Zaunschirm, and R. Höldrich (2018). Binaural Rendering of Am-
bisonic Signals via Magnitude Least Squares. Proceedings of the DAGA, 44(March):339–
342.

The idea and concept of this article were outlined by the first author with contributions
from the second and third author. I, as the second author, co-wrote the original draft and
contributed significantly to the last section of the article (Optimal Cut-On Frequency). I
programmed, conducted, and evaluated the listening experiment.
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Introduction

Binaural rendering of order-limited Ambisonic signals is
an active research area due to widespread adoption of the
Ambisonic format for headphone-based reproduction of
spatial audio content. When signal independent methods
are considered, the problem is to find an optimal filter
matrix which maps J = (N + 1)2 N -th order Ambisonic
signals to the two ear signals. The two challenges in the
underlying optimization process are (i) how to define a
cost function that encodes perceptual dissimilarity, and (ii)
how to find the global minimizer. In recent studies [1, 2, 3]
it has been shown, that minimizing the squared error be-
tween the order N approximated head-related transfer
functions (HRTFs) and a large set of measured/modeled
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) is a poor choice
for low orders, as severe direction-dependent timbral arti-
facts are introduced. The observed rapid roll-off at high
frequencies for frontal sources can be reduced by a global
correction filter as suggested in [2], however, significant
direction-dependent signal colorations remain. In [1] it
was shown that signal colorations can be reduced by re-
ducing the set of directions in the cost function. This
approach is reminiscent of two-staged binaural rendering
methods, where Ambisonic signals are first decoded to a
set of virtual loudspeakers and then filtered with HFTFs
corresponding to the loudspeaker directions. While these
methods can rely on a rich body of research concerning
loudspeaker-based reproduction of Ambisonic signals, it is
unclear if these methods are optimal for headphone-based
reproduction.
A rendering method specific to headphone-based repro-
duction is proposed in [3], where the colorations of ren-
dered signals are significantly reduced by removing the
linear phase from all HRTFs at higher frequencies prior
to optimization. This approach is perceptually motivated
as it can be assumed that altering the interaural phase
difference (IPD) at higher frequencies is perceptually ir-
relevant [4]. Indeed, listening experiments conducted in
[3] revealed, that the high-frequency phase modifications
achieve a significant quality improvement over state-of-
the-art methods.

The contribution of this work is twofold: Firstly, we
evaluate the perceptual impact of high frequency phase
modifications for different cut-on frequencies and signal
types; and secondly, we show that the phase modification
proposed in [3] can be viewed as an approximate solu-
tion of a noisy phase retrieval problem [5], and that the
rendering quality can be further increased by solving the
problem exactly.

Notation and Problem Formulation

In a nutshell, Ambisonic signals can be interpreted as the
signals recorded by a set of virtual coincident microphones
with directivity patterns that are proportional to spherical
harmonics1 up to some order N � ∞. That is, the j-th
Ambisonic signal due to a plane wave signal sΩ(ω) from
direction Ω = (ϕ, θ), where ϕ, θ are the azimuth and eleva-
tion angle, respectively, is given by aj(ω) = sΩ(ω)Yj(Ω),
where ω denotes frequency and Yj(Ω) = Y m

n (Ω) is the
spherical harmonic of order n and degree m evaluated
at Ω, and j = o(m,n) is a single index that depends on
the ordering convention defined by the function o(·). In
vector notation this can be written as a(ω) = sΩ(ω)y(Ω),
where a(ω) = [aj(ω)]

J
j=1, y(Ω) = [Yj(Ω)]

J
j=1 . With the

target ear signals bl(ω) = sΩ(ω)Hl(ω,Ω) for l ∈ {L,R},
where Hl(ω,Ω) is the measured/modeled HRTF, the goal
is to find a rendering filter w(ω) which yields an output
signal b̂l(ω) = wH

l (ω)a(ω) that is perceptually as close as
possible to the target signal bl(ω). If the soundfield is
modeled as a superposition of unknown plane wave signals
from unknown directions, the problem can be written as

w∗(ω) = argmin
w

∫
Ω∈S2

D
(
wHy(Ω), H(ω,Ω)

)
dΩ, (1)

where D(·, ·) is a distance function which models the
perceived dissimilarity. In the remainder we omit the
dependency on ω for brevity, and we drop the subscript
l ∈ {L,R} as the HRTF set is assumed to be symmetric
about the sagittal plane.

Least-Squares Methods

From a perceptual viewpoint it seems reasonable to define
the distance function in (1) in terms of important binaural
and monaural cues. However, defining and minimizing a
perceptually motivated cost function is not trivial. There-
fore, all methods proposed in [1, 2, 3] use some variation
of a least-squares (LS) formulation, i.e.

min
w∈K

∫
Ω∈S2

∣∣wHy(Ω)−H(Ω)
∣∣2 dΩ, (2)

or its discrete approximation

min
w∈K

∑
Ω∈M

∣∣wHy(Ω)−H(Ω)
∣∣2 (3)

≡ min
w∈K

‖YMw − hM‖22 , (4)

1For ease of presentation, all numerical results in this contri-
bution are given for the 2-dimensional case, i.e. we use circular
harmonics rather than spherical harmonics.
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(a) LS solution (equalized) [2] (b) LS solution (with time alignment) [3] (c) MLS solution (proposed)

Figure 1: Desired (blue) and approximated (red) HRTF magnitudes for f = 6 kHz and N = 3 .

(a) LS solution (equalised) [2] (b) LS solution (with time alignment) [3] (c) MLS solution (proposed)

Figure 2: CLL error in dB for N = 3.

where M is a dense set of directions2 such that Y H
MYM =

I, YM =
[
yH(Ω)

]
Ω∈M ∈ R

|M|×J , hM = [H(Ω)]Ω∈M ∈
C

|M|, and K is the domain over which w is optimized.
When the LS problem in (4) is unconstrained (i.e. K =
C

J), the solution is given by

wLS = Y †
MhM = Y H

MhM = SHT M
N (hM) , (5)

where (·)† is a pseudo inverse, and SHT M
N (·) denotes

the order-N truncated discrete spherical harmonic trans-
form (SHT). That is, the LS solution is equal to the
SHT coefficients up to order N ; alas, since the spatial
complexity of HRTFs increases with frequency, a sig-
nificant amount of energy is contained in modes up to
order N = 35. Hence, the LS solution in (5) yields
a severe spectral roll-off towards higher frequencies for
low Ambisonic orders. To remedy this timbral artifact,
the authors in [2] propose to apply a global diffuse-field
equalization filter to the LS solution, which is equiv-
alent to restricting the optimization domain in (4) to

K =
{
w ∈ C

J : wHw =
∫
Ω
|H(Ω)|2 = ‖hM‖22

}
yielding

the scaled (equalized) LS solution

wLSeq =
‖hM‖2∥∥Y H
MhM

∥∥
2

Y H
MhM. (6)

The global equalization term in (6) reduces the overall
spectral roll-off, but as the local modal order of HRTFs is

2We assume that the set M is chosen such that the integral is
trivially approximated, e.g. by using a spherical t-design with high
order. In practice, however, quadrature weights need to be used
and the accuracy of the approximation depends on the number of
sampling points relative to the modal order of the integrand.

direction-dependent - with higher orders for frontal direc-
tions due to rapid phase changes - direction-dependent
colorations remain for lower Ambisonic orders.

The authors in [1] propose a different modification of the
LS problem: rather than compensating for the loss of
signal energy with a global filter, M in (4) is chosen to be
sufficiently sparse such that higher-order modes are aliased
down to lower-order modes. It has been shown, that this
method effectively mitigates timbral artifacts, however,
finding the optimal sparse set M (number of sampling
points, sampling scheme, rotation) is not straight-forward
as it influences both monaural and binaural cues.

Recently, in [3] another variation of the LS problem has
been proposed that yields a significant improvement of
the perceived quality. The basic notion is to modify the
target HRTF set H(Ω) prior to optimization such that the
energy in higher orders is reduced with minimal perceptual
ramifications. The proposed HRTF modifications are
based on two observations:

� Most of the energy in higher order modes is caused
by rapid phase changes towards higher frequencies
due to the off center location of the ears.

� With increasing frequency, the perceptual importance
of interaural time differences (ITDs) decreases, while
the relative importance of interaural level differences
(ILDs) increases.

Consequently, a two-band HRTF modification scheme,
referred to as time alignment (TA), has been proposed in
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[3], where the modified HRTFs are defined as

H̃(ω,Ω) =

{
H(ω,Ω) if ω ≤ ωc

H(ω,Ω)e−iφl(ω,Ω) if ω > ωc,
(7)

where φl(ω,Ω) is the linear phase due to the ITD corre-
sponding to direction Ω, and ωc is the cut-on frequency
above which phase modification is applied. By subtracting
the linear phase part for high frequencies only, the im-
portant ITD cues are preserved at low frequencies while
signal energy in higher-order modes is significantly re-
duced. This in turn reduces the energy loss when the
modal order is truncated, thus reducing the spectral roll-
off towards higher frequencies.

Proposed Method

We can write the cost function in (4) as

min
w∈K

‖YMw −Mp‖22 , (8)

where M = diag (|hM|), p =
(
eiγ(Ω)

)
Ω∈M, and usually

γ(Ω) = ∠H(Ω). However, it has been shown in [3], that
defining γ(Ω) = ∠H(Ω) − φl(Ω) at higher frequencies
significantly improves the quality of the solution. While
removing the linear phase part from the HRTFs to reduce
the modal order is conceptually well motivated, it is
not clear which HRTFs phases yield the lowest spatial
complexity. Therefore we propose to reformulate the LS
problem as a joint minimization over w and p, i.e.

min
w,p

‖YMw −Mp‖22 (9)

s.t. |pj | = 1 ∀j = 1, . . . , |M|, (10)

where we simultaneously seek the optimal HRTF phase
modification and the corresponding optimal filter coeffi-
cients. This quadratically constrained quadratic program
(QCQP) might be solved via the popular semidefinite
relaxation method [6], however, by observing that this
problem is equivalent to the phase-lift formulation of the
noisy phase retrieval problem [5], we can rewrite (9)-(10)
as

min
w

‖ |YMw| − |hM| ‖22 , (11)

where the objective is to approximate only HRTF mag-
nitudes while ignoring the phase error. The proposed
rendering filters, referred to as magnitude least squares
(MLS) solution, are thus given by

wMLS(ωk) = argmin
w

[
λ(ωk) ‖ YMw − hM ‖22

+(1− λ(ωk)) ‖ |YMw| − |hM| ‖22
]
,(12)

where ωk is the center frequency of the k-th bin, and
λ(ω) = 1 if ω ≤ ωc and 0 otherwise.3 Finding the global
optimizer of (12) for λ(ω) < 1 is non-trivial in general,
however, we found that any local nonlinear optimiza-
tion method can be used when the initial estimate for

3To avoid rapid filter changes around ωc we choose a smooth
transistion function in practice.

(a) fb = 5kHz

(b) fb = 10kHz

Figure 3: Statistics of the absolute CLL error for all directions
and frequencies within octave band around fb (median, 99th
percentile, max). Blue: LS solution (equalized) | Red: LS
solution (time aligned) | Green: MLS solution (proposed).

wMLS(ωk) is set to wMLS(ωk−1). Note that the cost func-
tion in (12) is invariant under a global phase change if
λ(ωk) = 0, and thus, we apply a phase rotation to the ini-
tial solution in order to obtain a smooth phase evolution:

wMLS(ωk) ← wMLS(ωk)e
iζ , (13)

where

ζ = argmin
ζ̃

∥∥∥wMLS(ωk)e
iζ̃ −wMLS(ωk−1)

∥∥∥2
2

(14)

= ∠
(
wMLS(ωk)

HwMLS(ωk−1)
)
. (15)

Numerical Evaluation

In Fig. 1 the magnitudes of the approximated HRTFs
Ĥ(Ω) = wHy(Ω) are compared with the magnitudes of
the target HRTFs H(Ω) for N = 3 and ωk = 6 kHz.
It can be observed that subtracting the linear phase
from the HRTFs significantly improves the approximation
(Fig. 1(b)) compared to the LS solution with diffuse-field
equalization in Fig. 1(a), and that the proposed MLS
approach (Fig. 1(c)) reduces the magnitude error even
further. In order to evaluate timbral artifacts for different
source directions and frequencies, we use the composite
loudness level (CLL), defined as

CLL (H(ω,Ω)) = 10log
(
|H(ω,Ω)|2 + |H(ω,Ω′)|2

)
,

where Ω′ = (−ϕ, θ), which is related to the perceived
timbre. In Fig. 2 the CLL error

eCLL(ω,Ω) = CLL
(
Ĥ(ω,Ω

)
− CLL (H(ω,Ω))

is depicted for different methods with N = 3 and a cut-on
frequency of 2 kHz. In Fig. 3 the CLL error statistics for
different Ambisonic orders are depicted for octave bands
around 5 and 10 kHz, respectively. These results show
that the proposed method consistently outperforms the
two methods recently proposed in [2] and [3].
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Figure 4: Median an 95% confidence interval of perceived
difference ratings for drums as source signal. The cut-on
frequency of the modified HRTFs is indicated by the x-ticks.
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Figure 5: Median an 95% confidence interval of pooled (for
all four test directions) ratings per source signal. The cut-on
frequency of the modified HRTFs is indicated by the x-ticks.

Optimal Cut-On Frequency

The present method and the method proposed in [3]
rely on the assumption, that the relative perceptual im-
portance of IPDs is negligible at high frequencies (com-
pared to interaural level differences and perceived timbre).
While this assumption is well motivated, it is not clear
how to choose the cut-on frequency ωc above which IPDs
can be disregarded. We therefore conducted a listen-
ing experiment using a modified HRTF set as defined in
(7). The experiment compared the modified HRTFs with
cut-on frequencies ωc = {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}kHz in
a MUSHRA-like procedure against a reference HRTF.
Participants were asked to rate the perceived overall dif-
ference on a scale from no audible difference to severe
difference. The presented test signals were continuously
looped and participants were allowed to seamlessly switch
between signals in real-time as often as desired. Overall,
three source signals (speech, drum loop, and pulsed pink
noise with 150ms hann-windowed ramps) and four source
directions φq = {10◦,−45◦, 80◦,−130◦} were tested in
a random sequence. The median and 95% confidence
interval of ratings (7 participants, all male, average age

32 years) per source direction for the drum signal are
depicted in Fig. 4. While for frontal directions cut-on
frequencies above ωc > 1.5kHz are not significantly dif-
ferent to the reference (Kruskal Wallis test, p = 0.51),
a minimum cut-on frequency of ωc > 2kHz is required
for lateral directions (p = 0.84). Results for speech and
pulsed noise showed similar direction-dependent behavior
and are therefore not depicted here.
Results of the pooled data per source signal (all four
directions) are presented in Fig. 5. The lowest cut-on
frequencies which are not significantly different to the ref-
erence are ωc = 2kHz (p = 0.164), ωc = 3kHz (p = 0.326),
and ωc = 4kHz (p = 0.413) for speech, drums, and pulsed
noise, respectively. The increased phase-sensitivity for
pulsed noise is explained by onset ITD and envelope ITD
evaluation. However, for natural signals (speech, drums)
a cut-on frequency as low as ωc = 2kHz is considered to
be sufficient (well inline with duplex theory [7]).

Conclusion

We proposed a method to design binaural rendering filters
for Ambisonic signals based on magnitude-only optimiza-
tion at high frequencies. It has been shown that errors
related to the perceived timbre of order-limited Ambisonic
signals can be significantly reduced by disregarding inter-
aural phase differences above some cut-on frequency. In
a formal listening experiment we found, that this cut-on
frequency can be as low as 2 kHz for most signals.
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ABSTRACT

Both the quality and immersion of binaural auralization benefit from head movements and individual measurements.
However, measurements of binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) for various head rotations are both time
consuming and costly. Hence for efficient BRIR synthesis, a separate measurement of the listener-dependent part
(head-related impulse responses, HRIR) and the room-dependent part (RIR) is desirable. The room-dependent
part can be measured with compact first-order microphone arrays, however the inherent spatial resolution is
often not satisfying. Our contribution presents an approach to enhance the spatial resolution using the spatial
decomposition method in order to synthesize high-resolution BRIRs that facilitate easy application of arbitrary
HRIRs and incorporation of head movements. Finally, the synthesized BRIRs are compared to measured BRIRs.

1 Introduction

The binaural auralization of acoustic environments
or the virtualization of an acoustic scene is typically
achieved by convolving a source signal with measured
binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) (individual
or using an artificial head) and a subsequent playback
over headphones [1, 2]. Typically, the BRIR measure-
ments are both time consuming and costly as the arti-
ficial head or each future listener has to be carried to
the room to be measured. Moreover, BRIRs have to be
measured for various head-rotations in order to allow
for dynamic binaural rendering.
Dynamic binaural rendering of object-based audio with
BRIRs typically requires a switching of the IRs [3],
while rendering using a BRIR represented in Ambison-
ics (scene-based audio) allows for simple rotation by
a frequency-independent matrix multiplication [4, 5]

while keeping the IRs of the binaural renderer static.
An efficient and versatile method for BRIR synthe-
sis requires a separation in a listener-dependent and
a room-dependent part [6, 7]. The listener-dependent
part is typically described by high-resolution far-field
head-related impulse responses (HRIRs), and the room-
dependent part contains the spatio-temporal informa-
tion at the listening position. The most efficient way
(little hardware effort) to capture the room-dependent
part employs a first-order microphone array. However,
it has been shown in [8] that the first-order representa-
tion of RIRs is not sufficient to preserve decorrelation
in the reverberation and results in decreased perceived
spatial depth for loudspeaker playback.
Higher directional resolution can be achieved by higher-
order microphone arrays (e.g. mh acoustics eigenmike)
or by directional sharpening of the first-order RIRs us-
ing the spatial decomposition method (SDM) [9].
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In this method, directional sharpening is achieved by as-
signing a discrete direction to each sample of the omni-
directional RIR, where the directions are estimated us-
ing e.g. the pseudo-intensity vector (PIV) method [10].
SDM allows for a re-encoding of the measured RIR to
any desired Ambisonics order. However, directional
sharpening of the RIRs leads to an unnatural increase
of the reverberation time at high frequencies, especially
when using high encoding orders and thus, an order-
dependent spectral correction is necessary [8, 11].
In this paper we present an efficient method for syn-
thesizing BRIRs using measured first-order/4-channel
(tetrahedral microphone array, see Fig. 1(b)) RIRs fol-
lowed by directional sharpening and a convolution with
pre-measured high-resolution HRIRs of an artificial
head [12]. In a listening experiment, the synthesized
BRIRs are compared to BRIRs, which were measured
with the same artificial head (KU 100, see Fig. 1(a)).
Experiments are conducted for different rooms (dif-
ferent reverberation times), various source positions,
and evaluate the perceptual attributes of source width,
source distance and diffuseness. The tested BRIR syn-
thesis methods include measured first-order RIRs, and
directionally sharpened RIRs using different Ambison-
ics orders, as well as mapping to the nearest direction
available in the HRIR grid.

(a) Neumann KU 100
artificial head.

(b) TSL ST450 4-channel
Ambisonic B-format micro-
phone array.

Fig. 1: Measurement equipment used.

2 Measurement-Based BRIR Synthesis

There are various approaches for obtaining BRIRs from
measured RIRs of a compact, first-order spherical mi-
crophone array, see Fig. 2. The two-staged process
consists of (i) extraction of directional information and
recombination in the Directional RIR stage followed
by a (ii) combination of the room-dependent and the
listener-dependent part (HRIRs) in the Rendering stage.

2.1 Directional RIR

For efficient and low-effort measurements we suggest
using a compact first-order tetrahedral spherical micro-
phone array, albeit any 3D array configuration can be
used. We define the discrete-time single-input-multiple-
output (SIMO) RIRs h(t), x(t), y(t), z(t) as the re-
sponses of the four-channel output of the ST450 array
(see Fig. 1(b)) after deconvolution by the measurement
signal. The four channels (B-format) correspond to
a RIR measurement with four independent directivity
patterns: omnidirectional for h(t), figure-of-eight in x
for x(t), y for y(t), and z-direction for z(t). Similar to
the SDM approach [9], we assign a DOA θθθ(t) to each
discrete-time sample t of the RIR h(t).

For the DOA estimation, we suggest using the pseudo-
intensity vector (PIV) approach in the frequency range
from 200Hz and 3kHz where the directivity patterns
of the microphone can be regarded as coincident and
clean [10]. We perform a zero-phase band limitation
(e.g. by MATLAB’s filtfilt) denoted by F200−3k and
a zero-phase smoothing FL of the resulting PIV us-
ing a moving-average time window on the interval
[−L/2;L/2] for L = 16 around each sample and get
the DOA estimate

θθθ(t) =
θ̃θθ(t)
‖θ̃θθ(t)‖

, with (1)

θ̃θθ(t) = FL



F200−3k

{
h(t)

}
F200−3k








x(t)
y(t)
z(t)











θθθ(t) as Cartesian unit vector.

2.2 Rendering Methods

In order to obtain the synthesized BRIRs, the direc-
tional RIR is combined with the listener-dependent part,
the HRIRs. Now let us consider an arbitrary HRIR set

AAA(t) = [aaa1(t), · · · ,aaap(t), · · · ,aaaP(t)], (2)

aaap(t) = [al
p(t),a

r
p(t)]

T , (3)

where (·)l,r indicates the left and right ear, (·)T is the
transpose operator, the index p indicates the p−th di-
rection defined by the normalized Cartesian direction
vector θθθ p = [xp,yp,zp]

T of the HRIR sampling grid,
and P is the total number of HRIRs.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of BRIR synthesis. The measured SIMO RIRs are used for extracting an omnidirectional
RIR and corresponding DOA estimates at the receiver location. In the rendering stage the directional RIR is
either represented in the Ambisonics domain (see Eq. (8)) and rendered via a state-of-the-art Ambisonics
renderer or directly rendered by selecting a HRIR from a pre-measured data set, see Eq. (4).

The synthesized BRIRs are either obtained by (i) time-
variant selection of the HRIR direction nearest to the
estimated DOA θθθ(t), or (ii) binaural rendering of the
directional RIR represented in Ambisonics.

2.2.1 Nearest Neighbor Selection

With the unit vector θθθ(t), the BRIR synthesis by selec-
tion of the nearest-neighbor HRIR pair al,r

p (t) is

BRIRl,r
NNP

(t) =
T−1

∑
τ=0

h(τ)al,r
p̃(τ)(t− τ), (4)

p̃(t) = argmax
p

θθθ T
p θθθ(t), (5)

where p̃(t) corresponds to the HRIR sampling grid
index that is closest to the DOA estimation at discrete
time index t, and T is the length of h(t).

2.2.2 Ambisonics

The omnidirectional impulse response h(t) is mixed
using the time-dependent direction-of-arrival vector
θθθ(t) to get a first version of a higher-order Ambisonics
room impulse response

h̃nm(t) = Y m
n [θθθ(t)]h(t), (6)

where Y m
n (θθθ) are the N3D-normalized, real-valued

spherical harmonics of order n and degree m eval-
uated at the direction θθθ , and N is the maximum order.
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Fig. 3: Energy decay relief (EDR) in a third-octave
band with center frequency of 2 kHz. Solid
and dashed lines indicate the order partitioned
EDR before and after equalization as defined in
Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively.

A fast variation of the direction of arrival θθθ(t) causes
strong amplitude modulation and destroys narrow-band
spectral content in h̃nm(t) by spectral whitening; typi-
cally, the longer low-frequency reverberation tails are
hereby mixed towards higher frequencies, causing un-
naturally long reverberation there [8, 11], cf. solid
lines in Fig. 3. Therefore, the response h̃nm(t) needs
spectral correction. To this end, third-octave filtering
h̃nm(t)=∑b Fb{h̃nm(t)} is useful, where the b-th sub-
band signal with center frequency fb is obtained
by perfectly reconstructing zero-phase filters Fb.
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The time-variant envelope wb
n(t) accomplishes spectral

correction of the sub-band response

Fb{hnm(t)}= Fb{h̃nm(t)} wb
n(t), (7)

with wb
n(t) =

√
2n+1

4π

√
FT
{
Fb{h(t)}2

}

∑m FT
{
Fb{hnm(t)}2

} ,

and an averaging time T (e.g. 10 ms), as derived in
appendix A. Dashed lines in Fig. 3 show corrected
energy decays of higher-order Ambisonic RIRs for the
third octave fb = 2 kHz and the orders n = {1,3,5,7}.
From hnm(t) = ∑b Fb{hnm(t)} the BRIRs for an order
N are synthesized by

BRIRl,r
AN
(t) =

T−1

∑
τ=0

N

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

bl,r
nm(τ)hnm(t− τ), (8)

where bl,r
nm(t) is any state-of-the-art FIR binaural Am-

bisonic renderer (e.g. [13]) of the length T , or the one
favored here that was defined in [14]. Its frequency-
dependent time-alignment of the HRIR set and a
diffuse-field constraint can significantly improve both
the coloration as well as localization accuracy of binau-
rally rendered Ambisonic signals represented by practi-
cal orders N < 7.

3 Evaluation

The proposed BRIR synthesis methods are compared
and evaluated via both technical measures including
the reverberation time (T30), early decay time (EDR),
clarity index (C80), apparent source width (ASW) de-
fined as 1− IACCE , and a listening experiment against
a reference BRIR.
The reference BRIRs are recorded in real rooms be-
tween a single Genelec 8020 loudspeaker and the KU
100 artificial head using the exponentially swept sine
method [15]. All SIMO RIRs of the ST450, which are
the basis of the synthesized BRIRs (see Fig. 2), are
measured with the same source, at the same position,
and using the same excitation signal.
Overall the test conditions include (i) three different
rooms at the IEM Graz, and (ii) two different directions
or source and receiver distances at a fixed source- and
ear-height of 1.3m. In all measurements the source is
directed towards the artificial head/microphone array.
The measured rooms, directions φ (azimuth angle with
origin in center of the artificial head, and positive x-axis
through the nose) and source-receiver distance r are

• Production studio (PS): volume 127m3, base area
42m2, T60 ≈ 0.4s. Directions: φ = 0◦, and φ =
90◦. Source distance r = 2.3m.

• CUBE (CU): volume 620m3, base area 130m2,
T60 ≈ 0.7s. Directions: φ = 0◦, and φ = 90◦.
Source distances r = 2.3m, and r = 4m.

• Corridor (CO): volume 210m3, base area 64m2,
T60 ≈ 1.4s. Direction φ = 0◦. Source distance
r = 10m.

For synthesis we used the omni-directional (W-channel)
of the ST450 output and for rendering a far-field HRIR
data set of the KU 100 measured at overall P = 2702
sampling points [12]. The tested synthesis methods
include

• Direct rendering (DR) of the measured B-format
RIRs, see Eq. (8).

• Nearest neighbor rendering with the entire HRIR
set (NN2k), with a subset consisting of 6 HRIRs at
the front, left, back, right, top, and bottom (NN6),
and a subset of 6 HRIRs at front-left, back-left,
back-right, front-right, top, and bottom (NN6̃),
see Eq. (4).

• Rendering using the directionally sharpened RIR
with orders N = {1,3,5,7}. The corresponding
synthesized BRIRs are abbreviated as A1, A3, A5,
A7, respectively.

3.1 Technical Measures

In the following section, the measured reference and
synthesized BRIRs are analyzed in terms of technical
measures as defined in [16]. For all measures which
require a single channel input, the BRIRs of the left and
right ear are averaged and parameters are calculated
with the Lundeby method [17] which is employed in
the AcMus toolbox [18]. As the RIRs are measured for
multiple directions and source distances, the parameters
are averaged to give a single value per room.

3.1.1 Reverberation Time

The typical measure for the energy decay rate in a
room is the reverberation time, which is typically calcu-
lated via the Schroeder backwards integration in octave
bands between 250 Hz and 8 kHz [16]. The resulting
T30 values for all synthesis methods and for each of the
measured rooms are depicted in Fig. 4. As expected,
little variation is observed across the rendering meth-
ods as the processing not alters the energy decay of the
measured omnidirectional response.
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Fig. 4: Reverberation time T30 in octave bands between 250 Hz and 8 kHz for the three evaluated rooms.
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Fig. 5: Early decay time (EDT) in octave bands between 250 Hz and 8 kHz for the three evaluated rooms.

3.1.2 Early Decay Time

According to [16] the early decay time (EDT) is con-
sidered to be a more appropriate technical measure for
the reverberance of a room than the reverberation time.
As the EDT is based on the slope of the 10dB drop in
the normalized energy decay curve (EDC), early reflec-
tions contribute more significantly to the EDT when
compared to the reverberation time. While the EDTs
for PS and CO are well aligned with the reference (AH),
a deviation can be observed for CU at the lower octave
bands, see Fig. 5. In [16] the JND for EDT is quantified
as 5%, however it is pointed out in [19] that the JND is
highly dependent on the source signal and that JNDs
between 25% can be expected.

3.1.3 Clarity and Definition

The technical measures of speech intelligibility and
transparency of music as defined in [16] are the def-
inition (D50) and clarity (C80), respectively. Results
for the reference and synthesized BRIRs are shown in
Fig. 6. For most conditions and rooms the results show
little deviation to the reference (2dB clarity change in
CU, and 5% definition change in CO). As expected,
clarity and definition are higher in rooms with lower
T30, cf.. Fig. 4. According to the JNDs given in [16]
(1dB for clarity, and 5% for definition) the worst case
deviations lie between 1-3 JNDs (NN6̃ in CU).
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Fig. 6: Single number clarity C80 and definition D50
for all rooms (averaged between 500 Hz and
1 kHz octave band).

3.1.4 Apparent Source Width

In [20] the apparent source width ASW is defined as
apparent auditory width of the sound field created by
a performing entity as perceived by a listener and
modeled via a measure related to the interaural cross-
correlation coefficient (IACC). Here the IACC is cal-
culated in the integration interval between [0,80]ms
and (1− IACC[0,80]ms) is depicted in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that DR, NN6, and NN6̃ show significant devi-
ations from the reference (JND for IACC is defined
frequency-independent as 0.075 in [16], although it has
been shown in [21] that the JNDs strongly depend on
the reference condition and range from 0.08−0.35).

PS CU CO

rooms

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fig. 7: (1− IACC[0,80]ms) for all rooms and BRIR syn-
thesis methods.

3.2 Listening Experiment

For the common technical measures, which are based
on energy decay or ratios, no clear difference is ob-
served between the reference (AH) and synthesized
BRIRs, see Sec. 3.1. In order to evaluate audible dif-
ferences, a listening experiment was conducted. The
experiment compared the above-mentioned synthe-
sis/rendering methods (DR, A1, A3, A5, A7, NN2k,
NN6, and NN6̃) in a MUSHRA-like [22] procedure
against the artificial head AH as a reference.
Note that global timbral deviations between the refer-
ence and the synthesized BRIRs, which occur due to
spatial aliasing [23], array imperfections (encoding)
and microphone frequency responses, are equalized
with a single global minimum-phase equalization filter
for all synthesis methods and both ears.
The comparison evaluated 3 attributes that seemed rea-
sonable from informal listening by the authors:
• Width: how wide is the source spread and how

blurry is the localization of the direct sound?
• Diffuseness: how evenly is the reverberation dis-

tributed, are distinct spatial areas audible?
• Distance: how far is the source perceived?

As the localization of the direct sound was only altered
by the NN6̃ renderer, this attribute was omitted.
The experiment included all 7 room conditions (PS
(r = 2.3m) and CU (r = {2.3,4.0}m) for source direc-
tions of φ = 0◦,90◦ and CO (r = 10m) for φ = 0◦). It
was divided into 3 parts, one for each attribute. The
parts were performed in random order and within each
part, room conditions and rendering methods were also
randomized. The source signal were the first 5 sec-
onds of the EBU female German speech recording [24].
Playback employed equalized AKG K702 headphones
powered by an RME Multiface.
6 listeners with experience in spatial audio (all male,
average age 33 years) participated in the experiment
and it took them on average 56 minutes.

3.2.1 Results

For each attribute, room condition, and listener, the
answers were normalized to a maximum absolute dif-
ference of 1 to the reference. The results for width
and diffuseness could be summarized over all 7 room
conditions. However for distance, their was a clear sep-
aration into two groups: one with frontal direct sound
(4 conditions) and one with direction sound from the
side (3 conditions).
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Fig. 8: Median values and corresponding 95% confi-
dence intervals for perceived width, summariz-
ing all 6 listeners and 7 room conditions.
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Fig. 9: Median values and corresponding 95% confi-
dence intervals for perceived distance, summa-
rizing all 6 listeners and 4 room conditions
with frontal direct sound (PS (r = 2.3m), CU
(r = {2.3,4.0}m), and CO (r = 10.0m) for
φ = 0◦).

Direct rendering of the 1st-order RIR (DR) was per-
ceived significantly wider (p ≤ 0.018) than all other
rendering methods and the reference AH, cf. Fig. 8.
Width decreases with the Ambisonics order, so that A5
and A7 (p > 0.11) are not distinguishable from AH.
Although from the NN renderers only NN2k is signifi-
cantly wider than the reference AH (p = 0.026), NN6
and NN6̃ exhibit an undesirable large spread.

NN6 and NN6̃ yield significantly less even diffuse-
ness than all other renderers and the reference AH
(p≤ 0.015), whereas both are not significantly differ-
ent, see Fig. 10. All remaining renderers are not distin-
guishable from AH (p > 0.12) and among themselves
(p > 0.065).
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Fig. 10: Median values and corresponding 95% con-
fidence intervals for perceived diffusity, sum-
marizing all 6 listeners and 7 room conditions.
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Fig. 11: Median values and corresponding 95% con-
fidence intervals for perceived distance, sum-
marizing all 6 listeners and 3 room conditions
with lateral direct sound (PS (r = 2.3m), CU
(r = {2.3,4.0}m) for φ = 90◦).

As Fig. 9 shows, NN6̃ yields the smallest distance of
all renderers (p << 0.001) for frontal direct sound. N6
yields farther results (p≤ 0.016) than most renderers,
except for DR and A1 (p > 0.067). DR, all Ambisonic
renderers, and NN2k are indistinguishable from the
reference AH (p > 0.15).

For direct sound from the side, cf. Fig. 11, the perceived
distance significantly increases from DR to A1 to A3
to A5 (p≤ 0.01). Further increasing of the order to 7
does not significantly increase the distance (p = 0.071),
however A7 is the only Ambisonic renderer that is
indistinguishable from the reference AH (p = 0.093).
Moreover, all NN renderers are not distinguishable
from the reference AH (p > 0.33), however NN6̃ again
exhibits an undesirable large spread.
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3.3 Discussion

While from the technical measures only the IACC in-
dicates differences between the tested renderers, the
listening experiment revealed significant differences
for all evaluated attributes. Except for diffuseness and
distance of frontal sources, the direct binaural render-
ing of the 1st-order RIR (DR) significantly deviates
from the measured BRIR (AH). Unsurprisingly, the
deviation decreases with the Ambisonic order of the
directionally sharpened RIRs. With an order of 7, the
synthesized BRIR is indistinguishable from the mea-
sured BRIR. Similarly good results are obtained for
NN2k. In most cases, the BRIRs synthesized by the
nearest neighbor renderers with only 6 directions (NN6
and NN6̃) largely differ from the measured BRIR and
their results have a large spread. Their results also
strongly depend on whether the direction of the direct
sound coincides with the directions of the selectable
HRIRs. Moreover, the sparse mapping to 6 directions
also impairs the evenness of the reverberation, resulting
in reduced diffuseness.

4 Conclusion

In this contribution we presented an efficient two-
staged measurement-based BRIR synthesis method,
which allows for subsequent incorporation of arbitrary
HRIRs. In the first stage, the measured SIMO RIRs
of a compact tetrahedral microphone array are used
for both the extraction of the omnidirectional RIR and
time-variant DOA estimation, similar to SDM [9]. In
a rendering stage the omnidirectional RIR and DOA
estimates are either used for (i) nearest neighbor ren-
dering to directions available in the HRIR set or (ii)
Ambisonic rendering of a directionally sharpened RIR.
Listening experiments compared the synthesized
BRIRs against the measured reference BRIRs for 3
rooms with different acoustic characteristics and source
positions. Using Ambisonic rendering, an order of 7
yields results that are indistinguishable from the ref-
erence in terms of distance, width, and diffuseness.
Reduction of the Ambisonic order increases the devi-
ation from the reference. Interestingly, the sharpened
1st-order Ambisonic rendering outperforms the direct
rendering of the measured 1st-order RIRs.
The nearest neighbor rendering with P= 2702 HRIR di-
rections yields similar results to 7th-order Ambisonics;
results for using P = 6 directions show strong devia-
tions from the reference and undesirably large spread
and are therefore not recommended.

Moreover, the higher-order representation of the direc-
tional RIR allows for rotation of the acoustic scene
via a frequency-independent matrix multiplication to
account for head movements prior to rendering with a
static set of filters for BRIR synthesis.
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A Spectral Correction of Directionally
Sharpend RIRs in Ambisonics

The squared impulse response after SDM upmixing is

h̃2
nm(t) = |Y m

n [θθθ(t)]|2 h2(t), (9)

and due to the pseudo-allpass property
∑n

m=−n |Y m
n (θθθ)|2 = 2n+1 of the orthonormal spherical

harmonics,
∫
S2 |Y m

n (θθθ)|2 dθθθ = 1, we obtain a relation
between energies in the DOA-modulated nth-order and
the 0th order impulse response h̃2

00(t) =
1

4π h2(t),

n

∑
m=−n

h̃2
nm(t) =

2n+1
4π h2(t). (10)

For a spectral correction, we observe that this property
remains unaffected when summing over T discrete-time
instances t =−T

2 , . . .
T
2 −1 around the time instant τ

T
2−1

∑
t=− T

2

n

∑
m=−n

h̃2
nm(t + τ) =

2n+1
4π

T
2−1

∑
t=− T

2

h2(t + τ), (11)

hence Parseval’s theorem allows to replace summation
over squared discrete-time samples by summation over
magnitude squared discrete-frequency Fourier coeffi-

cients ∑
T
2−1
t=− T

2
x2(t) = ∑T−1

k=0 |X(k)|2. Consequently, the

above relation for the energy within the order n of the
room response also holds in the frequency domain

n

∑
m=−n

T−1

∑
k=0
|̃H̃nm,τ(k)|2 =

2n+1
4π

T−1

∑
k=0
|Hτ(k)|2, (12)

which finally permits to undertake spectral corrections.
To correct the spectrally whitened response H̃nm,τ(k),
we introduce an equalizer Wn,τ(k) and define the spec-
trally corrected response for a time-offset τ as

Hnm,τ(k) =Wn,τ(k) H̃nm,τ(k). (13)

While the equalizer must retain the above equation for
the summed energies over k and m, the equalizer should
restore the spectral decay of the response Hτ(k) for all
time shifts τ at all discrete frequencies k

n

∑
m=−n

|Wn,τ(k) H̃nm,τ(k)|2 = 2n+1
4π |Hτ(k)|2, (14)

|Wn,τ(k)|2
n

∑
m=−n

|H̃nm,τ(k)|2 = 2n+1
4π |Hτ(k)|2.

Thus the spectral decay correction

|Wn,τ(k)|2 =
2n+1

4π
|Hτ(k)|2

∑n
m=−n |H̃nm,τ(k)|2

. (15)

can be applied to the room impulse response as a time-
variant filter

hnm(t + τ) =
T−1

∑
k=0

Wn,τ(k)Hnm,τ(k) ei 2π
T kt . (16)

For smooth results, a third-octave analysis is advised
and smoothing of the envelope Wn,τ(k) to a temporal
envelope wb

n(t) that can be applied to the third-octave
decomposed impulse response, as above. The envelope
wb

n(t) is obtained from the square-root of the gathered
energies

√
∑k: fk∈[2−1/6;21/6] fb

W 2
τ (k) of the bins around

the third-octave center frequencies fb. These are in-
terpolated over all instants t between the analysis time
shifts τ (hop size). In the current implementation, gath-
ering of the energies for the band b employs a sin2

window from fb−1 to fb+1 to get smooth transitions
between the bands.
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5.2 Perceptual Evaluation of Variable-Orientation Binaural
Room Impulse Response Rendering

This work was published as:

M. Zaunschirm, M. Frank, and F. Zotter. (2018). Perceptual Evaluation of Variable-
Orientation Binaural Room Impulse Response Rendering. Conference of the Audio Eng.
Soc.: 2019 AES International Conference on Immersive and Interactive Audio, York, UK.

The idea and concept of this article were outlined by all authors. I, as first author wrote
the original draft of the manuscript with help from the second author and periodical
contributions from the third author. I did most of the programming and graphical work,
and prepared the samples for the listening experiment. The listening experiment was
designed and programmed equally by all authors.The data was analyzed by the second
author and me.
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ABSTRACT

In the current effort to improve sound for virtual auditory environments with the upcoming affordable head mounted
display solutions, realism and audio quality in head-tracked binaural rendering is again becoming important. While
rendering based on static artificial-head measurements achieve high audio quality and externalization, the realism
lacks interactivity with changes of the head orientation. Motion-tracked binaural (MTB) has been presented as a
head-tracked rendering algorithm for recordings made with circular arrays on rigid spheres. In this contribution,
we investigate the algorithm proposed for MTB rendering and adopt it for variable-orientation rendering using
binaural room impulse responses (BRIR) measured for multiple, discrete orientations of an artificial head. The
experiment in particular investigates the perceptual implications of the angular resolution of the multi-orientation
BRIR sets and the time/frequency-resolution of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

Typically, binaural rendering involves a convolution of
source signals with measured or modeled head-related
impulse responses (HRIRs) or binaural room impulse
responses (BRIRs) and playback via headphones [1].
Both, HRIRs and BRIRs implicitly contain the cues
that are evaluated by the human auditory system to
perceive the direction, distance, source width, envelop-
ment, and spaciousness of a sound, cf. [2, 3].
Often, it is helpful to involve a natural acoustic room
and to render BRIRs, as this reduces poor external-
ization of both individual and non-individual HRIRs,
which is also strongly affected by the room divergence
effect [4, 5, 6], i.e. violations of acoustical expectations
arising from the environment in which one listens to
headphones.

If room divergence is not a problem, room impulses
measured with a loudspeaker and an artificial head
can achieve static rendering of high audio quality and
of convincing realism, when used to convolve mono-
phonic or multi-channel audio material to obtain a suit-
able pair of headphone playback signals [1, 7]. Such
a BRIR-based virtualization of loudspeakers in rooms
is versatile and is not limited to virtualizing multi-
channel loudspeaker setups from studios and concert
halls [8, 9, 10], but is also used to document and pre-
serve acousmatic or electroacoustic music sceneries, or
sound installations.

Dynamic BRIR rendering: When playing back such
virtualizations, dynamic binaural rendering can help
to reduce localization ambiguities and poor external-
ization by involving the natural interaction of the ear
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signals with the head rotation of a listener [11, 12, 13].
While rendering of object-based audio typically in-
volves fading or switching of filters (HRIRs or BRIRs)
[14], rendering of Ambisonics (scene-based audio) re-
quires no filter switching as the entire sound scene can
be rotated by a simple frequency-independent matrix
multiplication [15, 16].
Obviously, the processing and head-tracking must be
done in real-time to ensure naturalness of the listening
experience. The maximal latency of dynamic binaural
rendering in order to avoid spatial ’slewing’ (source
stability) is investigated in [17, 12, 18], and is found to
be between 40−60ms for simple and complex acoustic
scenes, respectively.
To accomplish dynamic and interactive head-tracked
BRIR rendering, an additional effort (i.e. scalable with
the desired resolution) has to be taken on the measure-
ment side: Instead of measuring only one pair of BRIRs
(for the left and the right ear) from each loudspeaker for
one artificial head orientation, a pair of BRIRs is mea-
sured for a set of head orientations using a calibrated
turntable, e.g. [10].

State of the art: When the set of available BRIR ori-
entations is coarse, e.g. with orientations separated
by more than 3◦, a straight-forward filter-switching
approach is not sufficient in order to achieve contin-
uous (no spatial artifacts) and robust dynamic BRIR
rendering, see [19]. Thus, suitable interpolation strate-
gies as suggested in [20] are required. The suggested
strategies include (i) full-bandwidth linear interpolation
(e.g. VBAP interpolation), and (ii) dual-band interpo-
lation where the high-frequency (HF) content is either
obtained from a fixed microphone, the nearest micro-
phone, or from a spectral interpolation method.
Spectral interpolation blends the magnitude of the HF
signals linearly while a suitable phase can be found
by spectrogram inversion, e.g. [21]. Variants of the
spectral interpolation method and especially the recon-
struction of the HF time signal are discussed in [22]
and perceptual evaluations are presented in [23], where
it is found that using the phase of the nearest BRIR for
re-synthesis performs best in terms of audio quality and
computational efficiency. However, perceptually opti-
mized parameter settings of the proposed interpolation
methods are missing so far.

In this contribution we discuss a dual-band method in
the context of real-time BRIR or ear-signal interpo-
lation with minimal latency, and present perceptually

optimized parameter settings in Sections 2, and 3, re-
spectively. In Sec. 4 we show the results from listening
experiments where listeners were asked to rate the per-
ceptual attributes (i) timbre, (ii) spatialization, and (iii)
continuity of the interpolation compared to directly
rendered BRIRs measured for 1◦ angular resolution.
Thereby, we compare different interpolation methods
and identify grid resolutions which are needed to obtain
perceptually appealing binaural experiences.

2 Method

While the proposed method could be used for interpo-
lation of BRIR orientations without any source signal,
we discuss interpolation on the basis of ear signals ren-
dered for differently-oriented BRIRs.
Assuming a BRIR set measured for M equi-angular ori-
entations on the horizon (around the Cartesian z-axis),
the interpolation method uses the two BRIRs oriented
closest to the head orientation of the listener ϕ(t) at the
discrete-time index t. With ∆ϕ as azimuthal resolution,
the indices of the two nearest BRIR orientations are

m =

⌊
ϕ(t)
∆ϕ

⌋
, m+1 =

⌈
ϕ(t)
∆ϕ

⌉
, (1)

where b·c, and d·e are the floor and ceil functions, re-
spectively. Per ear, the corresponding two signals xm(t),
xm+1(t) are rendered by convolution using the closest-
orientation BRIRs, see Fig. 1.
In a full-bandwidth linear interpolation the resulting
ear signal is obtained as

x(t) = (1−α)xm(t)+αxm+1(t), (2)

where the linear interpolation weight is obtained by

α =

⌈
ϕ(t)
∆ϕ

⌉
− ϕ(t)

∆ϕ
. (3)

By nature, the linear combination of delayed signals
produces comb-filtering which can lead to significant
colorations in the resulting signal and thus, we suggest
using a dual-band approach as described in [20, 22].
The block diagram of the proposed dual-band interpo-
lation method is depicted in Fig. 1. While the signal
in the lower band is processed in the time domain by
applying the linear weights, the signal in the high fre-
quency band is obtained by magnitude interpolation

X(k) = {(1−α)|Xm(k)|+α|Xm+1(k)|} ei](k), (4)
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(a) Filter-switching and convolution to obtain
the two neighbouring ear signals which are clos-
est to the head rotation.

(b) Block diagram of the proposed dual-band ear signal interpolation scheme. The
lower band is interpolated linearly in the time domain, while the high-frequency band is
interpolated in the short-time Fourier domain. The interpolated high-frequency signal is
obtained by a linear magnitude interpolation and the phase for reconstruction is chosen
dependent of α (interpolation weight).

Fig. 1: Block diagram for BRIR selection, convolution, and continuous interpolation for one ear in a dynamic
binaural rendering scenario. The interpolation scheme can also operate on recorded ear signal.

with the phase of the nearest signal

](k) =
{
]m+1(k) for α ≥ 0.5
]m(k) else.

(5)

Here k is the frequency index of a short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) frame, i2 = −1, and ](k) is the
phase argument. Note that a more elaborate time signal
estimation from magnitude-interpolated STFTs uses
real-time spectrogram inversion [24], but simplicity is
preferred, here. Note that the LP signal xLP(t) has to
be delayed in dependence of the STFT settings and the
underlying audio block size in order to avoid artifacts
in the interpolated signals.

3 Implementation and Settings

With unsuitable grid resolution ∆ϕ , update rate of the
Decider, or size of the block processing, rendering
according to Fig. 1 will be deteriorated by spatial, tem-
poral, or timbral artifacts. While spatial and timbral
artifacts are mostly determined by the grid resolution,
interpolation method and cross-over frequency, tempo-
ral artifacts are mostly due to the block size, e.g. [22].
In our implementation (in pure data 1) the frequency
crossover at fc is composed of 4-th order Linkwitz-
Riley filters, as they provide all-pass characteristics

1https://puredata.info/

and a smoothly changing phase response. In the short-
time block processing with block size N and hop size
L=N/2, a half-wave window (as square root of a Hann
window) is applied at both the analysis and synthesis
stage to reduce cyclic artifacts at the block boundaries.

3.1 Pilot tests to determine optimal parameters

A large block size increases the frequency resolution
and decreases the computational effort per sample, but
it also increases latency and decreases the update rate,
i.e. responsiveness to head-orientation changes. For
instance, a block size of N = 1024 samples delays the
update by more than 10 ms, which can reduce continu-
ity and increase temporal artifacts at the overlapping
synthesis blocks; especially for fast head movements.
Our perceptual parameter optimization therefore con-
siders smaller block sizes N = {128,256,512}, only.
The upper limit for the cross-over frequency fc
is defined by the grid resolution ∆ϕ which was
{8◦, 15◦, 30◦, 60◦} in our test.
In a simplistic model, the maximum delay between
the adjacent signals becomes τ = r

c sin(∆φ), where
r = 8.5 cm is the head radius and c = 343 m/s is the
speed of sound. A first comb-filter notch is expected
at fmax = 1

2τ = c
2r

1
sin(∆φ) ≈ 2kHz 57.3◦

[60◦,30◦,15◦,8◦] ≈
[2, 4, 8, 16]kHz for ∆φ = {60◦, 30◦, 15◦, 8◦}. To
find out how many octaves below to set the respec-
tive crossover, we test the frequencies fc(∆φ) =
2k fmax(∆φ) with k = {−3,−2,−1, 0}.
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(a) Perceived quality of binaural rendering for block sizes N
of 128, 256 and 512 samples. The crossover frequencies fc
are set to {500,1000,2000,4000}Hz for the resolutions ∆ϕ of
{8,15,30,60}◦, respectively.
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(b) Perceived quality of binaural rendering for crossover fre-
quencies fc which are either 1, 2, and 3 octaves below or at the
analytical comb frequency fmax (first notch). The block size of
the short-time processing is set to N = 128 samples.

Fig. 2: Median (markers) and IQR-based 95% confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings in the pilot test for all
subjects. Rated was the perceived overall difference to the reference (linearly interpolated BRIRs on a 1◦

resolution).

To determine optimal block sizes and crossover fre-
quencies from those candidates, two multi-stimulus
pilot tests were performed 4 times by each of the 3 au-
thors, using the same experimental environment, grid
resolutions ∆ϕ , and BRIRs as in the main experiment,
cf. Sec. 4. Listeners were asked to rate the perceived
quality, which is composed of spatial mapping, col-
oration, and temporal artifacts.

The first pilot test to find the optimal block size N used
pink noise from the virtual center loudspeaker, and a
cross-over frequency fc(∆φ) = 2−2 fmax(∆φ). As refer-
ence we used the linearly interpolated BRIR rendering
with 1◦ resolution and a block size of 128 samples, as
this setting allows for artifact free dynamic rendering,
i.e. fmax(1◦)≈ 120 kHz . The ratings of the perceived
quality depending on the block size for varying grid
resolutions are shown in Fig. 2(a). For all resolutions
except 60◦, a block size of 128 samples is significantly
best (p < 0.025). In comparison, for 60◦, the differ-
ences are smaller, revealing significant differences only
between 128 and 512 samples (p = 0.028).

The second pilot test to determine the optimal cross-
over fc used the optimal block size of N = 128 samples.
Again, pink noise from the front was used as stimulus
and the results in Figure 2(b) indicate that for 8◦ and
15◦ a cross-over at fmax/4 (two octaves below) is the
optimal setting (p < 0.024), whereas the optimal cross-
over for 60◦ is 1 octave below fmax (p < 0.008). For
30◦, fmax/2 is significantly better than fmax and fmax/8
(p< 0.01), but not significantly better than fmax/4 (p=
0.22).

Discussion: In all the tested grid resolutions of the
first pilot test, a block size of N = 128 samples is prefer-
able and offers the fastest response time.
Concerning the crossover: In the expected comb-filter
response of an interpolated signal with α = 0.5, a
3dB attenuation still appears if the phase offset be-
tween xm and xm+1 is π/2. Therefore an artifact-free
signal requires a crossover that is at least one, bet-
ter two octaves lower than the comb-filter notch at
fmax(∆ϕ), which yields fc = [500, 1k, 2k, 4k]Hz for
∆φ = [60◦, 30◦, 15◦, 8◦].
On the other hand, duplex theory [25, 26, 27] suggests
that interaural time difference (ITD) is the dominant
localization cue for frequencies below 1 . . .2 kHz, so
two octaves may be too low for the coarse grids. While
low crossover frequencies mitigate undesired switching
and coloration artifacts, setting it too low counteracts
successful localization in binaural synthesis.
The pilot study on the crossover suggests fc =
[1, 2, 2, 4]kHz for the grids ∆φ = [60◦, 30◦, 15◦, 8◦].

4 Listening Experiments

The final listening experiments consisted of two parts:
(i) rating of spatialization and timbre compared to a
reference condition for static rendering (four differ-
ent head orientations), and (ii) rating of continuity or
robustness when rendering dynamically, i.e. incorpo-
rating head movements of listeners.
We used the optimal settings as identified in the pi-
lot tests and conducted further listening experiments
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in order to compare the perceptual aspects of the pro-
posed algorithm for different BRIR resolutions ∆φ =
{8,15,30,60}◦; linearly interpolated ear signals using
the same resolutions were included in the experiment.
The overall 10 test participants (all male and at an
age of 27 . . .42) were asked to rate the overall differ-
ence between a reference (artifact-free linear interpo-
lation with 1◦ ( fmax = 120 kHz) resolution) and the
test signals on a continuous scale from poor to very
good. A hidden reference was used for screening of rat-
ings, and thus the test procedure can be described as a
multi-stimulus test on a continuous scale with a hidden
reference, cf. MUSHRA [28]. The test signals were
continuously looped and participants were allowed to
seamlessly switch between signals in real-time as of-
ten as desired. The implementation of algorithm was
done in pure data 2, an open source real-time audio
software and for playback we used AKG K702 head-
phones equipped with the IEM headtracker [29]. Phase
selection, see Decider in Fig. 1, used an update rate of
200 Hz.
The underling BRIRs were measured with a Neumann
KU100 artificial head at the IEM production studio
(volume 127m3, base area 42m2, T60≈ 0.4s) equipped
with Neumann KH310 A loudspeakers at various direc-
tions. The measurements were done with a resolution
of 1◦ and using the exponentially swept sine technique
(the deconvolved, and equalized BRIRs can be found
here3).

For testing timbre and spatialization we evalu-
ated four different static head orientations ϕ =
{12,21,37,78}◦ for a frontal source position and pink
noise was used as source signal. Note that the ori-
entations were chosen such that 0 < α < 1 (meaning
interpolation is needed) for all tested resolutions and
that the sign of the orientation was randomly changed
across participants.

Testing the continuity involved pink noise and a music
signal played back over a virtual frontal (0◦) and lateral
(90◦) loudspeaker, respectively. Here listeners were
asked to rotate their head between φ =−45◦ . . .45◦; a
check-box for automatic rotation was included in the
test to prevent neck pain of listeners.
While front-to-back confusion is implicitly evaluated
via the lateral source, no dorsal source was included as
no additional insight was expected (listeners are more
sensitive to frontal positions).

2https://puredata.info/
3https://opendata.iem.at/projects/binauralroomresponses/

The results of the experiments are depicted in Figs. 3
and 4 and are discussed in detail (per orientation and
source signal) below. Significance of differences be-
tween median values was evaluated using a Kruskal-
Wallis test. Note that when summarizing multiple com-
parisons only the p-value of the comparison with the
least or most significant difference is given and indi-
cated by p < pmax and p > pmin, respectively.
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(a) Timbre.
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(b) Spatialization.

Fig. 3: Median (markers) and IQR-based 95% confi-
dence interval (solid lines) of ratings from all
10 subjects for testing the perceived overall dif-
ference to the reference (linearly interpolated
BRIRs on a 1◦ resolution and pink noise as test
signal). Results are shown for a frontal source
and head orientations of {12,21,37,78}◦, re-
spectively. Settings of the algorithm are in-
dicated by ∆ϕ/ fc, where lin denotes a full-
bandwidth linear interpolation.
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Timbre
78◦ direction: 8◦/4k and 15◦/2k are not significantly
different from ref (p > 0.16). For the larger spac-
ings, quality decreases significantly with the spacing
(p< 0.011). For all resolutions, the proposed algorithm
performs significantly better than linear interpolation
(p < 0.005) and the best linear interpolation condition
8◦lin is comparable to the 30◦/2k (p = 0.17) condition.
37◦ direction: All conditions are significantly different
from the reference, even 8◦/4k (p = 0.041). Quality
decreases with the spacing, however, 8◦/4k is not sig-
nificantly better than 15◦/2k (p = 0.21) and 30◦/2k
not significantly worse than 15◦/2k (p = 0.088). Ex-
cept for 60◦/1k (p = 0.092), the algorithm significantly
increases the quality in comparison to linear interpola-
tion (p << 0.001) and the best linear condition 30◦lin
is not significantly different from the worst dual-band
approach 60◦/1k (p = 0.089).
21◦ direction: All conditions are significantly different
from the reference, even 8◦/4k (p = 0.036). Quality
decreases with the spacing, however, 8◦/4k is not sig-
nificantly better than 15◦/2k (p = 0.63). The algorithm
significantly increases the quality in comparison to lin-
ear interpolation (p < 0.049). Again the best linear
condition is 8◦lin is not significant different from the
worst dual-band interpolation 60◦/1k (p = 0.096).
12◦ direction: 8◦/4k and 15◦/2k are not significantly
different from ref (p > 0.41). Quality decreases with
the spacing, however, 30◦/2k is not significantly better
than 60◦/1k (p = 0.82). The algorithm significantly
increases the quality in comparison to linear interpo-
lation (p < 0.016) and the best linear condition 15◦lin
is not significantly different from the worst dual-band
settings 30◦/2k and 60◦/1k (p > 0.25).

Spatialization
78◦ direction: 8◦/4k and 15◦/2k are not significantly
different from reference (p > 0.19). 60◦/1k is signif-
icantly worse than the finer samplings (p < 0.003).
Only for 30◦/2k and 60◦/1k, the quality significantly
increases when applying the dual-band interpolation in
comparison to linear interpolation (p < 0.041).
37◦ direction: all dual-band interpolation conditions
are similar to the reference (p > 0.35), except 60◦/1k
(p << 0.001). For all resolutions, the dual-band ap-
proach significantly increases the quality in comparison
to the full-band linear interpolation (p < 0.003) and the
best linear condition 8◦lin is not significantly different
from the worst dual-band setting 60◦/1k (p = 0.076).

21◦ direction: 8◦/4k and 15◦/2k are not significantly
different from reference (p > 0.25). For all resolutions,
the algorithm significantly increases the quality in com-
parison to linear interpolation (p < 0.005). Here, the
best linear condition 8◦lin and is significantly better
than the worst dual-band setting 60◦/1k (p = 0.016),
but significantly worse than 30◦/2k (p << 0.001).
12◦ direction: Only 8◦/4k is not significantly differ-
ent from ref (p = 0.068). Quality decreases with the
spacing (p < 0.03) and the dual-band interpolation sig-
nificantly increases the quality in comparison to linear
interpolation (p < 0.028). The best linear condition
15◦lin is significantly better than 60◦/1k (p = 0.002)
and not significantly different from 30◦/2k (p = 0.14).

ref 8°/4k 15°/2k 30°/2k 60°/1k 8°lin 15°lin 30°lin 60°lin
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90° noise
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Fig. 4: Median (markers) and IQR-based 95% confi-
dence interval (solid lines) of ratings from all 10
subjects for testing the perceived overall conti-
nuity or robustness in a dynamic rendering sce-
nario for a frontal (0◦) and lateral (90◦) source.
As reference linearly interpolated BRIRs on a
1◦ resolution were used. Settings of the algo-
rithm are indicated by ∆ϕ/ fc, where lin denotes
a full-bandwidth linear interpolation.

Continuity
0◦ noise: From the dual-band implementations, only
60◦/1k is significantly different from the reference (p=
0.033). The algorithm significantly increases the qual-
ity in comparison to linear interpolation (p << 0.001).
0◦ music: All dual-band settings are similar to the ref-
erence (p > 0.41) and significantly increase the quality
in comparison to linear interpolation (p < 0.008). The
best linear condition 60◦lin is significantly better than
30◦lin (p = 0.001).
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90◦ noise: Among the dual-band settings only 60◦/1k
is significantly different from the reference (p = 0.010)
and for all, a significant increase of quality in compar-
ison to linear interpolation is found (p < 0.004). The
best linear condition is 60◦lin but it is not significantly
better than 8◦lin (p = 0.225).
90◦ music: Only 8◦/4k and 15◦/2k are not significantly
different from the reference (p > 0.35). The dual-band
interpolation significantly increases the quality in com-
parison to linear interpolation (p < 0.006), except for
8◦lin (p = 0.068), which is also significantly better
than all other linear conditions (p < 0.034).

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a parameter study on the perceptually
optimal settings of a dual-band real-time binaural room
impulse response (BRIR) interpolation method which
is used for dynamic binaural rendering. The low-
frequency band is linearly interpolated in the time do-
main while the high-frequency band is spectrally in-
terpolated in the short-time Fourier domain, where the
magnitude is blended linearly and the phase for resyn-
thesis is set to the phase of the BRIR which is nearest
to the actual head orientation of the listener.
In a pilot test, the optimal settings of the block pro-
cessing and cross-over frequencies were identified and
later used in listening experiments which compared
the proposed method for various underlying BRIR grid
resolutions against full-bandwidth linear interpolation.
The tested perceptual attributes included (i) timbre and
spatialization, which were evaluated for four static ori-
entations, and (ii) the continuity or robustness when
rendering dynamically, i.e. real-time head rotations.
We found that the dual-band approach significantly
improves rendering quality when compared to the cor-
responding linear interpolation and suggest using a
grid resolution of 15◦ and a cross-over frequency of
2 kHz as these settings unite efficiency and rendering
quality. Demos and an implementation of the algo-
rithm can be found at https://opendata.iem.
at/projects/binauralroomresponses/.
As measuring BRIRs for various orientations is not
hardware efficient and modular, an approach similar
to [30] can be used for efficient measurements and
individualization of BRIRs.
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Abstract: To improve the limited degree of immersion of static binaural rendering for headphones,
an increased measurement effort to obtain multiple-orientation binaural room impulse responses
(MOBRIRs) is reasonable and enables dynamic variable-orientation rendering. We investigate
the perceptual characteristics of dynamic rendering from MOBRIRs and test for the required
angular resolution. Our first listening experiment shows that a resolution between 15◦ and 30◦

is sufficient to accomplish binaural rendering of high quality, regarding timbre, spatial mapping,
and continuity. A more versatile alternative considers the separation of the room-dependent (RIR)
from the listener-dependent head-related (HRIR) parts, and an efficient implementation thereof
involves the measurement of a first-order Ambisonic RIR (ARIR) with a tetrahedral microphone.
A resolution-enhanced ARIR can be obtained by an Ambisonic spatial decomposition method
(ASDM) utilizing instantaneous direction of arrival estimation. ASDM permits dynamic rendering in
higher-order Ambisonics, with the flexibility to render either using dummy-head or individualized
HRIRs. Our comparative second listening experiment shows that 5th-order ASDM outperforms the
MOBRIR rendering with resolutions coarser than 30◦ for all tested perceptual aspects. Both listening
experiments are based on BRIRs and ARIRs measured in a studio environment.

Keywords: binaural synthesis; dynamic binaural rendering; BRIR measurements; head-tracked
binaural; psychoacoustics

1. Introduction

Typically, binaural rendering involves a convolution of source signals with measured or modeled
head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) or binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) and playback of
the corresponding ear signals via headphones [1]. Both HRIRs and BRIRs implicitly contain the cues
accessible to the human auditory system to perceive sound from a certain direction and distance, with a
certain source width, envelopment, or spaciousness, cf. [2,3]. In order to reduce poor externalization
when using both individual and non-individual HRIRs, it is often helpful to involve a natural or
simulated acoustic room and thus to render with BRIRs instead. It is shown in [1,4] that BRIRs
measured with a loudspeaker and a dummy head can achieve static binaural rendering of high audio
quality and of convincing realism. Such a BRIR-based virtualization of loudspeakers in rooms is
not only useful to virtualize multi-channel loudspeaker setups in mixing studios [5–7], but also to
document and preserve acousmatic or electroacoustic music sceneries.

By involving the natural interaction of the ear signals with the head rotation of a listener,
i.e., head-tracking [8] and dynamic rendering, immersion is improved as this reduces localization
ambiguities and poor externalization [9–11]. Dynamic and interactive head-tracked BRIR rendering
requires the acquisition of MOBRIRs (multi-orientation BRIRs), which can be tedious for highly
resolved orientations. For best individualized results, in particular, one would need to measure
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MOBRIRs of each individual listener in each room to be auralized. Efficient and versatile
alternatives [12–14] propose to measure the listener-dependent (HRIRs) and room-dependent (RIRs)
parts separately to enable individualization as a second step.

State of the art: Linear interpolation of coarse-orientation MOBRIRs can cause strong comb-filter
artifacts. Lindau [15] showed for multiple-orientation binaural recordings that the minimum required
binaural grid resolution to avoid artifacts is most sensitive in anechoic conditions, and less sensitive
reverberant cases, in which particular reverberation did not matter. To ensure continuous and robust
interpolation from orientations coarser than 3◦, a dual-band interpolation strategy is required, which
literature refers to as motion-tracked binaural (MTB) [16]. At low frequencies, the dual-band approach
interpolates the headphone signal from neighboring pairs of recorded ear signals linearly, while
comb filters at high frequencies are avoided by combining interpolated spectral magnitudes with
suitable phase values, e.g., found by spectrogram inversion [17]. Less challenging approaches yielding
a suitable phase are discussed in [18] and perceptual properties are studied in [19]. Perceptually
optimal cross-over frequencies and block sizes were investigated in [20] for the static and dynamic
case, with which rendering from MOBRIRs resolved finer than 30◦ was found to be indiscernible from
a 1◦-resolved reference.

Dynamic rendering based on first-order Ambisonic RIRs (ARIRs) and a pre-measured set of
high-resolution HRIRs, e.g., of a dummy head [21], is studied in [22]. Static rendering with
ASDM (Ambisonic Spatial Decomposition Method) upscaling was shown to yield perceptually
indistinguishable results for 7th order when compared to a reference dummy-head BRIR. Moreover,
the study involved three rooms of different reverberation times (0.3 s, 0.7 s, and 1.4 s) and could show
that the performance of the ASDM method did not depend on the particular reverberation time.

Contents: ARIR-based and MOBRIR-based rendering haven’t been compared yet, and our
contribution deals with establishing a balanced comparison. The goal is to find out
configurations in which both methods yield perceptually optimal or correspondingly scaled results.
Some correspondence is expected, as both the binaural Ambisonic rendering of ARIRs using
MagLS [22,23] and the interference-avoiding high-frequency strategy of MOBRIR-based rendering [20]
rely on spectral phase simplification at high frequencies, and both relate to an angular resolution. To
make the comparison reproducible, a room impulse response data set (dummy head and Ambisonic
microphone) is measured in a studio environment and made accessible in this contribution. As
the main part of the paper, Section 3 is dedicated to our comparative listening experiment on
variable-orientation rendering from MOBRIRs resolved in {30◦, 45◦, 60◦} steps and corresponding
ASDM-based Ambisonic orders {5, 3, 1} rendered using the same dummy head HRIRs [21].

As the Ambisonic renderer is already available (https://plugins.iem.at/), we dedicate Section 2 of
the paper to supporting open research into MOBRIR-based rendering by providing an implementation
example (Appendix A), example renderings (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/view/o:77319), listening test
response data (https://opendata.iem.at/projects/listening_experiment_data/), and a summarized
statistical analysis of research presented at AES IIA [20].

In both listening experiments, participants are asked to rate for static rendering the
perceptual attributes (i) timbre, (ii) spatial mapping, and for dynamic rendering (iii) its continuity.
Both experiments compare the renderers to coarse linear MOBRIR interpolation (anchor) and to linear
interpolation from 1◦ MOBRIRs (reference).

Measurements: The RIR measurements used here are available online (https://opendata.iem.at/
projects/binauralroomresponses/) and were taken from the IEM production studio (volume 127 m3,
base area 42 m2, T60 ≈ 0.4 s) in which Neumann (Germany) KH310-A loudspeakers are mounted in
various directions. MOBRIRs were measured with a Neumann KU100 dummy head in rotations of
1◦ steps (turntable) using the exponentially swept sine technique. Available loudspeaker directions
that are depicted in Figure 1a, 1b show the dummy head in the center listening position, facing
the center loudspeaker (channel 3). The B-format ARIRs were measured after replacing turntable
and dummy head with the Soundfield ST450 array. The room was selected for studying MOBRIR
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interpolation and binaural Ambisonic rendering as the presence of its short reverberation already
supports externalization in typical listening environments and its pronounced direct and early parts
are expected to be critical considering both timbral artifacts and spatial mapping deficiencies [15,24].
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(a) Loudspeaker layout of the IEM
production studio.

(b) KU100 dummy head in the center of the loudspeaker setup.

Figure 1. Binaural room impulse response measurement setup.

2. Experiment I: Dynamic Rendering of Multiple-Orientation Binaural Signals

Experiment I is based on data of a previous study [20], and it evaluates the dual-band strategy
linear interpolation with switched high-frequency phase (LISHPh) using dummy-head MOBRIRs of the
resolutions 8◦, 15◦, 30◦, and 60◦, and compares it with a reference linear interpolation of MOBRIRs
resolved by 1◦. The LISHPh method is described in Section 2.1, and the design and implementation
of the listening experiment are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Response data3 and
examples of the audio stimuli2 are made available for download; examples include renderings of static
head-orientations and of emulated continuous head rotation. Finally, the results of Experiment I are
discussed in Section 2.4.

2.1. Linear Interpolation with Switched High-Frequency Phase (LISHPh)

For both the left and right ear, the interpolated ear signal in a horizontal set of orientations
is obtained by a combination of the corresponding signals xq(t) and xq+1(t) belonging to the head
orientation closest to the current orientation of the listener ϕ(t), where t is the discrete-time index.
With MOBRIRs measured for Q equi-angular orientations on the horizon (around the Cartesian z-axis),
and ∆ϕ as azimuthal resolution, the indices of the two closest BRIRs (or recorded ear signals) are
q =

⌊
ϕ(t)
∆ϕ

⌋
, and q + 1 =

⌈
ϕ(t)
∆ϕ

⌉
, where b·c and d·e are the floor and ceil functions, respectively, and the

ear signals xq(t), and xq+1(t) are obtained by convolution; see Figure 2a.
In a broadband linear interpolation, the resulting ear signal is obtained as

x(t) = (1− α)xq(t) + αxq+1(t), (1)

where the interpolation weight is obtained by α =
⌈

ϕ(t)
∆ϕ

⌉
− ϕ(t)

∆ϕ . However, the linear combination
of delayed signals produces comb-filtering introducing severe colorations in the resulting signal.
In particular, the maximum delay τ = r

c sin(∆φ) between adjacent HRIRs is estimated by a simplistic
head model, where r = 8.5 cm is the head radius and c = 343 m/s is the speed of sound. The maximum
delay is observed between ear signals of the head orientation 0◦ and those of the orientations ±∆ϕ,
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for a frontal source. To avoid destructive interference, artifact-free linear interpolation can only be
achieved below

fmax =
1

2τ
=

c
2r

1
sin(∆φ)

. (2)

Spectral artifacts of linearly interpolated BRIRs are comparable with those of HRIRs when the direct
sound dominates. For interpolation of BRIRs from a diffuse field, the same (worst-case) frequency limit
for destructive interference holds. In particular, if the contribution of frontal sounds is pronounced,
the interpolated result partly contains the destructive interference at fmax.

The LISHPh method is employed [16,18,20] to avoid noticeable spectral artifacts around and
above fmax, regardless of the acoustic scenario. As depicted in Figure 2b, the signal in the lower band
is processed in the time domain by applying the linear weights as in Equation (1), and the signal in the
high-frequency band is obtained by magnitude interpolation

X(k) = {(1− α)|Xq(k)|+ α|Xq+1(k)|} ei](k), (3)

where k is the frequency index of a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) frame, i2 = −1, and ](k) is
the phase argument which is switched between ](k) = ]q+1(k) for α ≥ 0.5 and ](k) = ]q(k) else.
Whenever the phase argument of a narrow-band signals has to make a transition by π, switching can
theoretically become audible and can only be avoided by spectrogram inversion [17,18]. We avoided
the additional effort, as the negative influence of the switching noise turned out to be inaudible for
speech, music recordings, noise, etc. with suitable block size settings [20].

2.2. Listening Experiment: Design

We tested the LISHPh method rendering from MOBRIR resolutions of ∆φ = {8, 15, 30, 60}◦ and
also included the broadband linearly interpolated ear signals for comparison. During the listening
experiment, each listener was asked to (i) rate the spatial mapping (i.e., direction and distance) and
timbre compared to a reference condition for static rendering (four different head orientations), and (ii)
to rate the continuity or robustness when rendering dynamically, i.e., incorporating head movements
of the listener.

ϕ

q∆ϕ

(q + 1)∆ϕ

Selector
q∆ϕ ≤ ϕ(t) ≤ (q + 1)∆ϕ

q q + 1

BRIR set

BRIRq+1

BRIRq

xin(t)
xq+1(t)

xq(t)

(a) Filter-switching and convolution
to obtain the two neighbouring ear
signals which are closest to the current
head rotation.

xq+1(t)

xq(t)

LP2

LP2
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HP STFT

STFT

STFT |(·)|

|(·)|

/

/

LP2 α

1− α

+

1− α

α + × STFTISTFT

+
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|Xq(k)|

|Xq+1(k)|

α ≥ 0.5

α < 0.5

τ

xLP (t)

xHP (t)

x(t)

(b) Block diagram of the LISHPh interpolation method. The lower
band is interpolated linearly in the time domain, while the
high-frequency band is interpolated in the short-time Fourier
domain. The high-frequency signal is obtained by a magnitude
interpolation and the phase for reconstruction is chosen dependent
on α (interpolation weight).

Figure 2. Block diagram for BRIR selection, convolution, and continuous interpolation for one ear in a
dynamic binaural rendering scenario.

The 10 test participants (all male and at an age between 27 and 42) were asked to rate the
overall difference between a reference (artifact-free linear interpolation with 1◦ resolution) and the
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test signals on a continuous scale from poor to very good. A hidden reference was used for screening of
ratings, and thus the test procedure can be described as MUSHRA-like (multi stimulus with hidden
reference and anchor [25]). The test signals were continuously looped, and participants were allowed
to seamlessly switch between signals in real-time as often as desired.

In terms of timbre and spatialization, we tested four different static head orientations ϕ =

{12, 21, 37, 78}◦ (the sign of the orientation was randomly changed across participants) for a frontal
source position with pink noise and music as source signal, respectively. The choice of the source
position and orientations was met to make the experiment most sensitive to the expected interpolation
artifacts: on the one hand, time-delays (phases or ITDs) are most head-orientation-dependent for
predominantly frontal source positions, and, on the other hand, orientations were selected to enforce
interpolation with 0.2 < α < 0.8 for all MOBRIR sets under test.

Testing the continuity involved a pink noise and a music signal played back over a virtual
frontal (0◦) and lateral (90◦) loudspeaker. Here, listeners were asked to rotate their head between
φ = −45◦ . . . 45◦ and a check-box for automatic rotation with 180◦/1s was included for fast movements.

2.3. Listening Experiment: Implementation and Settings

The real-time implementation of the LISHPh, as well as the broadband linear interpolation, was
done in pure data (https://puredata.info/), an open source real-time audio software. Appendix A
describes the example implementation provided online (https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:97087).

Block processing: In the short-time block processing with block size N and hop size L = N/2 of the
high-frequency part, a sine half-wave window is applied at both the analysis and synthesis stage to
reduce cyclic artifacts at the block boundaries. As found in [20] and as the optimum for broadband
musical sounds, it is crucial to keep the block size low to avoid temporal artifacts and to obtain low
latency. Thus, we suggest setting N = 128 at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. For high-frequency phase
selection, we used an update rate of 200 Hz; see the block labeled as Selector in the diagram of Figure 2a.

Crossover: We estimate the spectral ripple of two interfering signals with phase offsets by
1
2 [e

i φ
2 + e−i φ

2 ] = cos φ
2 . To keep the spectral ripple below 3 dB, we require a phase difference φ < π

2 ,
or φ < π

4 to keep it below 0.7 dB, and hence spectrally inaudible [26]. With Equation (2) or a rule
of thumb fmax ≈ 2 kHz 57.3◦

∆ϕ , the phase difference is φ = π f
fmax

in our case. Spectrally, good results are

achieved with a crossover frequency fc ≈ fmax
4 . However, setting it too low, e.g., fc < 1.5kHz, impedes

interaural phase cues in a relevant frequency range. Accordingly, the choice

fc(∆φ) = 2u fmax(∆φ), (4)

with u =

{
−2, if ∆ϕ < 30◦

−1, if ∆ϕ ≥ 30◦

offers a reasonable trade-off, cf. [20]. For ∆φ = {8, 15, 30, 60}◦, we obtain the crossovers at fc =

[4, 2, 2, 1] kHz. The crossover is implemented by 4th-order Linkwitz–Riley filters because of their
in-phase sub bands [27,28].

For playback, we used AKG K702 headphones equipped with the IEM headtracker [8] and the
experiment was conducted in a quiet office room.

2.4. Results and Discussion

The statistical analysis below uses pooled data for each attribute; see Figure 3. For timbre and
spatial mapping, ratings of four directions were pooled, and both virtual loudspeaker directions were
pooled for continuity. Please note that throughout the article we use a Wilcoxon signed-rank test [29]
with a Bonferroni–Holm correction [30] to determine p-values of pair-wise comparisons between test
conditions and define p < 0.05 as significantly different. We employ non-parametric statistics as we do
not assume a normal distribution of the ratings due to severe clustering at the limits of the scale.
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(a) Timbre and spatial mapping of the pooled data for all
tested directions for a frontal source and head orientations of
ϕ = {12, 21, 37, 78}◦.
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(b) Continuity of the pooled data (virtual speaker at front
and side, respectively).

Figure 3. Median (markers) and 95% confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings from all 10 subjects
for testing the perceived difference to the reference (linearly interpolated BRIRs on a 1◦ resolution).
Settings of the algorithm are indicated by ∆ϕ/ fc, where lin denotes a broadband linear interpolation.

Timbre: Per MOBRIR resolution, there is a clear advantage of the LISHPh method in the settings
proposed compared to broadband linear interpolation. The p-values (significance level) given in the
upper triangle of Table 1 indicate that there are four groups, which are significantly different from
each other. The LISHPh interpolations with settings 8◦/4k and 15◦/2k are not significantly different
(p = 0.11) to the 1◦ reference condition and perform significantly better than all other conditions.
For the coarser resolutions, the quality of the LISHPh interpolation decreases significantly with spacing.
However, for all orientation resolutions, LISHPh performs significantly better than linear interpolation
(p < 0.005). The best linear interpolation conditions 8◦lin and 15◦lin are comparable to the worst
LISHPh condition 60◦/1k (p > 0.36).

Table 1. p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni–Holm correction) for ratings of timbre
and spatial mapping of Experiment I. The upper triangle corresponds to timbre, the lower triangle to
spatial mapping. Insignificant differences (p-values ≥ 0.05) are indicated by bold numbers.

Method ref 8◦/4k 15◦/2k 30◦/2k 60◦/1k 8◦lin 15◦lin 30◦lin 60◦lin

ref - 0.11 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

8◦/4k 0.13 - 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00

15◦/2k 0.58 0.35 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00

30◦/2k 0.00 0.02 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

60◦/1k 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 0.72 0.36 0.00 0.00

8◦lin 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 0.95 0.03 0.16

15◦lin 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.58 - 0.00 0.00

30◦lin 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 - 0.95

60◦lin 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 -

Spatial Mapping: The results for spatial mapping, i.e., localization and distance impression, indicate
that there is no significant difference between the ref and 8◦/4k, and 15◦/2k (p > 0.13) conditions, cf.
lower triangle in Table 1. For coarser resolutions, the quality of spatial mapping decreases significantly.
Again, the LISHPh conditions clearly outperform the linear interpolation. However, the best linearly
interpolated conditions 8◦lin and 15◦lin are significantly better than the worst LISHPh condition
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60◦/1k. This is caused by its low crossover frequency at fc = 1kHz which is set to avoid comb filtering
(cf. Equation (5)) but already distorts the interaural time difference (ITD) in a sensitive frequency
range [31].

Continuity: The results for perceived continuity are depicted in Figure 3b. While there is clear
absolute difference depending on the source signal (yellow vs. blue line-pink noise vs. music), the
trend is similar. For both signal types, all of the LISHPh conditions except 60◦/1k do not significantly
differ from the reference and from each other; see Table 2. Coarser MOBRIR resolutions lead to a
decrease in quality, and LISHPh conditions clearly outperform linear interpolation of corresponding
resolution. The improved continuity for 60◦lin compared to the denser MOBRIRs can be explained by
its reduced timbral variation when rotating the head, which seemed more important to listeners than
spatial mapping.

Table 2. p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni–Holm correction) for ratings of continuity
in Experiment I. The upper triangle corresponds to the pink noise, the lower triangle to music as source
signal. Insignificant differences (p-values ≥ 0.05) are indicated by bold numbers.

method ref 8◦/4k 15◦/2k 30◦/2k 60◦/1k 8◦lin 15◦lin 30◦lin 60◦lin

ref - 2.19 1.69 0.90 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

8◦/4k 1.00 - 1.78 1.69 0.15 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00

15◦/2k 1.06 1.70 - 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00

30◦/2k 0.86 0.82 1.33 - 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

60◦/1k 0.09 0.15 0.90 0.86 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

8◦lin 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.83 - 0.16 1.38 0.39

15◦lin 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.90 - 2.19 0.00

30◦lin 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.88 - 0.00

60◦lin 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 1.06 1.70 0.33 -

3. Experiment II: Dummy-Head MOBRIR vs. ARIR

In Experiment II, we evaluate and compare the perceptual aspects of MOBRIR (LISHPh) and
ARIR-based dynamic rendering (ASDM). The concept of ARIR-based rendering and the relevant
signal processing involved to accomplish upscaling are described in Section 3.1. A description of
the listening experiment, the implementation, and the corresponding discussions are presented in
Section 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. Appendix B shows the MATLAB implementation of the ASDM
upscaling. Audio examples2 of the material used in the listening experiment as well as its response
data 3 are available for download. The examples include renderings of static head-orientations and of
emulated continuous head-orientations.

3.1. Rendering with Measured Ambisonic RIR and the Ambisonic Spatial Decomposition Method (ASDM)

As depicted in Figure 4, dynamic binaural rendering from room responses measured in
Ambisonics (ARIRs) is modular and consists of three blocks: (i) a multi-channel convolution of the
source signal with an order N upscaled ARIR, (ii) an efficient rotation [32,33] corresponding to the head
orientation of the listener, (iii) and multi-channel convolution with an Ambisonic binaural renderer.

For efficient and low-effort measurements of the ARIR, we use a compact first-order tetrahedral
spherical microphone array and denote the discrete-time B-format ARIRs h(t), x(t), y(t), z(t) as the
responses of a Soundfield ST450 array.
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Ambisonic RIR

xin(t)

matrix
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multichannel
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multichannel
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1

(N + 1)2

x(t)

ϕ
MagLS

Figure 4. Block diagram of binaural rendering with measured Ambisonic RIRs (ARIRs). Here, MagLS
refers to a state-of-the art Ambisonic binaural render.

Similar to the spatial decomposition method SDM [34], the Ambisonic SDM (ASDM) assigns a
direction of arrival (DOA) θ(t) to each discrete-time sample t of the omni-directional RIR component
h(t), cf. [22]. For the DOA estimation, we suggest using the pseudo-intensity vector (PIV) [35] for
the frequencies between 200 Hz and 3 kHz. Here, the upper frequency limit is chosen below the
spatial aliasing frequency fa = c

2πrST450
≈ 3.6kHz for rST450 = 1.5cm and the low cut minimizes

low-frequency disturbance in the DOA estimation. We perform a zero-phase band limitation (e.g., by
MATLAB’s filtfilt) denoted by F200−3k and a zero-phase temporal smoothing FL of the resulting PIV
using a moving-average Hann window in the interval [−L/2; L/2] for L = 16 to get the DOA estimate

θ(t) =
θ̃(t)
‖θ̃(t)‖ , with (5)

θ̃(t) = FL





F200−3k
{

h(t)
}

F200−3k








x(t)
y(t)
z(t)












as Cartesian unit vector θ(t).
In a first step, the ASDM-upscaled ARIR re-encodes every time sample at the detected DOA

h̃nm(t) = Ym
n [θ(t)] h(t), (6)

where Ym
n (θ) are the N3D-normalized, real-valued spherical harmonics of order n and degree m,

cf. [23], evaluated at the direction θ, and the maximum order n ≤ N can be chosen freely. In the late
diffuse part of the response, the implicit assumption of there being only a single DOA per time sample
does not hold. As a result, a fluctuation of the DOA θ(t) causes amplitude modulation and destroys
narrow-band spectral content in h̃nm(t); typically, the longer low-frequency reverberation tails are
hereby mixed towards higher frequencies, causing unnaturally long reverberation there [12,36] at high
orders, cf. solid lines in Figure 5. However, theoretically, the expected temporal energy decay in an
ideal (isotropic) diffuse field must be identical for any receiver of random-energy-efficiency-normalized
directivity, such as the spherical harmonics, also after decomposition into frequency bands, and hence
requires correction.

Despite the mismatch, formal derivation in [22] showed that quadratic summation across
same-order spherical harmonics is omnidirectional ∑m |Ym

n (θ)|2 = 2n+1
4π . Hereby, ASDM-upscaled

ARIRs at least displays consistent broadband energies ∑m |h̃nm(t)|2 = 2n+1
4π |h(t)|2 across all spherical

harmonic orders n, for any sound field. To enforce consistency with spectral squares of h(t),
third-octave filtering is useful, where the bth sub-band signal Fb{h(t)} with center frequency fb
is obtained from a bank of zero-phase filters Fb that is perfectly reconstructing h(t) = ∑b Fb{h(t)}.
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For every sub band b and order n, an energy decay of the ASDM-upscaled ARIR Fb{h̃nm(t)} matching
with the original one of Fb{h(t)} is enforced by envelope correction

Fb{hnm(t)} = Fb{h̃nm(t)} wb
n(t), (7)

with wb
n(t) =

√
2n+1

4π

√
FT
{
Fb{h(t)}2

}

∑m FT
{
Fb{hnm(t)}2

} ,

where FT{·} denotes temporal averaging with a time constant T (e.g., 100 ms). The energy decay reliefs
for the initial and corrected result of ASDM are exemplary shown for a third octave fb = 2 kHz and
within the orders n = {1, 3, 5, 7} in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Energy decay relief (EDR) in a third-octave band with center frequency of 2 kHz. Solid and
dashed lines indicate the order partitioned EDR before and after equalization as defined in Equations (6)
and (7), respectively.

Finally, the ear signals are obtained by a convolution of the rotated Ambisonic signals with any
state-of-the-art FIR binaural Ambisonic renderer, cf. Figure 4. Our study employs the time-invariant
filters of the MagLS (magnitude-least-squares) renderer (The MagLS renderer is part of the IEM plugin
suite which can be found here https://plugins.iem.at/) defined in [24,37] to get high-quality Ambisonic
rendering already with an order N = 3. The filters were designed using a magnitude-learst-squares
optimization that disregards phase match in favor of an improved HRTF magnitude at high frequencies,
and hereby avoids spectral artifacts. MagLS also includes an interaural covariance correction that
offers an optimal compromise to render diffuse fields consistently [23].

3.2. Listening Experiment: Design

Similar to Experiment I, listeners were asked to rate the spatial mapping, coloration, and continuity
compared to the 1◦ reference. The test conditions included ARIR rendering with the ASDM target
orders N = {1, 3, 5} as well as the corresponding MOBRIR resolutions ∆ϕ = {60, 45, 30}◦ rendered
with LISHPh and broadband linear interpolation. Note that the set of MOBRIR resolutions is derived
from the number of loudspeakers used for Ambisonics reproduction [23] in practice ∆ϕN ≈ 180◦

N+1 ;
for N = 1, we chose 60◦ instead of 90◦ to maintain a reasonable MOBRIR resolution.

We asked to rate the timbre differences, and consistency of spatial mapping for the five static listener
orientations ϕ = {0,−35, 12,−15, 22.5}◦ which were switched automatically in 900 ms intervals
and are restarted at the beginning of every audio loop. The orientations where chosen such that
0.25 < α < 0.83 for all resolutions in order to test for high interpolation depth; ϕ = 0◦ is included
as reference orientation, and it marks the start of each loop. As source positions, we used a frontal
and lateral virtual loudspeaker, cf. loudspeakers 3 and 7 in Figure 1a. The continuity test to compare
dynamic rendering was similar as in Experiment I; see Section 2.2.
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3.3. Listening Experiment: Implementation

While ARIR-based rendering could be implemented in a multichannel DAW (e.g., Reaper)
by using freely available convolution (http://www.matthiaskronlachner.com/?p=1910), rotation,
and rendering plug-ins (https://plugins.iem.at/), there is no tested and easy-to-use plug-in for
MOBRIR rendering, yet. To rule out any effects due to different implementations, we used the pure
data implementation as described in Section 2.3 to also emulate ARIR-based rendering. To this end, we
evaluated the ARIR BRIRs according to [22] to get a ∆ϕ = 1◦ MOBRIR (for each ear)

AMOBRIRq(t) =
T−1

∑
τ=0

N

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=−n

bnm(τ)
n

∑
m′=−n

rmm′
n (q∆ϕ) hnm′(t− τ), (8)

where bnm(t) is the FIR binaural Ambisonic renderer, hnm′(t) is the ARIR of the order N, q is the
orientation index, and rmm′

n is the Ambisonic rotator. As binaural renderer bnm(t), we employed the
one from [37] with KU100 HRIRs measured for 2702 directions [21]. The resulting AMOBRIR was
linearly interpolated like the reference condition.

For playback, we again used AKG K702 headphones equipped with the IEM headtracker [8] and
the experiment was conducted in a quiet office room.

3.4. Results and Discussion

The results of the listening experiments with nine participants (all male experienced listeners
with normal hearing, and between an age of 27 and 57) are depicted in Figure 6 and are discussed in
detail below.

Timbre: While most of the conditions are rated significantly poorer than the reference, the following
are not: LISHPh with 30◦/2k and ARIR rendering with the ASDM-upscaled orders 3 and 5, cf. upper
triangle in Table 3. ARIR rendering with 5th order is generally rated best; however, it is not significantly
different to the 30◦/2k and 3rd-order conditions. The timbral quality decreases with both orientation
resolution and lower order, and thus the 60◦/1k and 1st-order conditions yield significantly lower
quality. The broadband linear interpolation conditions received the poorest ratings and significantly
differ from all other conditions, with the exception of 60◦/1k and 1st order.

ref 30°lin 45°lin 60°lin 30°/2k 45°/1.5k 60°/1k 5th 3rd 1st

po
or

ve
ry

 g
oo

d

timbre
spatial mapping

(a) Timbre and spatial mapping of the pooled data for all
tested directions for a frontal source and head orientations of
ϕ = {0,−35, 12,−15, 22.5}◦.
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(b) Continuity of the pooled data (virtual speaker at front
and side, respectively).

Figure 6. Median (markers) and 95% confidence interval (solid lines) of ratings from all nine subjects
for testing the perceived difference to the reference (linearly interpolated BRIRs on a 1◦ resolution).
Settings of the algorithm are indicated by ∆ϕ/ fc, where lin denotes a broadband linear interpolation.
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Spatial Mapping: While the general trend is similar to the timbre results, for spatial mapping only
the 1st order and all linear interpolations are significantly poorer than the reference, cf. lower triangle
in Table 3. Again, the 5th-order ARIR rendering is rated highest, albeit not significantly better than
the 3rd-order ARIR and all LISHPh conditions (p > 0.68). The 30◦, 45◦, and 60◦ linear interpolations
are significantly outperformed by all other conditions except the 1st-order ARIR rendering. Please
note that we tested static directions different from Experiment I and even though the trend is similar
to Figure 3(a), the 30◦/2k is not significantly different from the reference condition here. This can be
addressed to participants not always rating the reference highest in Experiment II.

Table 3. p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni–Holm correction) for ratings of timbre
and spatial mapping of Experiment II. The upper triangle corresponds to timbre, the lower triangle to
spatial mapping. Insignificant differences (p-values ≥ 0.05) are indicated by bold numbers.

Method ref 30◦lin 45◦lin 60◦lin 30◦/2k 45◦/1.5k 60◦/1k 5th 3rd 1st

ref - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.22 0.18 0.01

30◦lin 0.01 - 0.36 1.55 0.01 0.06 0.25 0.01 0.03 1.14

45◦lin 0.01 2.46 - 1.55 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 .01 0.13

60◦lin 0.01 2.53 2.83 - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.60

30◦/2k 1.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 - 0.22 0.03 1.30 0.95 0.07

45◦/1.5k 1.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.76 - 0.07 0.07 0.76 0.04

60◦/1k 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.97 - 0.03 0.07 0.50

5th 2.54 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.05 0.97 0.68 - 0.56 0.02

3rd 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01 2.66 2.83 1.06 1.05 - 0.01

1st 0.01 1.11 1.10 0.68 0.03 0.19 0.55 0.01 0.03 -

Continuity: The ratings of the continuity, i.e., robustness of source position and timbre to head
rotations, are depicted in Figure 6b and Table 4, respectively. Tendentially, quality ratings are higher
for music compared to pink noise as source signal. Independent of the source signal, the 5th-order
and 3rd-order ARIR conditions as well as all LISHPh conditions do not significantly differ from the
reference condition (p > 0.15). Again, all linearly interpolated conditions and the 1st-order condition
perform poorly, are significantly different to all other conditions, and are similar to each other.

Table 4. p-values (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni–Holm correction) for ratings of continuity
in Experiment II. The upper triangle corresponds to the pink noise, the lower triangle to music as
source signal. Insignificant differences (p-values ≥ 0.05) are indicated by bold numbers.

method ref 30◦lin 45◦lin 60◦lin 30◦/2k 45◦/1.5k 60◦/1k 5th 3rd 1st

ref - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.39 1.72 0.15 1.43 1.99 0.03

30◦lin 0.01 - 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

45◦lin 0.01 0.01 - 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 .01 0.06

60◦lin 0.01 0.19 0.64 - 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.08

30◦/2k 1.67 0.01 0.01 0.01 - 1.57 1.89 0.98 1.99 0.05

45◦/1.5k 1.86 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.39 - 1.44 1.72 1.89 0.02

60◦/1k 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.09 0.26 - 0.16 0.63 0.16

5th 1.86 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.17 1.72 0.12 - 1.61 0.01

3rd 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.01 1.34 1.67 1.66 0.15 - 0.03

1st 0.01 0.12 1.72 0.37 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.07 -
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4. Conclusions

We evaluated two fundamentally different measurement-based binaural audio rendering
strategies in a novel comparative listening experiment: The dummy-head-based strategy employs
binaural impulse responses measured in multiple orientations (MOBRIRs) and hereby contains
the required set of binaural cues of the dummy head for dynamic (head-tracked) rendering.
The Ambisonics-based strategy uses the room impulse response measured by a first-order Ambisonic
microphone (ARIR) in a single orientation, which is upscaled from its weak directional resolution
to higher orders using the Ambisonic spatial decomposition method (ASDM). Dynamic binaural
rendering is then accomplished separately through an Ambisonic rotator and binaural renderer.

Our experiment successfully compared the perceptual performance of both strategies, for static
rendering in terms of timbre and spatial mapping, and for dynamic rendering concerning the resulting
temporal continuity, overall. We found that the 5th-order Ambisonics-based rendering strategy (ASDM)
outperformed the dummy-head-based rendering for resolutions coarser than 30◦. By this and by its
clear separation of room-related from head-related aspects, we consider ASDM binaural rendering as
the versatile high-quality option for dynamic binaural rendering based on measured room responses.
We published audio examples, an example implementation, and all experimental response data for
reproducible research.

Concerning the dummy-head-based strategy with MOBRIRs, we summarized the analysis and
made available all experimental response data from previous experiments [20]. The results indicate
that linear interpolation between the different dummy-head orientations is always outperformed by
the linear interpolation and switched high-frequency phase method (LISHPh). This processing strategy
achieved a convincing rendering quality with an orientation resolution of 15◦ and 30◦, when compared
to a 1◦ linearly interpolated reference.

The underlying RIR measurements were taken from the IEM production studio with a
reverberation time of T60 ≈ 0.4 s. This specific choice of room was found suitable to study the
MOBRIR interpolation and ASDM binaural rendering as its pronounced direct and early parts
are expected to be critical considering specific timbral or spatial mapping deficiencies, and its
reverberation is suitable to evoke externalized impressions in typical office environments. Note
that neither of the investigated rendering strategies was specifically optimized for the specific room
and signals. Although not formally tested, we assume the results to hold for a variety of other acoustic
environments. An example patch and a set of more reverberant BRIRs (RT=2.8s) are provided online
(https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:100863).
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Appendix A. MOBRIR PureData Real-Time Processing Patch

An example patch for the pure-data real-time processing environment using M = 7 orientations
with a resolution of ∆φ = 15◦ can be accessed here https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:97087. The patch for
the high-frequency processing is exemplary shown for seven orientations in Figure A1.
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Figure A1. Implementation of the high-frequency patch in Pd.

Appendix B. ASDM MATLAB Source Code

The MATLAB source code of the proposed ASDM method can be found in Listing 1. Please note
that you need to install the spherical harmonic transform which can be accessed from https://github.
com/polarch/Spherical-Harmonic-Transform.

1 %% First order B−format RIR (ARIR)

2 [x,fs] = audioread(fname); % sorted in W,X,Y,Z − fs is the sampling frequency

3

4 %% Parameters and Settings

5 N = 3; % Ambisonics order

6 Nfft = 2^ceil(log2(size(x,1))); % fft length

7 Lsmooth_dirfluct = 17;

8 win_dirfluct=hann(Lsmooth_dirfluct);

9 Lsmooth_specdecay = 4096; % smoothing for fs = 44.1kHz

10 win_specdecay=hann(Lsmooth_specdecay);

11

12 %% PIV DOA estimation

13 [b,a] = butter(4,[200 3000]/(fs/2)); % bandpass with fl = 100Hz and fh = 3kHz

14 xbp = filtfilt(b,a,x);

15 e = xbp(:,1).^2; e = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct, e),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
16 ix = xbp(:,1).*xbp(:,2); ix = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,ix),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
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17 iy = xbp(:,1).*xbp(:,3); iy = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,iy),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
18 iz = xbp(:,1).*xbp(:,4); iz = circshift(fftfilt(win_dirfluct,iz),−floor(Lsmooth_dirfluct/2));
19 azi = atan2(iy, ix);

20 zen = atan2(sqrt(ix.^2+iy.^2),iz);

21

22 %% ASDM Upscaling of the ARIR

23 Ysh = getSH(N,[azi,zen],'real'); % from https://github.com/polarch/Spherical−Harmonic−Transform/
24 x = x(:,1).*Ysh; % upmixing

25

26 %% Spectral Decay Correction

27 H = thirdoctave_filter_bank_linph(Nfft,fs);

28 x_c = zeros(Nfft,(N+1)^2); % corrected upscaled ARIR

29 x_c(1:size(x,1),1) = x(:,1);

30 for k = 1:size(H,2)

31 xthird0 = ifft(fft(x(:,1),Nfft).*H(:,k));

32 xthird0rms = sqrt(circshift(fftfilt(win_specdecay,xthird0.^2),−Lsmooth_specdecay/2));
33 for n = 1:N

34 nidx = n^2+(1:2*n+1);

35 xthirdn = ifft(fft(x(:,nidx),Nfft).*H(:,k));

36 xthirdnrms = sqrt(sum(circshift(fftfilt(win_specdecay,xthirdn.^2),−Lsmooth_specdecay/2),2));
37 w_c = xthird0rms./(xthirdnrms+1e−6)*(2*n+1); % correction window

38 x_c(:,nidx) = x_c(:,nidx)+xthirdn.*w_c;

39 end

40 end

41 [n,m] = shindex(N);

42 renormalize = 1./sqrt(2*n+1);

43 x_c = x_c(1:size(x,1),:) * diag(renormalize);

44

45 %% Function Definitions

46 function [n,m] = shindex(nmax)

47 k = 0:(nmax+1)^2−1;
48 n = floor(sqrt(k));

49 m = k−n.^2−n;
50 end

51

52 function H = thirdoctave_filter_bank_linph(Nfft,fs)

53 f=linspace(0,fs/2,Nfft/2+1);

54 f(1)=f(2)/4;

55 fc = 25*2.^(0:1/3:9.9); %third−octave vector

56 H = zeros(Nfft/2+1,length(fc));

57 for k = 1:length(fc)

58 nthoctaves = log2(f/fc(k))*3; % 3rd−octaves distance from center freq.

59 upper = 1.0*(k<length(fc)); % upper 3rd−octave limit (high−pass in last band)

60 lower =−1.0*(k>1); % lower 3rd−octave limit (low−pass in first band)

61 nthoctaves = max(min(nthoctaves,upper,lower);

62 H(:,k) = cos(nthoctave*pi/2).^2;

63 end

64 H = [H;flipud(H(2:end−1,:))];
65 end

Listing 1: MATLAB source code of the proposed ASDM method.
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Auralization Involving Directivities

6
Concluding Remarks

This PhD project dealt with the concept, and the hardware-efficient implementation for
measurement-based auralization of rooms that allows to incorporate adjustable source
and receiver directivities. The proposed source-and-receiver-directional Ambisonic room
impulse response (SRD ARIR) capturing and processing method yields a resolution
enhancement of low-order directional RIR measurements and its most hardware-efficient
implementation employs a small set of first-order (minimum of 4 channels) measurements.
The SRD ARIR method was evaluated in a comparative listening experiment to a variety
of other auralization techniques which rely on more extensive measurements.

In the comparative listening experiment the IKO (icosahedral loudspeaker array), with
20 individual loudspeakers mounted on the surfaces of an icosahedron, was employed as
source of high-order directivity. In the scope of this PhD project, a contribution to both
the spherical harmonic beamforming capabilities and formalism as well as the documen-
tation of the practical achievable beam patterns of the IKO have been made. While the
IKO allows for controlling beams and synthesizing source directivities up to third order,
its own directivity is described by orders up to 16 (evaluation of pressure measurements
done with a surrounding microphone array).

An alternative to the proposed modular and interactive SRD ARIR method is a
technique that relies on the measured multiple-orientation binaural room impulse
response (MOBRIRs). The studies presented in this PhD project dealt with finding
the optimal MOBRIR grid resolution as a trade-off between measurement-effort and
obtained perceptual quality when rendering dynamically (i.e. accounting for the head
movements of a listener). It was found that a MOBRIR resolution of 15◦ combined
with the linear-interpolation and switched high-frequency phase method (LISHPh) yields
rendering qualities comparable to a 1◦ linearly interpolated reference. Further, the
optimal parameter settings (cross-over frequency, block size, etc.) of the the LISHPh
method were discussed and a demo implementation as well as all underlying measurements
and listening examples are available online4.

Besides the MOBRIR-based auralization, all other tested auralization techniques are
based on either a direct measurement of the Ambisonic RIRs (ARIRs) or a processing
that yields the ARIRs. Either way, all the ARIR-based auralization techniques facilitate
a binaural Ambisonics renderer. In the scope of this thesis rendering methods based
on a frequency-dependent time alignment of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) in
pre-processing or a magnitude-least-squares optimization that disregards a phase-match in
favor of a magnitude match at high frequencies were proposed. Both renderers optionally
include an interaural covariance correction that offers to render diffuse fields consis-
tently. The proposed renderers yield a representation of ear directivities with radically
improved mapping of timbre at high frequencies. The findings from perceptual evalu-
ations indicate that already an Ambisonics order of three allows for high-quality rendering.

4 https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:76741
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6 Concluding Remarks

Finally, the results from the comparative study showed that the proposed SRD ARIR
method performed similarly to the reference condition (MOBRIR-based) as no significant
differences for the attributes localizability, direction, or distance have been found. With
its benefits in terms of modularity and hardware efficiency, the SRD ARIR method is con-
venient for any application requiring a flexible exchange of source and receiver directivities
while keeping the number of responses needed for the room description to a minimum.

Note that a collection of RIRs, listening experiment response data, the statistical anal-
ysis, high resolution array data, and example implementations are made available online5.

5 https://phaidra.kug.ac.at/o:104417
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